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Traditionally, contextual interference (CI) has been investigated by the use of extreme 
low and high levels of CI (blocked and random practice schedules); with results generally 
suggesting that higher rather than lower amounts of CI facilitated motor skill learning (Magill & 
Hall, 1990). To better understand the CI effect, two experiments were conducted investigating an 
alternative form of practice schedule. Practice using this alternative schedule provided novices 
experiences with systematic increases in CI, which were compared to traditional blocked and 
random scheduling. Experiment 1 tested the hypothesis that practicing variations of the same 
tasks with systematic increases in CI would lead to superior performance when practicing the 
same tasks in a blocked or random schedule. Participants (N=60) practiced a golf putting task at 
three distances for a total of 81 trials following either a blocked, random, or increasing practice 
schedule. The increasing schedule had participants practice the first 27 trials with blocked 
scheduling, followed by 27 serial trials, practice then concluded with 27 trials of random 
scheduling. Results showed that participants who followed the increasing schedule generally 
performed better on a retention and transfer test when compared to participants practicing the 
same tasks following blocked and random schedules. The purpose of Experiment 2 was to test if 
the learning benefits of an increasing schedule were limited to variations of the same task or if 
the benefits were generalizable to tasks with different invariant features, thus being controlled by 
different generalized motor programs (GMP). In this experiment novice participants (N=96) 
practiced three different basketball related passes (chest, overhead, single arm). Using methods 
similar to Experiment 1, participants practiced the three passes in a blocked, random, or 
increasing schedule for 81 trials. Results showed that participants who practiced with gradual 
increases in CI generally performed better on a retention and transfer test compared to 
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participants who practiced with traditional blocked or random scheduling. The results of these 
two experiments indicate that a practice schedule offering systematic increases in CI facilitates 




It is very common for coaches, therapists, physical educators and employers to create 
learning environments where multiple skills are to be learned. For example, a volleyball coach 
may teach the bump, set and spike in a single practice session. One goal for practitioners is to 
create a practice environment that will promote learning during practice which ideally will 
transfer to enhanced performance on a later retention or transfer test. With this goal in mind 
practitioners must decide how best to schedule practice trials of to be learned tasks. By 
manipulating the order or scheduling of practice trials the practitioner consequently alters the 
amount of contextual interference (CI) the learner will encounter (Magill & Hall, 1990). CI is 
defined as the interference in performance and learning that arises from practicing one task in the 
context of other tasks (Schmidt & Lee, 2005). In a low CI schedule tasks are practiced in trial 
blocks (blocked practice), one right after the other with no variation. In a high contextual 
interference setting, skills are practiced along with other skills that may or may not be similar in 
a changing pattern (random practice). For example, in basketball students would likely practice 
shooting, passing, and dribbling. In a low CI practice schedule, the students would practice each 
of these tasks independently. However in a high CI practice schedule the students would 
participate in drills that would combine all three skills together. Traditional motor learning 
research investigating CI has shown that having higher rather than lower amounts of CI in 
practice leads to enhanced learning when measured on a later retention or transfer test. This 
finding is known as the CI effect (Magill, 2007). These varying amounts of CI exist on a 
continuum, with blocked scheduling serving as the low end of the CI continuum and random 




The investigation of CI dates back to Battig (1966) in which it was observed that 
introducing higher rather than lower amounts of CI enhanced verbal learning. Based on Battig’s 
work Shea and Morgan (1979) proposed that the same phenomena may also enhance the learning 
of motor skills. In this first motor learning study examining the CI effect participants learned a 
novel barrier knockdown task that varied in movement sequences. The results clearly showed 
that having learners practice these task variations in a random schedule led to superior learning 
when compared to learners who practiced the same tasks in a blocked schedule. Since Shea and 
Morgan’s (1979) initial findings much research has been conducted investigating the CI effect 
(see Magill & Hall, 1990 and Brady, 1998 for reviews).   
The early findings of Shea and Morgan (1979) sparked much research on CI with many 
researchers citing several variables as contributing to the CI effect. These include skill level of 
the learner (Hall, Domingues & Cavazos, 1994; Hebert, Landin, & Solmon, 1996, Magnuson & 
Wright, 2004; Meira & Tani, 2001), age of the learner (Del Rey, Whitehurst, & Wood, 1983; 
Jarus, & Goverover, 1999; Pollock, & Lee, 1997), number of practice trials (Shea, Kohl, & 
Indermill, 1990; Smith, 2002), various tasks characteristics (Del Rey, Wughalter, & Whitehurst, 
1982; Lee, Wulf, & Schmidt, 1992; Maslovat, Chua, Lee, & Franks, 2004; Moreno, Avila, 
Damas, Garcia, Luis, Reina, & Ruiz, 2003), whether practiced tasks are controlled by the same 
or different generalized motor program (Goodwin, & Meeuwsen,1996; Immink, & Wright, 2001; 
Magnuson, & Wright, 2004; Sekiya, & Magill, 2000), and whether the practice tasks are 
laboratory or non-laboratory (Brady, 1997; Del Rey, et al., 1982; Hall, et al., 1994). One 
consistent finding has been that the CI effect is consistently observed when the practiced tasks 
are laboratory based. These types of tasks are usually simple and would not typically be 
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performed outside the laboratory (Brady, 1998). Unfortunately when the CI effect is investigated 
using non-laboratory tasks the findings are not as robust.  
A common method that exists in the literature is the comparison of fixed levels of CI in 
practice schedules. Many researchers have compared only the extreme ends of the CI continuum 
(i.e. blocked vs. random schedules); others have also compared fixed moderate (i.e. serial) 
amounts of CI to blocked and random schedules. The results of these comparisons typically have 
shown that moderate to high amounts of CI in practice enhanced learning on a later test when 
compared to practice with lower amounts of CI.   
The two experiments reported in the present study explored the generalizability of the CI 
effect while pursuing a new type of methodology that does not compare fixed levels of CI in 
practice, rather a practice schedule that offers gradual increases in CI is investigated. These 
experiments also investigated predictions made by Magill and Hall (1990) that learning tasks 
controlled by the same or different generalized motor program (Schmidt, 1975) influences the CI 
effect. In 1975 Schmidt proposed his schema theory; this theory is based on the concept of a 
generalized motor program (GMP). This GMP represents a class of actions that have common 
movement features. Some elements of a GMP, called invariant features, are relatively fixed from 
trial to trail. Examples of invariant features include relative time structures and the sequencing of 
movements that make up an action. These invariant features are what distinguish one GMP from 
another; if the invariant features change the GMP being used to control the movements also 
changes. Parameters are features of a GMP that can be varied when performing skills that share 
invariant characteristics. Examples of parameters include overall force, duration, and movement 
amplitude (Magill, 2007).  
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The purpose of Experiment 1 was to test the hypothesis that gradual increases in CI 
during practice would lead to enhanced learning compared to blocked and random schedules 
when the task variations required parameter modifications. The purpose of Experiment 2 was to 
build on the findings of Experiment 1 and determine if gradually increasing CI in practice is 
beneficial when learning tasks with different movement patterns, consequently changing the 
invariant characteristics which require the use of different GMPs (Schmidt, 1975). Based on 
Gentile’s (1972) learning stage model and the works of Bjork (1994, 1999), Guadagnoli & Lee, 
(2004), and suggestions made by Boyce, Coker & Bunker, (2006), Magill (2007), and Jefferys, 
(2006) it was expected that the learning benefits of an increasing practice schedule would not be 
limited to tasks requiring parameter modifications. The results of these experiments will bring 
better understanding to the current body of motor learning research by providing a new approach 
of how to incorporate CI into practice. Specifically, these results indicate that practicing with 
fixed amounts of CI may not be the most effective way to structure practice. These results 
contribute a unique method of designing practice schedules that will ultimately lead to practice 











EXPERIMENT 1: SYSTEMATICALLY INCREASING CONTEXTUAL 
INTERFERENCE IS BENEFICIAL FOR LEARNING A GOLF PUTTING TASK 
 
INTRODUCTION 
When designing a practice schedule for learning multiple variations of a skill, it is 
important to consider the level of contextual interference the learner will encounter during 
practice (Magill, 2007). Contextual interference (CI) refers to the interference that results from 
performing variations of a skill within the context of practice (Shea & Morgan, 1979). The 
amount of CI in a practice setting can be varied by the scheduling of the order in which the skill 
variations will be practiced. A low amount occurs when each skill variation is practiced in its 
own set of trials, known as a blocked practice schedule. In contrast, a high amount occurs when 
each skill variation is practiced in a random order, commonly referred to as a random practice 
schedule. Between these two extremes are a variety of practice schedules that represent different 
amounts of CI (see Magill, 2007 for examples). 
The CI effect refers to the learning phenomenon where a learning benefit is derived from 
a practice schedule that invokes high rather than low contextual interference. The theoretical 
basis and demonstration of this learning phenomenon dates back to Battig (1966) in applications 
to verbal learning situations. Shea and Morgan (1979) provided initial evidence that this 
phenomenon also applies to the learning of motor skills. Since that time, numerous studies have 
demonstrated the effect for a variety of skills (see Brady 1998 and Magill & Hall, 1990, for 
reviews). In light of this evidence it is interesting to note that the predominant experimental 
design of CI studies has involved the comparison of only high and low levels of contextual 
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interference, i.e., random and blocked practice schedules. However, these comparisons have not 
always demonstrated the CI effect.  
Several reasons have been proposed to account for the conflicting results, which 
indirectly propose conditions associated with optimal practice schedules. For example, Magill 
and Hall (1990) hypothesized that a random practice schedule would not produce better learning 
than a blocked schedule when the skill variations to be learned were parameter modifications of 
the same generalized motor program. Brady (1998) concluded from his review that the failure to 
demonstrate the CI effect often occurred when applied rather than laboratory skills were learned. 
And, Landin and Hebert (1997) suggested that the conflicting findings were due in part to the 
skill level of the performer as they practiced with schedules involving fixed high and low levels 
of CI, with more experienced learners benefiting from random rather than blocked schedules and 
novices benefiting more from blocked schedules (see also Guadagnoli, Holcomb, & Weber, 
1999).  
That there may be optimal practice schedules other than blocked and random is a 
possibility that has received little attention by researchers. One way to explore this possibility is 
to consider and apply the perspectives of “desirable difficulties” (Bjork, 1994, 1999) and the 
“challenge-point hypothesis” (Guadagnoli & Lee, 2004) as important considerations for 
designing effective practice conditions. The concept of desirable difficulties refers to practice 
conditions that engage the learner in effortful learning processes during practice that will 
enhance long-term retention and transfer. As Bjork (1994, 1999) has already indicated, 
incorporating CI in practice schedules is one way to introduce a desirable difficulty into practice. 
The challenge-point hypothesis expands on this perspective by proposing that difficulty in 
practice conditions are a function of the relationship between the nominal task difficulty (i.e, the 
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constant amount of task difficulty regardless of who is performing the task or the performance 
situation) and functional task difficulty (i.e., how challenging the task is relative to the 
performer’s skill level and the performance situation). As a learner becomes more skilled during 
practice the functional difficulty of the practiced task is reduced. This implies that in order to 
appropriately challenge the learner at a ”desirable” level of functional task difficulty the practice 
environment should change as the learner’s skill level changes. One way to accomplish this type 
of change is to vary the amount of CI in the practice schedule. 
An important question remains concerning the introduction of the appropriate amount of 
CI in the practice schedule to optimize learning. According to the challenge-point hypothesis, 
changing levels of CI during practice would provide a way to match functional levels of task 
difficulty with the learner’s stage of learning. That is novices should benefit more from low 
levels of CI whereas those with higher skill levels should benefit more from higher levels of CI. 
In light of these expectations, it would seem reasonable to predict that for novices learning to 
putt a golf ball from various distances, which is a task Guadagnoli and Lee (2004) considered to 
be “relatively complex in nominal [task] difficulty” (p. 219), neither a blocked nor random only 
schedule would be optimal. Rather, an alternative schedule of CI should lead to the best learning, 
especially one that would engage learners in increasing amounts of CI as the number of practice 
trials increased.  
It is worth noting that the benefit of an “increasing CI” type of schedule was suggested by 
Magill and Hall (1990) on the basis of research evidence that showed learning benefits for 
novices when blocked practice was followed by later random trials (Goode & Wei 1988; Shea & 
Zimny 1983). Further support was later provided by Hebert et al., (1996). The initial practice 
trials would present the task variations in a blocked schedule. The rationale for the benefit of 
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these early repeated experiences was that these repetitions would provide early opportunities for 
important error correction and movement pattern exploration, which would allow the learner to 
get a general idea of what is needed to be done to reach the action goal. This rationale is 
consistent with Gentile’s (1972) learning stages model in which she argued that learners need 
repeated trials early in practice to facilitate their getting “an idea of the movement” (p. 3), i.e., a 
movement pattern that allows some success at achieving the task goal. The need to introduce 
higher levels of CI as practice progresses is in line with the long-term benefits of introducing 
more “desirable difficulty” into the practice session. It is also proposed that a serial practice 
schedule would serve as an intermediate step between initial blocked practice and the more 
difficult random practice schedule. 
 Thus the purpose of this experiment was to investigate whether the systematic increasing 
of CI levels during practice is more beneficial for retention and transfer than practice schedules 
involving only low or high levels of CI. More specifically, the hypothesis was that a practice 
schedule that presents novices with three increasing amounts of CI when learning multiple 
variations of a sport skill that is relatively complex in nominal task difficulty and in which the 
variations require coordination parameter changes, will perform better on retention and transfer 
tests when compared to participants who practice the same tasks with traditional blocked or 
random practice schedules. 
METHOD 
Participants 
Undergraduate college students (N = 60; 42 women and 18 men; M age = 20. 8 years, SD 
=1.9) enrolled at Louisiana State University were recruited from the student population. Students 
received extra credit for their involvement in this study. All participants agreed to participate 
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through informed consent. The procedures in this study were approved by the Louisiana State 
University Institutional Review Board.  
For inclusion in this study, participants had to qualify as a “novice” golfer according to 
the following criteria: they could not have played the game of golf or miniature golf more than 
one time in the last calendar year, nor could they have ever received formal instruction on how to 
putt a golf ball.  
Apparatus 
 The experimental task involved putting a standard golf ball to a target from three 
different distances (A = 0.9 m, B = 1.37 m, C = 1.82 m) (Figure 2.1). The putting surface was a 
flat indoor-outdoor type carpet on which a target was marked. All participants putted the same 
golf ball with the same right-handed putter.    
 
Figure 2.1 Target and the three start locations for practice trials (A, B, C) and the two starting 
locations for the transfer tests (T1, T2). 
0 pts 
7 pts 




 The target was a series of concentric circles (Figure 2.1). The center target had a diameter 
of 15 cm. Each concentric ring had an additional diameter of 15 cm. The score for each putt was 
determined by the circle in which the ball came to rest. If the golf ball came to rest in the center 
circle a score of zero was recorded. If the golf ball came to rest in the circle next to the center 
target a score of one was recorded. A series of concentric rings followed this scoring pattern out 
to a sixth ring. If the golf ball came to rest outside of the last ring a score of seven was recorded. 
If any part of the golf ball touched the line that separated two sets of rings the participant was 
awarded the lower score for the inner most ring. 
Procedure 
Participants were randomly assigned to the Blocked, Random or Increasing practice 
schedule groups. Before beginning the practice trials participants were instructed on how to 
correctly hold and swing the putter. They were told about the scoring system and that the goal 
was to make the golf ball stop in the center circle, or as close as possible to the center circle. 
Participants were also informed that they were to earn the lowest possible total score for the 
practice trials. Major movement and technique errors were corrected before participants were 
allowed to continue with the practice session. On each trial, after a participant putted and the golf 
ball came to rest the experimenter recorded the score of the putt and informed the participant of 
the score and the next location to from which to putt. Participants retrieved the ball after each 
putt and placed it in the correct location before the next trial began.  
 Each participant putted 27 trials from each of the three starting locations for a total of 81 
practice trials. The Blocked group practiced 27 consecutive trials from one location followed by 
27 trials from a second location and concluded with 27 trials from the third location. All blocks 
of 27 trials were counterbalanced across the group to control for order effects. Participants in the 
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Random condition practiced all trials randomly selected from locations A, B and C, with the 
constraint that no more than two trials were putted from the same location on consecutive 
attempts. Each participant in the Random group had a different randomized order of practice 
trials. The Increasing group practiced trials 1-27 in a blocked schedule, putting 9 trials from each 
location. Trials 28-54 followed a serial schedule (i.e., the series A, B, C was repeated 9 times). 
The Increasing groups practice phase concluded with trials 55-81 being presented in a random 
order from locations A, B and C (9 trials each). All trials were counterbalanced or re-randomized 
for each subject.  
 After a 24 hour period, participants returned to complete two tests. For the retention test 
participants performed 10 trials each from locations A and C in an alternating order. For the 
transfer test participants performed 10 trials each from two new locations (T1 and T2, see Figure 
1) in an alternating sequence.    
RESULTS 
Practice Trials 
 The mean scores for the three practice schedule conditions for the practice trials are 
presented in Figure 2.2. These results were analyzed using a 3 x 9 (Practice Schedule x Trial 
Block) repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). Trial blocks were comprised of the 
mean scores for 9 trials, which included three trials each from locations A, B and C. This 
analysis yielded a main effect for Practice Schedule, F(2, 57) = 5.62, p < 0.0059, and Trial 
Block, F(8, 456) = 8.50, p < 0.0001. The Practice Schedule x Trial Block interaction was not 
significant, F(16, 456) = 1.31, p > 0.1864. A Tukey-Kramer post hoc analysis of the Practice 
Schedules main effect indicated that the Blocked and Increasing schedule resulted in 




Figure 2.2 Scores for the three practice schedule groups during the practice trials. The scores are 
the mean of scores for each trial block. Each trial block (tblk) consists of 9 trials (3 for each 
distance). 
Retention and Transfer Tests 
Results of the retention and transfer tests are presented in Figure 2.3. These results were 
analyzed using separate one-way ANOVAs. The retention test analysis revealed a significant 
main effect for Practice Schedule, F(2, 57) = 5.80, p<.05. A Tukey-Kramer post-hoc analysis 
found that the Increasing group (M = 2.14, SD = 0.586) had significantly better performance 
scores than both the Random (M = 2.71, SD = 0.623) and Blocked (M = 2.72, SD = 0.618) 
Practice Schedule groups. The Blocked and Random groups were not statistically different.  
The analysis of the transfer test results yielded a significant main effect for Practice 
Schedule, F(2, 57) = 3.37, p<.05. The post hoc analysis found that the Increasing Practice 
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Schedule group (M = 2.75, SD = 0.524) performed significantly better than the Random group 
(M = 3.29, SD = 0.713), but not the Blocked group (M=3.07, SD=0.711). The Random group and 
Blocked group were not statistically different.  
 
Figure 2.3 Scores for the three practice schedule groups during the retention and transfer tests.  
DISCUSSION 
In the present study, the effectiveness of a new form of CI practice schedule was 
investigated. In this “increasing CI” practice schedule the learner progressed along the CI 
continuum by experiencing low CI early in practice and systematically changing to two higher 
levels of CI later in practice. For the first third of the practice session participants who 
experienced the increasing CI schedule practiced putting a golf ball from three different locations 
in a blocked order. The middle portion of the practice schedule had learners practicing the same 
tasks in a serial pattern. Practice concluded with the participants practicing the same three skills 
in a random order. This new strategy of incorporating CI into practice was compared to the more 
























It was predicted that this progressive form of practice schedule (i.e. increasing CI 
schedule) would lead to superior learning when compared to schedules with a fixed, single level 
of CI. The results partially supported this prediction. During the retention test, the Increasing 
group performed significantly better than both the Random and Blocked groups. On the transfer 
test, the Increasing group performed significantly better than the Random group. These findings 
provide evidence that practicing along the CI continuum can be beneficial for a novice learning 
to putt a golf ball different distances. The results of this study are consistent with predictions 
suggested by the challenge-point hypothesis (Guadagnoli & Lee, 2004) for a task with nominal 
difficulty, such as the golf putting task. In addition, the results provide a basis for how to 
effectively incorporate CI as a “desirable difficulty” (Bjork, 1994, 1999) during practice for 
novices learning this task. 
It is worth noting that there were no significant differences between the blocked and 
random practice conditions on the retention and transfer tests. Rather than considering this result 
as an indication of the lack of a CI effect in this experiment, it is suggested that this finding is 
consistent with other similar research in which no differences were found for learning skill 
variations that involved speed or distance parameter modifications (e.g., Brady, 1997; 
Guadagnoli et al., 1999). In fact it was this lack of a CI effect for these types of multiple task 
learning situations that led Magill and Hall (1990) to propose in their literature review the 
hypothesis that exclusively blocked or random practice schedules would not produce a CI effect 
and that some type of mixed level of CI during practice would be needed to produce the effect. 
The present experiment found that the increasing CI schedule supported that prediction.  
Before presenting reasons as to why an increasing CI schedule is beneficial for learning, 
it was important to determine whether the effects observed here generalize to tasks controlled by 
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different generalized motor programs (Schmidt, 1975). Same verses different generalized motor 
program (GMP) learning has been shown to be a limiting factor in the CI effect (Magill & Hall, 
1990); because of this it was important to test the expansion of the current findings when the 
practiced tasks were controlled by different GMPs. Testing this limitation allowed for a more 





















EXPERIMENT 2: SYSTEMATICALLY INCREASING CONTEXTUAL 
INTERFERENCE IS BENEFICIAL WHEN LEARNING TASKS CONTROLLED BY 
DIFFERENT GENERALIZED MOTOR PROGRAMS 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Experiment 1 provided evidence indicating that when learning task variations requiring 
parameter modifications, blocked practice followed by gradual increases in CI is beneficial for 
novices. The proposed experiment will further develop this idea by investigating whether similar 
learning benefits result from an increasing practice schedule for task variations controlled by 
different generalized motor programs (GMP). Often in physical education and sport situations 
learners are expected to learn and perform tasks that have very different movement patterns, 
essentially requiring the use of different GMPs. For example, when learning the game of 
badminton individuals must learn how to perform the drive, short and long serve correctly. Each 
of these serves requires the use of different GMPs. Thus from an application standpoint it is 
important to understand how to best organize practice when these types of skills must be learned.   
In Gentile’s (1972) learning stage model she suggested that learners need repeated trials, 
or blocks of trials, for movement pattern exploration which would ultimately lead to the 
development of a desirable movement pattern helping to achieve the action goal. In Gentile’s 
learning stage model there are not restrictions of movement pattern exploration based on the type 
of skill. More specifically, it does not seem that same or different GMP learning is relevant.  
What seems to be important is the need for repeated or blocked trials early in practice for 
movement pattern exploration and error correction regardless of the type of task being learned.  
Further building on this idea, Magill (2007) suggests when learning sport skills early blocked 
trials followed by increased amounts of CI may be beneficial. Jefferys (2006) also offers this 
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same suggestion when teaching agility skills to athletes. In both sport and agility skill training 
environments it is common to practice skills that require movement patterns that are different, 
which involves the use of different GMPs. Neither Magill (2007) nor Jefferys (2006) offer 
findings that limit the use of this type of practice schedule only to skills that require parameter 
modifications.   
It is suggested by Bjork (1994, 1999) that introducing learners to difficulties during 
practice is beneficial for long term learning. Bjork refers to these difficulties during practice as 
“desirable difficulties”, and in order for learners to benefit from desirable difficulties they must 
be challenged at the appropriate level. Bjork (1994, 1999) suggests that one way to introduce 
learners to desirable difficulties is to incorporate CI into the practice environment. If it is 
beneficial to use CI in practice to create desirable difficulties practitioners must then decide how 
much CI is appropriate.   
Guadagnoli & Lee (2004) offer a Challenge Point hypothesis which offers guidelines for 
introducing a desirable amount of CI in practice. This hypothesis is based on the skill level of the 
learner and the difficulty of the practiced tasks. They proposed that low levels of CI are more 
efficient for lower skilled individuals and higher levels of CI are appropriate for higher skilled 
learners. They further proposed that practice schedules with high CI are more appropriate for less 
difficult tasks and schedules producing lower levels of CI should be used when practicing more 
difficult tasks. As learners acquire skill during practice the relative difficulty of the task is 
reduced because the skill level of the learner is increased. If having a consistent desirable amount 
of difficulty (Bjork, 1994, 1999) enhances learning then it would follow that as a learner’s skill 
level increases so should the desirable difficulty level of practice. 
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Consistent with this conclusion and the suggestions by Bjork (1994, 1999) and 
Guadagnoli & Lee (2004) pedagogy researchers Boyce, Coker & Bunker, (2006) suggest that a 
low CI practice schedule should be used early in practice and as the learner becomes more 
skilled the difficulty of the practice task should be increased by increasing the amount of CI in 
the practice environment. However, none of these researchers proposed that the learning benefits 
of CI are limited to tasks requiring parameter modifications. 
Based on Gentile’s (1972) learning stage model and the works of Bjork (1994, 1999), 
Guadagnoli & Lee (2004) and suggestions made by Boyce, Coker & Bunker, (2006), Magill 
(2007), and Jefferys, (2006) it is expected that the learning benefits of an increasing practice 
schedule are not limited to tasks requiring parameter modifications. Rather, it is expected that the 
same learning benefit would occur when practicing tasks requiring the use of different GMPs 
which display different movement patterns. Some initial support for this prediction was provided 
by Hebert, Landin and Solmon (1996). In this study two groups of novices learning the tennis 
forehand and backhand were compared. One group practiced the forehand and backhand in a 
blocked schedule for the first half of practice and concluded practice with tournament play.  The 
tournament play was similar to a random practice schedule.  The second group of novices 
followed an alternating practice schedule for the first half of each practice session and concluded 
each session in the form of tournament play. The results of the study showed that novices 
practicing with initial blocked practice followed by random trials in the form of tournament play 
had superior performance on a later test. It is worth noting in this study two groups of skilled 
performers also followed the same practice, no posttest differences were observed. 
 It was the purpose of this experiment to build on the findings of Experiment 1further 
investigating the hypothesis that introducing learners to gradual increases in CI will lead to 
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superior performance on a later retention and transfer test. More specifically, it was hypothesized 
that learners practicing tasks with unlike movement patters requiring the use of different GMPs 
would result in superior performance on a later retention and transfer test when compared to 
novices who practiced the same tasks with fixed amounts of CI. 
METHOD 
Participants 
 Participants (N=96, 32 per group) were recruited from the undergraduate student body at 
Louisiana State University. Pilot testing indicated that male and female participants improved at 
different rates. Males tended to show rapid early gains, while females tended to show gradual 
improvements through the practice session. Pilot testing also indicated that overall performance 
scores were different, with males consistently performing better than females. In addition to 
performance differences, a smaller number of novel male participants meeting all the inclusion 
criteria were available for testing, when compared to available eligible female participants. For 
these reasons only female participants were used. All participants signed an informed consent 
approved by the Louisiana State University Institutional Review Board. Participants earned extra 
credit for their involvement in this experiment. Participants agreed they were novice basketball 
players, which meant they did not play high school basketball, and had not taken a basketball 
activity course, regularly participated in recreational (pick-up) games, or received formal 
instruction how to pass a basketball.  
Apparatus 
 Three basketball passes (two hand overhead pass, two hand pass starting from the chest 
and one hand sidearm pass) were the practiced tasks. All participants used the same foam 
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basketball (21cm diameter). Participants performed the tasks on a flat tiled surface in the Motor 
Behavior Laboratory in the Department of Kinesiology at Louisiana State University.  
Procedure 
After it was established that participants met the inclusion criterion they were randomly 
assigned to the Blocked, Random or Increasing practice schedule group. Before beginning the 
practice trials all participants read the same instructions describing the procedures and how to 
correctly perform the three tasks. After the participants read the instructions the investigator gave 
a brief demonstration of each pass. Participants were informed that the goal was to throw the ball 
directly at the target and that striking the middle zone (marked as zero) would earn them a score 
of zero points (see Figure 3.1 for a scoring guide, start locations and distances). They were also 
informed that they were to earn the lowest score possible. For scoring purposes, if a ball hit a line 
separating two zones on the target the participant was awarded the lower score. For example; if a 
ball landed on the line separating zones four and five a score of four was recorded for that trial. 
Participants retrieved the foam basketball after each trial.  
Participants began practice immediately following instructions and demonstrations, no 
practice trials were allowed. Participants were also informed that they could ask questions before 
or during practice; however information regarding technique or strategy was not provided. If 
major movement errors were observed they were immediately corrected by the investigator. For 
example; if a participant threw a chest pass by placing one hand behind the ball instead of having 
both hands on the sides of the ball the participant was given prescriptive feedback and the trial 
was repeated. Major movement errors were rarely observed. 
 After each trial the investigator recorded the points earned, verbally reported the score to 
the participant and then informed the participant of the next pass to be completed. All trials 
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scores were recorded in an Excel spreadsheet by the investigator. In addition, all practice and test 
trials were recorded using a digital webcam. These videos were recorded directly to the hard 
drive of a Dell Inspiron 6400 laptop computer and saved for later analysis. The video analysis is 
discussed below. After all practice trials were completed a time was scheduled for the participant 
to return the following day to conduct a retention and transfer test.  
 
Figure 3.1 Scoring guide, start locations and distances for practice and tests trials. Participants 
completed 81 trials on day one from the 5.0 m line. Participants returned the following day and 
completed a 12 trial retention test from the 5.0 m line and a 12 trial transfer test from the 6.0 m 
line. Participants were instructed to throw the ball at the target with the goal of striking the zone 
















Each participant completed 27 trials of each pass for a total of 81 practice trials. The 
Blocked group practiced 27 trials of one pass followed by 27 trials of a second pass and 
concluded with 27 trials of the third pass. The sequence of the type of pass performed within a 
trial block was counterbalanced across the participants in this group to control for order effects. 
Participants in the Random condition practiced all passes randomly, with the constraint that no 
more than 2 trials of the same pass occurred on consecutive attempts. Each participant in the 
Random group had a re-randomized order of practice trials. The Increasing group practiced trials 
1-27 in a blocked schedule, completing 9 trials of each pass. Trials 28-54 were conducted in a 
serial schedule (e.g., the sequence for three trials of overhead pass, chest pass, and sidearm pass 
was repeated 9 times for a total of 27 trials). The Increasing group practice phase concluded with 
trials 55-81 presented in a random order completing 9 trials of each pass. All trials were 
counterbalanced or re-randomized for each participant.  
Posttests 
 For the retention test participants completed four trials of each practiced pass for a total 
of 12 trials, in a mini-blocked schedule. An example of a mini-blocked schedule is two trials of 
the chest pass followed by two trials of the single arm pass followed by two trials of the 
overhead pass, this pattern repeats for a total of 12 trials. The two consecutive trials of each type 
of pass create mini blocks of same trials within the overall schedule. A mini-blocked schedule 
was used because it was novel to all participants, meaning no participant encountered this type of 
schedule during practice. This novel schedule controls for learning benefits that might develop 
because of trial schedule familiarity during the test. The 12 retention test trials were completed 
from the same location practiced the previous day. Following the retention test participants 
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completed a 12 trial transfer test from a novel start location, which was 6 m from the target (see 
Figure 3.1). Transfer test trials were in a mini-blocked schedule. All retention and transfer test 
trials were counterbalanced across subjects to control for order effects.  
Review of Videos 
 All videos of practice and test performances were viewed and scored by two separate 
observers. Observers were undergraduate kinesiology majors who earned extra credit for their 
assistance. All observers were trained by the investigator. Training consisted of the investigator 
showing each observer sample video clips while providing instruction how to score trials. 
Specifically, observers were told that if a ball made contact in the area marked “7” they were to 
award seven points for that trial and move on to the following attempt. If a ball made contact 
with a line observers were instructed to award the score closest to zero. The investigator then 
watched each observer score approximately 10 trials to insure he/she accurately and correctly 
scored attempts. Observers were encouraged to ask the investigator questions if problems 
developed. Observers watched each trial in slow motion or frame by frame and scored where the 
thrown ball struck the target. These scores were recorded in an Excel spreadsheet. Observers did 
not know which pass was being thrown or which condition the participant was in; the only image 
that was displayed was the target. Observers were not made aware of the second observer’s 
scores, they were simply told to score the video performances as accurately as possible. If at any 
time the observer was not able to clearly see where the ball stuck the target they were instructed 
to leave the trial blank and move to the next attempt. Blank trials were later filled in with the 
scores recorded by the investigator during the actual performances. Blank trials occurred a total 
of 287 times out of a possible 20,160 trials, meaning the observers felt they could clearly see the 




Dependent Variable Reliability 
 Intraclass correlations were calculated to determine the reliability of the scores for each 
pass. The scores for the overhead pass chest pass and the single arm pass had reliability 
coefficients of R = 0.802, 0.787, and 0.990, respectively. The reliability coefficients for the 
scores of all three passes were considered acceptable according to guidelines established by 
Baumgartner, T.A., Jackson, A.S., Mahar, M.T., and Rowe, D.A. (2007). 
Interobserver Reliability 
 Interobserver agreement (Thomas & Nelson, 2001) was calculated to measure the degree 
of similarity among the three observers (the investigator and two trained observers) who scored 
the participants’ performance. There were a total of 30,240 observed trials, and a total of 405 
disagreements among the observers. The interobserver agreement (IOA) was calculated using the 
following equation: 
IOA = agreements/(agreements + disagreements) 
This calculation produced an IOA score of 0.9736, which indicated that the observers scored the 
same performance identically approximately 97% of the time. 
Practice Trials 
 Practice trial scores were converted to measures of absolute error (AE), absolute constant 
error (ACE) and variable error (VE). Each error measure was examined with separate 3 x 9 
(practice schedule x trial block) analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures on trial 




 AE. The mean AE results for each group are presented in Figure 3.2. The main effect for 
practice schedule was not statistically significant, F(2, 93) = 2.39, p = 0.0969. The main effect 
for trial block was statistically significant, F(8, 744) = 72.74, p = <.0001. The interaction of 
practice schedule and trial block was not statistically significant, F(16, 744) = 1.47, p = 0.1052. 
Using Tukey-Kramer’s (HSD) post hoc procedures it was found that all three practice schedules 
improved from trial block 1 to trial block 9. With a Bonferroni adjustment, post hoc analysis 
revealed Blocked and Increasing groups were significantly better than the Random group on trial 
block nine.
 
Figure 3.2 Practice absolute error (AE) scores. The abbreviation Blk represents the Blocked 
group, Inc represents the Increasing group and Ran represents the Random group.  
 
 ACE. The mean ACE results for each group are presented in Figure 3.3. The analysis of 























significant, F(2, 93) = 0.03, p = 0.9710. However, the main effect for trial block was statistically 
significant, F(8, 744) = 7.87, p = <.0001. The interaction of practice schedule and trial block did 
not reach significance, F(16, 744) = 0.75, p = 0.7407. Different than AE, no differences were 
found on trial block 9. 
 
Figure 3.3 Practice absolute constant error (ACE) scores. The abbreviation Blk represents the 
Blocked group, Inc represents the Increasing group and Ran represents the Random group.  
 VE. The mean VE results for each group are presented in Figure 3.4. The analysis of VE 
produced similar findings as AE and ACE. The main effect for practice schedule was not 
significant, F(2, 93) = 2.35, p = 0.1005. The main effect for trial block was significant, F(8, 744) 
= 52.08, p = <.0001. There was no significant interaction, F(16, 744) = 1.52, p = 0.0863. 
Consistent with AE, Tukey-Kramer’s post hoc revealed that all three practice schedules 






















analysis revealed that the Blocked group performed significantly better than the Random 
condition on trial block 9. No other differences were found. 
 
Figure 3.4 Practice variable error (VE) scores. The abbreviation Blk represents the Blocked 
group, Inc represents the Increasing group and Ran represents the Random group.  
 
Retention Test Results 
 Similar to practice, retention tests scores are reported as AE, ACE and VE. Tests results 
were analyzed using separate one way ANOVA’s. The results of each test are reported below: 
AE. The mean AE results for each group for the retention test are presented in Figure 3.5. 
The analysis of these results found a main effect for practice schedule, F(2, 93) = 36.27, p = < 
























the Random (p = 0.0094) and Blocked (p < 0.0001) groups, and the Random group performed 
significantly better than the Blocked group (p < 0.0001). 
  
Figure 3.5 Retention absolute error (AE) scores. The abbreviation Blk represents the Blocked 
group, Inc represents the Increasing group and Ran represents the Random group.  
ACE. The mean ACE results for each group for the retention test are presented in Figure 
3.6. Different from AE retention scores, there was not a significant main effect observed for 
ACE, F(2, 93) = 2.50, p = 0.0880.  
VE. The mean VE results for each group for the retention test are presented in Figure 3.7. 
Analysis of these results found a significant main effect for VE during retention, F(2, 93) = 
24.52, p = < 0.0001. Post hoc analysis revealed the Increasing group performed significantly 
better than the Blocked group (p < 0.0001) and the Random group performed significantly better 
than the Blocked group (p < 0.0001). The difference between the Increasing and Random group 





















Figure 3.6 Retention absolute constant error (ACE) scores. The abbreviation Blk represents the 
Blocked group, Inc represents the Increasing group and Ran represents the Random group.  
   
 
Figure 3.7 Retention variable error (VE) scores. The abbreviation Blk represents the Blocked 







































Transfer Test Results 
AE. The mean AE results for each group for the transfer test are presented in Figure 3.8. 
Similar to retention test results, the analysis of AE revealed a significant main effect, F(2, 93) = 
56.58, p = < 0.0001. Post hoc analysis revealed that the Increasing group performed significantly 
better than the Blocked (p < 0.0001) and Random (p < 0.0001) groups. This analysis also found 
the Random group performed significantly better than the Blocked group (p < 0.0001). 
 
Figure 3.8 Transfer absolute error (AE) scores. The abbreviation Blk represents the Blocked 
group, Inc represents the Increasing group and Ran represents the Random group. 
 ACE. The mean ACE results for each group for the transfer test are presented in Figure 
3.9. The analysis of these results revealed a significant main effect, F(2, 93) = 3.97, p = 0.0221. 




















group (p = 0.0298). Post hoc results showed that the difference between the Increasing and 
Blocked group did not reach significance (p = 0.0663). Blocked and Random groups were not 
significantly different (p = 0.9430). 
 
Figure 3.9 Transfer absolute constant error (ACE) scores. The abbreviation Blk represents the 
Blocked group, Inc represents the Increasing group and Ran represents the Random group. 
 VE. The mean VE results for each group for the transfer test are presented in Figure 3.10. 
The analysis of VE transfer scores found a significant main effect, F(2, 93) 27.94, p < 0.0001. 
Post hoc results showed the Increasing group performed significantly better than Blocked (p < 
0.0001) and Random (p < 0.0001) groups. This analysis also revealed the Random group 



















Figure 3.10 Transfer variable error (VE) scores. The abbreviation Blk represents the Blocked 
group, Inc represents the Increasing group and Ran represents the Random group. 
DISCUSSION 
 The purpose of this experiment was to extend the findings of Experiment 1 by testing the 
hypothesis that the learning benefits of systematically increasing CI during practice are not 
limited to learning multiple tasks using the same GMP. It was predicted that novices learning 
tasks governed by different GMPs would improve performance during practice and show 
superior performance on later tests when compared to novices who practiced the same tasks 
under fixed amounts of low CI (blocked schedules) and high CI (random schedules). To evaluate 
this prediction, participants practiced three different basketball related passes: the two hand chest 
pass, two hand overhead pass, and a single arm pass. One group of participants practiced these 






















same number of passes with a blocked schedule (low CI), and a third group practiced with a 
random schedule (high CI). The results generally support the predictions by showing that novices 
practicing with gradual increases in CI showed improvements in performance during practice 
and performed better on a retention and transfer test when compared to novices practicing the 
same skills with traditional blocked and random scheduling. Thus these results provide evidence 
that the benefits of gradually increasing CI during practice are not limited to tasks governed by 
the same GMP. 
 It is worth noting that effects of the Blocked and Random practice schedules are 
consistent with the traditional CI effect. More specifically, during the last trail block of practice 
the Blocked group performed better than the Random group. However, when tests performances 
were compared it was generally observed that the Random group was superior to participants in 















Nearly 30 years ago Shea and Morgan (1979) first reported that high rather than low 
amounts of CI benefits skill learning. Many researchers followed this line of investigation by 
designing experiments to better understand this learning phenomenon (Brady, 1998).  
Traditionally, fixed extreme amounts of CI (i.e. blocked vs. random) were used and typically 
showed results consistent with those reported by Shea and Morgan (1979). To further explore the 
CI effect two experiments were conducted in the present study. These experiments were partially 
based on suggestions by Magill and Hall (1990) and explored an alternative method using CI 
during practice. Practice using this alternative schedule provided novices experiences with 
systematic increases in CI compared to traditional blocked and random scheduling. The 
hypotheses investigated in these experiments were as follows: Novices practicing variations of 
the same task (i.e. putting a golf ball from different distances) with systematic increases in CI 
would have superior performance on retention and transfer tests compared to novices practicing 
the same tasks with blocked and random scheduling. And, novices practicing tasks with different 
invariant features (i.e, different arm motions for passing a basketball), requiring the use of 
different GMPs (Schmidt, 1975), would display superior performance on a retention and transfer 
test compared to novices practicing the same tasks with blocked and random scheduling. The 
two experiments together investigated if gradually increasing CI during practice was beneficial 
for skill learning and whether or not these benefits were limited to tasks controlled by the same 
or different GMPs. The results of the two experiments provide evidence that a practice schedule 
offering systematic increases in CI facilitates skill learning and these learning benefits are 
generalizable to tasks controlled by the same and different GMPs.  
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The golf putting task in Experiment 1 required participants to learn three distance 
variations of the same task, meaning that all three tasks were controlled by the same GMP 
(Schmidt, 1975). The results of this experiment revealed that participants practicing with gradual 
increases in CI generally performed better on a retention and transfer test when compared to 
participants who practiced the same tasks with blocked and random scheduling. The results of 
Experiment 1 also showed that participants practicing with random and blocked scheduling 
showed minimal performance differences during practice and posttests. These findings are 
consistent with predictions made by Magill and Hall (1990) and support findings reported by 
researchers using similar methods to explore the CI effect (Brady, 1997; Guadagnoli et al. 1999). 
The purpose of Experiment 2 was to test the generalizability of the results in Experiment 
1. More specifically, were the learning benefits of an increasing practice schedule limited to 
tasks governed by the same GMP or would these benefits be observed when the task variations 
are controlled by different GMPs? The basketball passes used in Experiment 2 varied in their 
invariant features, meaning they required the use of different GMP’s (Schmidt, 1975).  Magill 
and Hall (1990) concluded that when tasks controlled by different GMPs were practiced under 
conditions of high CI (random scheduling) rather than low CI (blocked scheduling) learning 
benefits would be observed in favor of random scheduling. The results of Experiment 2 showed 
that participants practicing with high CI (random scheduling) generally performed better than 
participants who practiced with low CI (blocked scheduling). The results of Experiment 2 further 
revealed that participants practicing with gradual CI increases performed significantly better than 
participants practicing with traditional fixed amounts of CI during practice. These results support 
the generalizability of the findings in Experiment 1, meaning the learning benefits of an 
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increasing CI practice schedule are observed when the practiced tasks are controlled by different 
GMPs. 
When both experiments are looked at as a whole, the results comparing only the blocked 
and random practice schedules are consistent with predictions made by Magill and Hall (1990). 
That is, differences between blocked and random practice conditions were not observed when 
participants learned variations of a novel task controlled by the same GMP; however 
performance differences were found when participants learned novel tasks controlled by 
different GMPs. However the results of both experiments extend the Magill and Hall predictions 
by finding that systematically increasing CI during practice is beneficial for learning novel skills 
regardless if they are governed by the same or different GMPs.   
A proposed explanation of why an increasing practice schedule enhances learning is 
based on the learner’s ability or inability to efficiently process information. Aloupis et al. (1995) 
proposed a theory based on the chunking models of Miller (1956) and Newell & Rosenbloom 
(1981). These models suggest that one’s information processing ability is limited, and the 
amount of information that one is able to process at any given time cannot be increased but the 
efficiency of processing information can be improved. Research by Guadagnoli et al. (1999) and 
Hebert et al. (1996) provided evidence that presenting high levels of CI to a novice can be 
overwhelming and lead to degraded performance on retention and transfer tests. Their results 
suggest that when a learner is presented with a challenging task the inefficiency of the 
information processing system may not interpret needed information which may hinder learning 
(Aloupis et al., 1995). The principle that a learner is inefficient at processing relevant 
environmental information early in the learning process is supported in the motor learning 
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literature (Fitts & Posner, 1967; Gentile, 1972). This inefficiency may be compounded when the 
tasks are practiced in a high CI schedule (Shea et al., 1990).  
The stages of learning model proposed by Gentile (1972) suggests that learners need 
initial repeated trials for movement pattern exploration, trial-and-error correction, and the 
development of a basic movement pattern to achieve the action goal of the task being learned. A 
practice schedule offering initial blocked trials would facilitate the achievement of these goals. 
Consistent with Gentile’s learning stage model both Magill (2007) and Jefferys (2006) proposed 
that when learning complex or sport related skills a progression from low to high CI may be 
beneficial for learners. However, they cited no evidence to indicate that this progression strategy 
is limited to tasks governed by the same GMP.   
In addition to suggestions made by Gentile (1972), Magill (2007) and Jeffery’s (2006), 
Bjork (1994, 1999) and Guadagnoli & Lee (2004) also offer hypotheses that can serve as 
plausible explanations for why gradual increases in CI during practice may promote a more 
efficient learning environment rather then fixed amounts of CI. Bjork’s (1994, 1999) idea of  
“desirable difficulties” and Guadagnoli & Lee’s (2004) Challenge Point hypothesis suggest that 
consistently challenging learners at the appropriate level during practice creates an optimal 
learning environment. To consistently challenge learners at the desirable level during practice the 
practice environment should become progressively more difficult as the learner becomes more 
skilled. Offering gradual increases in CI is one way to progressively increase the difficulty of the 
practice environment which is needed to appropriately challenge the learner as their skill level is 
developed.  
The strategy of gradually increasing CI during practice with the goal of creating an 
appropriately challenging practice environment that will lead to superior performance on a later 
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test is consistent with the suggestions of Aloupis et al. (1995), Bjork (1994, 1999),  Gentile 
(1972), Guadagnoli & Lee (2004), Jeffery’s (2006), Magill (2007) and Magill and Hall, (1990). 
Perhaps these gradual increases in CI occur in conjunction with the learners increased ability to 
process needed environmental information. This parallel development between practice difficulty 
and a learner’s increased ability to efficiency process information may explain why a practice 
schedule designed to systematically increase in CI led to superior performance. Although 
speculative at present, these possibilities should be investigated in future work.   
The results of Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that gradually introducing a learner to higher 
levels of CI during practice rather than fixed amounts of CI facilitates learning. These findings 
further suggest that as the characteristics of the learner change through skill acquisition the 
practice environment should evolve accordingly to match their skill development. By changing 
the practice environment in conjunction with skill being developed the learner is challenged at 
the appropriate level in the initial stage of learning, which appears to be a key feature for 
improving skill.  
It is worth noting that research in another area of motor learning also provides evidence 
that changing practice schedule characteristics as skill is developed may lead to an optimal 
learning environment. An influential experiment by Winstein and Schmidt (1990) showed that 
gradually reducing the amount of augmented feedback a learner receives during practice, 
compared to 100 percent frequency, led to better retention test performance. These results 
provide additional support for the view that practice conditions that increase in difficulty as the 
learner develops skill may ultimately be a more effective way to structured practice sessions. 
The findings reported in Experiments 1 and 2 have direct practical application and can 
facilitate practitioners in the creation of efficient learning environments. For example; a physical 
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educator who is teaching a student how to correctly shoot a basketball could incorporate an 
increasing CI practice schedule to facilitate learning. Using this practice strategy the physical 
education teacher would have a student initially practice shooting the basketball from a variety of 
locations in a blocked schedule. Once the student displayed the basic technique needed to be 
successful the teacher would then have the student practice the same task following a serial 
schedule. Then the teacher would have the student conclude practice by shooting the basketball 
from a variety of locations in a random order. This physical educator could also follow this same 
type of practice schedule when teaching students tasks that are controlled by different GMP’s, 
like basketball passing, dribbling and free throw shooting. 
The methodologies used and the results reported in Experiment 1 and 2 make a unique 
contribution to the field of kinesiology and more specifically motor learning. The method of 
practicing skills with gradual increases in CI testing the hypothesis that these gradual changes 
may improve the learning process, compared to traditional methods, has not been explored. The 
studies reported here are the first to investigate this practice strategy and offer a hypothesized 
view as to why this method is an improvement to traditional practice designs. This new method 
of investigating the CI effect offers an alternative strategy that can be used by future researchers 
to better understand how motor skills are learned. The scientific pursuit of this understanding 
will help practitioners create optimal practice environments ultimately helping individuals 
develop skill.  
Although the results discussed here do make a unique contribution to the field and offer 
an improved strategy using CI to enhance motor skill learning, it should be noted that there are 
limitations of the current findings. The golf putting task and basketball passes used in these 
series of experiments are considered applied skills; however, it needs to be acknowledged that 
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they were practiced under very controlled laboratory settings. These skills were specifically 
selected because they were applied, which would allow the findings of these experiments to be 
generalized to situations outside of a controlled laboratory setting. The findings reported here 
must next be validated using applied motor skills under real world conditions and with open 
motor skills. 
There are additional limitations to the current research from which spring many questions 
that need to be addressed by further experimentation. Future experiments should explore 
methodologies with practice sessions offering gradual CI increases spread over a longer time 
frame, such as days or weeks. An additional line of research should explore an increasing 
practice schedule that allows the learner to decide when the amount of CI should be increased 
during practice. It is noted in the literature that allowing the learner to be actively involved in the 
decision making process of how the practice environment is planned can be beneficial for 
learning (Janelle, Barba, Frehlich, Tennant, & Cauraugh, 1997; Wu, 2007; Wulf, & Toole, 
1999). Another question to be addressed in future works is how does an increasing practice 
schedule influence the learning of motor skills with younger age groups? Few studies have 
explored how the CI effect influences the learning of motor skills in children, and many of the 
studies have mixed results (Brady, 1998). However, Pigott and Shapiro (1984) did find that a 
combined practice schedule of blocked and random trials did lead to superior performance when 
compared to only blocked or random practice. Based on the results of Experiments 1 and 2, and 
Pigott and Shapiro (1984), it is hypothesized that a practice schedule with gradual increases in CI 
would also benefit motor skill development in children. 
An important question needed to be addressed in the future is when will an increasing CI 
schedule facilitate learning more than another type of schedule? Based on the findings reported 
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here, it seems that an increasing practice schedule is beneficial for beginners. Several 
experiments have shown that skilled performers benefit from higher rather than lower amounts 
of CI during practice (Del Rey et al., 1982; Guadagnoli et al., 1999; Hall et al., 1994). Skilled 
performers have developed the basic coordination pattern needed to achieve the action goal and 
are able to process needed information making random practice an effective strategy to facilitate 
learning (Gentile, 1972; Guadagnoli et al., 1999; Guadagnoli & Lee, 2004). It is expected that 
skilled participants practicing with gradual increases in CI would not perform superiorly 
compared to skilled participants practicing with high amounts of CI.   
By pursuing the questions posed here, future works will make small contributions to the 
large body of literature striving to bring understanding to the motor learning process. The work 
of researchers and the experiences of practitioners will continually be used to develop new 
methods to investigate this process leading to improved techniques to enhance human 
performance. The work reported here is a small attempt to contribute to the enormous body of 
literature striving to answer the basic, yet very complicated question: What is the best way to 
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APPENDIX 1: THE ROLE OF TASKS CHARACTERISTICS IN THE 
CONTEXTUAL INTERFERENCE EFFECT 
 
Within the motor learning literature many factors have been identified as contributing to 
the learning of motor skills (Newell & McDonald, 1992).  One of these factors, known as 
contextual interference (CI) has been defined as the interference in performance and learning that 
arises from practicing one task in the context of other tasks (Schmidt & Lee, 2005). The CI effect 
is explained as the learning benefit that results from performing skills with higher levels rather 
than lower levels of CI (Magill, 2007). Traditional CI research typically shows that practicing 
skills with high CI, or randomly, leads to depressed performance during acquisition when 
compared to practicing skills with low amounts of CI, or in a blocked schedule.  However, when 
a later test is given the participants who practiced with higher amounts of CI generally show 
superior performance (Magill & Hall, 1990).  These findings suggest that simply changing the 
order in which tasks are practiced has an influence not only on skill performance during 
acquisition but more importantly on a later test. This conclusion suggests that CI plays a role in 
skill acquisition and is a valuable tool for practitioners to manipulate to create a productive 
learning environment. 
In 1990 Magill and Hall published the first comprehensive review of the CI effect and 
offered generalizations about its applicability to learning motor skills.  Researchers have 
investigated these generalizations and have provided some supporting evidence while other 
studies have shown that the CI effect is not clearly understood (Brady, 1998).  Both of these 
instances will be discussed in the following sections. It is the purpose of the present literature 
review to provide an overview of research that has been conducted on CI and how this body of 
knowledge impacts our understanding of motor skill learning.  This will not be an exhaustive 
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review; the focus will be on the role task characteristics play in motor skill learning with the goal 
of better understanding how practitioners can use CI in practice to improve performance.  
This review will be divided into five sections.  The first section will describe how CI 
exists along a scheduling continuum based on the arrangement of practiced tasks.  The second 
section will discuss relevant research on CI and the generalizability of the CI effect.  The third 
section will address task characteristics and their significance in the CI effect. The fourth section 
will propose an additional form of skill categorization to better predict the generalizability of the 
CI effect. The final section of this review will present directions for future research. 
Contextual Interference Exists along a Scheduling Continuum 
The schedule in which multiple tasks are practiced is an influential factor in practice and 
motor skill learning (Maslovat, Chua, Lee, & Franks, 2004).  One issue that needs to be 
addressed when multiple skills are to be learned is how to organize the practice session, more 
specifically, what is the most efficient way to schedule individual practice trials (Magill, 1992; 
Newell & McDonald, 1992). There are an infinite number of ways practices trials may be 
scheduled producing various amounts of CI.  Although there are numerous ways to order trials it 
is the unique scheduling that leads to the learning benefits of CI.  These CI amounts exist as a 
continuum ranging from extreme low levels (blocked scheduling) at one-end and extreme high 
levels (random scheduling) on the other.  When a learner practices in a blocked schedule all of 
the practice trials of one task are completed before practice begins on a different task.  In a 
random schedule all tasks are practiced in a randomized schedule, usually with no more than two 
trials of the same task practiced consecutively.  A more randomized schedule of practice trials 
produces higher levels of CI which is typically linked to enhanced performance on later test 
when compared to those who practiced with lower levels of CI. 
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There are a variety of ways to schedule the practice of multiple tasks to provide varying 
amounts of CI ranging from low to high. When practice schedules do not offer blocked or 
random scheduling a new schedule offering a level of CI falling between the two extreme ends of 
a CI continuum is produced (Magill & Hall, 1990).  More specifically, practicing skills A, B and 
C in a mini block schedule (ex. AACCBBAA…) would provide more CI than a blocked 
schedule because you do not complete all trials of one task before you practice the second or 
third task. However, this schedule of trials has less CI than a random schedule because you are 
practicing two trials of the same task before practicing another task. 
Generalizability of the Contextual Interference Effect: Contributing Factors  
Many questions have risen concerning the generalizability of the CI effect and its limiting 
factors. Several issues have been suggested as contributing to the generalizability of the CI 
effect.  Two matters receiving attention in the literature are skill level of the learner (Hall, 
Domingues & Cavazos, 1994; Hebert, Landin & Solmon, 1996, Magnuson & Wright, 2004; 
Meira & Tani, 2001) and number of practice trials (Shea, Kohl & Indermill, 1990; Smith, 2002; 
Shewokis, Snow & Greenleaf, 2001). Researchers have suggested that these two factors interact 
with the CI effect but their influence is not clearly understood.  Based on current findings it 
appears that the skill level of the learner and the number of practice trials does not have a direct 
influence on the CI effect.  
Task Characteristics Influence on the Contextual Interference Effect 
A topic that has received a considerable amount of attention in the CI literature is task 
characteristics and their influence on the CI effect. This section will examine literature since 
Brady’s (1998) review in terms of the same two task characteristic distinctions used by Magill 
and Hall (1990) and Brady (1998). The first category is based on whether practiced skills are 
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laboratory tasks or non-laboratory tasks.  The second category is based on whether the practiced 
skills were controlled by same or different generalized motor program (Schmidt, 1975).  
Laboratory vs. Non-laboratory Tasks 
The first category is based on whether the practiced skills were laboratory or non-
laboratory.  According to Shea, Shebilske, and Worchel (as cited by Brady, 1998), laboratory 
skills are described as being “designed to involve or isolate specific processes or environmental 
demands” (p. 269). These tasks tend to be simple and require few degrees of freedom to insure 
rapid gains. This definition is consistent with those provided by other researchers investigating 
CI (Li & Lima, 2002). Examples of laboratory tasks include the barrier knock-down task, simple 
button pressing tasks and coincidence anticipation timing skills.  Magill and Hall (1990) defined 
non-laboratory tasks as those “typically used in motor skill performance settings outside the 
laboratory” (p. 252). Hebert, Landin and Solmon (1996) point out that non-laboratory tasks are 
generally more complex movements, involve the control of many degrees of freedom and may 
require more practice to reach mastery compared to laboratory tasks. Examples of non-laboratory 
tasks include sport skills, skills taught in rehabilitative settings, skills taught in educational 
environments, or those related to occupation settings.  Brady (1998), along with many other 
authors, refers to non-laboratory tasks as applied or real-world motor tasks.  For the purposes of 
this review, laboratory tasks are skills that are simple and would not typically be done outside of 
a laboratory; non-laboratory tasks are skills that one may use outside of the laboratory. 
Brady (1998) concluded that numerous investigations using laboratory based tasks have 
been conducted on the CI effect and researchers have shown that the CI effect is consistently 
found.  In fact, Brady only cited laboratory based studies supporting the CI effect.  Since Brady’s 
(1998) review motor learning researchers have continued to show the CI effect is robust for 
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laboratory tasks (see table 1: Albaret & Thon, 1998; Del Rey & Simpson, 1998; Immink & 
Wright, 2001; Immink & Wright, 1998; Li & Wright, 2000; Maslovat, Chua, Lee & Franks, 
2004; Pollock & Lee, 1997; Sekiya & Magill, 2000; Shewokis, & Wright, Black, Immink, 
Brueckener & Magnuson, 2004). Only one study using a laboratory based task did not support 
the typical CI effect (Smith, 2002).     
Consistent with Brady’s (1998) conclusion, the more recent research shows that 
introducing a learner to higher levels of CI during practice is generally beneficial when learning 
laboratory tasks. However the results for studies using non-laboratory tasks do not consistently 
show the same findings. There is evidence that introducing a learner to CI during practice will 
lead to a learning benefit on a later test (see table 1: Smith, 2002; Shewokis et al., 2001; Ste-
Marie, Clark, Findlay & Latimer, 2004; Wegman, 1999; and Vera & Montilla, 2003).  However, 
several studies (see table 1: Brady, 1997; Landin, Hebert, Menickelli & Grisham, 2003; Meira & 
Tani, 2003; Meira & Tani, 2001; Moreno, Avila, Dama, Garcia, Luis, Reina & Ruiz, 2003; and 
Shewokis, 2003) found that practicing with increased levels of CI did not lead to enhanced 
performance on a later test.  Three studies using non-laboratory tasks did not find evidence 
supporting the typical CI effect (Guadagnoli, Holcomb & Weber, 1999; Jarus & Goverover, 
1999; Ollis, Button & Fairweather, 2005). 
Presently it is clear that the CI effect is very common when practicing laboratory tasks, 
this conclusion is consistent with previous reviews.  However, recent studies using non-
laboratory tasks did not consistently find the CI effect. This last finding is not consistent with the 
review of the CI effect by Magill and Hall (1990) and Brady (1998). 
Same vs. different generalized motor program 
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The second category discussed is based on whether the practiced tasks are controlled by 
the same or different generalized motor program (Schmidt, 1975).  Schmidt’s (1975) schema 
theory proposed that tasks sharing common invariant features such as relative force, relative 
timing and sequencing of movements are controlled by the same generalized motor program 
(GMP).  The GMP is a memory representation that governs a class of actions.  For example, if a 
person putted golf balls from three different distances; all three putts are controlled by the same 
GMP because the relative force, relative timing and sequence of movements do not vary. 
However if a person putts a golf ball and then drives a golf ball off a tee, the two tasks are 
controlled by different GMPs because the invariant features have changed.   
The reviews of the CI effect by Magill and Hall (1990) and Brady (1998) proposed 
generalizations based on how tasks GMP’s relate to each other. Magill and Hall (1990) proposed 
when tasks governed by different GMPs were practiced randomly a learning benefit would be 
expected compared to practicing these skills in a blocked arrangement.  They also suggested 
when tasks governed by the same GMP were practiced in a random sequence the benefits of high 
CI would not be found.  Brady (1998) concluded from several studies that tested these two 
predictions that there are results both supporting and not supporting these predictions.  A review 
of the literature since Brady’s (1998) review provided findings contrary to Magill and Hall’s 
(1990) prediction that practicing tasks controlled by different GMPs would lead to a learning 
benefit. In fact, recent research suggests practicing tasks governed by the same GMP can lead to 
better learning when high amounts of CI are introduced during acquisition (see table 1: Albaret 
& Thon, 1998; Pollock & Lee, 1997; Sekiya & Magill, 2000; Shewokis et al., 1998; Ste-Marie et 
al., 2004; and Vera & Mantilla, 2003).  In addition two studies provide partial support for this 
generalization (Guadagnoli et al., 1999; Giuffrida, Shea & Fairbrother, 2002).  
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Recent research using tasks controlled by different GMPs do not show consistent benefits 
for practicing with high CI.  Several studies did not find performance differences on a later test 
for groups that practiced with high compared to low CI (see table 1: Brady, 1997; Landin et al., 
2003; Meira & Tani, 2003; Meira & Tani, 2001; Moreno et al., 2003; Ollis et al., 2005; and 
Shewokis, 2003;).  These findings are contrary to Magill and Hall’s (1990) prediction that when 
tasks controlled by different GMP’s are practiced together you would tend to see enhanced 
learning when tasks were practiced randomly.  Even though there is a body of research 
contradicting predictions made by Magill and Hall (1990) there are recent studies showing 
practicing tasks controlled by different GMP’s with increased amounts of CI does lead to 
enhanced performance on later tests. These studies used tasks that were both laboratory (see 
table 1: Giuffrida et al., 2002; Immink & Wright, 1998; Li & Wright, 2000; Magnuson & 
Wright; 2004; Maslovat et al., 2004; and Wright et al., 2004) and non-laboratory (Shewokis et 
al., 2001; Smith, 2002; Ollis et al., 2005; and Wegman, 1999).  It appears that predicting when 
the CI effect may develop based on tasks being controlled by the same or different GMP does 
not lead to reliable conclusions. 
Current Task-based Generalizations of the CI Effect 
 Since Brady’s (1998) review of the CI effect, much research has been conducted 
investigating its generalizability using a variety of tasks.  An examination of literature since 
Brady’s review supports two generalizations about the CI effect.  The first is that the CI effect is 
commonly observed when tasks to be learned are laboratory based; this finding is consistent with 
Magill and Hall’s (1990) and Brady’s (1998) review.  The second generalization is when tasks 
controlled by the same GMP are practiced in an arrangement that produces moderate to high 
amounts of CI; participants will perform better on later tests than learners who practiced in a 
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blocked arrangement.  This second conclusion is not consistent with the predictions made by 
Magill and Hall (1990) but is partially in line with conclusions made by Brady (1998). It was 
also noticed that when non-laboratory tasks requiring the use of different GMP’s were practiced 
CI effects would typically not be found, which is not consistent with Brady’s (1998) conclusions.  
 When the findings of the current review are combined with those reported in previous 
reviews it appears the strongest conclusion that can be made is that the CI effect is very common 
for laboratory tasks.  How the CI effect interacts with non-laboratory tasks is not clearly 
understood.  It is also not clearly understood how tasks controlled by the same and different 
GMP interact with CI.  These unclear findings pose obvious challenges for practitioners. 
An Additional Form of Task Categorization  
The previous section demonstrated how the categorization of tasks based on their 
relationship of GMPs has led to unreliable generalizations as to when the CI effect is beneficial 
for learning.  It also demonstrated that basing the amount of CI in practice on the distinction of 
the practiced task being laboratory or non-laboratory tasks has led to conflicting findings. In 
addition, the previously described task categorizations are not user friendly, meaning there is not 
a clear guiding rule to distinguish a laboratory task from a non-laboratory task. Also if a 
practitioner does not have a strong understanding of the variant and invariant characteristics that 
make-up and separate GMPs the distinctions are not clear and can lead to confusion whether 
tasks are controlled by same or different GMPs.  
Consequently another form of categorizing tasks is needed to allow us to decide when a 
particular amount of CI should be incorporated into practice. One possibility is to classifying 
tasks based on the stability of the environment in which they are practiced to provide basic rules 
that practitioners can follow to help predict the CI effect. More specifically, the tasks being 
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practiced will be defined as open or closed.  According to Magill (2007) open motor tasks are 
defined as tasks “that involve a non-stable, unpredictable environment where an object or 
environmental context is in motion and determines when to begin the action”.  Closed motor 
tasks are “performed in a stable or predictable environment where the performer determines 
when to begin the action” (p. 11).  Open motor tasks are generally more difficult to perform than 
closed motor tasks, and practicing difficult tasks has been shown to increase CI (Jelsma & 
Pieters, 1989).  It is expected that practicing open motor tasks with randomized or mixed trial 
arrangements will offer a learning benefit when compared to practicing closed motor tasks and 
blocked arrangements.  The purpose of the proposed categorization system is not to define tasks 
based on difficulty but to better understand how tasks interact with CI based on the stability of 
the environment.   
Of the studies examined for this literature review 15 used open tasks (see table 1).  These 
tasks ranged from forehand and backhand strokes in tennis (Hebert et al., 1996) to anticipation 
timing tasks (Del Rey, 1989).  Ten of the 15 studies found learning benefits of high or 
mixed/moderate amounts of CI during practice (Bortoli, Robazza, Durigon & Carra, 1992; Del 
Rey, 1989; Del Rey, Wughalter & Whitehurst 1982; Hall et al., 1994; Prahal & Edwards, 1995; 
Smith, 2002; Shewokis et al., 1998; Shewokis 1997; Shewokis et al., 2001; and Wegman, 1999).  
Two studies did not find differences (French, Rink & Werner, 1990; & Shewokis, 2003), and 
three studies produced mixed results (Del Rey, Whitehurst &Wood, 1983; Hebert et al., 1996; 
Smith, 2002).  
 The remaining 44 studies examined for this literature review used closed motor tasks (see 
table 1).  Approximately two-thirds of these studies found learning benefits when tasks were 
practiced in an arrangement that offered higher or moderate levels of CI during acquisition (Vera 
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and Mantilla, 2003; Magnuson & Wright, 2003; Wright et al., 2004; Sekiya & Magill, 2000; 
Shea & Morgan, 1979; Wrisberg & Liu, 1991; Goode & Magill, 1986; Wulf & Lee, 1993; Smith 
& Davis, 1995; Immink & Wright, 2001; Hall & Magill, 1995; Immink & Wright, 1998; Li & 
Wright, 2000; Pollock & Lee, 1997; Del Rey et al., 1994; Pollatou, Kioumourtzoglou, 
Angelousis & Mavromatis, 1997; Sekiya, Magill, Sidaway & Anderson, 1994; Shea et al., 1990; 
Wood & Ging, 1991; Wrisberg, 1991; Goodwin & Meeuwsen, 1996; Maslovat et al., 2004; Ollis 
et al., 2005; Ste-Marie et al., 2004; Giuffrida et al., 2002; Lee, Wulf & Schmidt, 1992; Boyce 
and Del Rey, 1990; Albaret & Thon, 1998; Landin and Hebert, 1997; and Pigott & Shapiro, 
1984).  However, several studies using closed motor tasks did not find differences in 
performance on a later test (Aloupis, Guadagnoli & Kohl, 1995; Brady, 1997; Jarus & Gutman, 
2001; Jelsma & Pieters, 1989; Landin et al., 2003; Meira & Tani, 2003; Meira & Tani, 2001; 
Moreno et al., 2003; Shea & Titzer, 1993; and Wegman, 1999).  Two studies found mixed results 
(Guadagnoli et al., 1999; Jarus & Goverover, 1999).   
 When the research investigating CI is examined there was only marginal support for the 
conclusion that enhanced learning would occur when open motor tasks were practiced with 
moderate to high levels of CI. Although approximately two-thirds of the research suggest high or 
moderate levels of CI is beneficial for learning, to predict the CI effect based solely on the 
stability of the environment does not seem appropriate.  One general observation that results 
from this review is that practicing with moderate to high levels of CI will typically lead to 
enhanced performance on a later test.  However, it is currently not well understood how the 
practiced task interacts with the CI effect.  Much more non-laboratory based research is needed 




 The current review has discussed task characteristics and their role in the CI effect.  This 
review also compared generalizations presented in previews reviews of the CI effect with more 
recent findings.  Previous reviews of the CI effect categorized tasks based on two distinctions: 
laboratory or non-laboratory tasks; and whether or not they were controlled by the same or 
different generalized motor program.  In addition to these two distinctions an alternative basis for 
task classification was included to review the CI effect since Shea and Morgan’s (1979) first 
study using motor skills.  This alternative form classified skills according to the stability of the 
environment in which they were practiced.  Here skills were classified as open or closed.  
Reviewing studies since Brady’s (1998) review using the first two of the above 
classification systems found both consistent and inconsistent findings with those reported by 
Magill and Hall (1990) and Brady (1998). First, consistent with previous findings the CI effect is 
common when laboratory tasks are used. However when the practiced tasks were non-laboratory 
the typical CI effect was not consistently found, which is contradictory to findings reported by 
Magill and Hall (1990) and Brady (1998).  Secondly, when tasks were compared based on 
whether they were controlled by the same or different GMP current research suggest the CI 
effect is common when tasks are controlled by the same GMP.   On the other hand, studies using 
tasks controlled by different GMPs did not consistently show the CI effect, which is not in line 
with predictions made by Magill and Hall (1990).  The current review did find evidence 
suggesting when non-laboratory tasks require the use of different GMPs the CI effect will not be 
observed, a conclusion that does not support Brady’s (1998) conclusions. 
Because of these inconclusive findings an alternative form of skill classification was 
proposed that organized tasks based on the stability of the environment, making them open or 
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closed.  It was expected that studies using open skills would result in a CI effect and that the CI 
effect would not be found when closed motor skills were practiced.  This prediction was 
marginally supported.  It appears that classifying tasks only on the stability of the environment 
does not lead to reliable generalizations to when the CI effect will occur. 
When all three task characteristics (i.e. laboratory vs. non-laboratory, same vs. different 
GMP, and open vs. closed) are examined individually it is evident that they do not lead to clear 
generalizations as to when it is effective to use CI in practice.  It is possible that some 
combination of these variables interact in a way that leads to reliable generalizations; 
unfortunately this idea has not been thoroughly investigated.  It is also possible that variables 
other than task characteristics may serve as better predictors.  
Implications for Future Research 
This review has provided evidence suggesting high to moderate amounts of CI may not 
always be beneficial for all learning environments, previous studies have suggested this same 
idea.  Magill and Hall (1990) suggested that high levels of CI may create a ‘learning problem’ 
for novice performers in the early stages of skill learning.  If the learner has no previous 
experience or knowledge of the skill the benefit of a high CI practice schedule will be unnoticed. 
In this situation, the learner may have trouble adapting to the changing demands which in return 
may hinder learning (Hebert et al., 1996).  This suggests that in order to benefit from high CI 
practice schedules, learners should first have some experience with the task to be performed 
(Landin & Hebert, 1997). There is some research evidence supporting this view. For example, 
Hebert et al., (1996) found that beginners learning the forehand and backhand strokes in tennis 
showed greater improvements in performance when they practiced with a schedule that provided 
low CI for the first half of a practice session followed by higher levels of CI for the last half of 
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the same practice session in the form of tournament play.  Guadagnoli et al., (1999) conducted a 
study looking at experienced golfers and novices learning a golf putting task and reported similar 
findings.  In this study performers putted from one location to three separate targets in either a 
blocked or random practice schedule.  The results suggested that the novices who practiced in a 
blocked schedule performed better on a posttest compared to novices who practiced in a random 
schedule.  The results also showed that a random practice schedule was more beneficial for 
experienced performers when compared to other performers of the same skill level who practiced 
using a blocked design.  Guadagnoli et al., (1999) concluded that “for novice performers, a 
random protocol may have overwhelmed the system’s ability to process information, whereas a 
blocked protocol challenged performers more appropriately” (p. 33).  Similar findings and 
conclusions were reported in Aloupis et al., (1995).   
High amounts of CI can overwhelm a learner creating a poor learning environment; it has 
also been suggested that low amounts of CI can create an equally poor learning situation.  If the 
learner experiences minimal variability during practice they have limited opportunity to adjust to 
novel experiences which may occur on future attempts.  Magill (2007) describes when contextual 
interference is too low a ‘context dependency’ is developed. This dependency on an unchanging 
practice context can decrease the performer’s ability to adjust to immediate changes, which can 
lead to a negative learning situation consequently leading to poor performance on future efforts.  
Practice environments with moderate to high amounts of CI may help alleviate this problem.  
Trial arrangements with moderate to high levels of CI do not allow a ‘context dependency’ to 
develop because the learner is forced to adjust to the changing trial arrangement (Landin & 




If high amounts of CI can overwhelm learners and low amounts of CI can lead to a 
context dependency then the challenge for practitioners is to organize practice environments that 
offer an appropriate amount of CI that is going to promote learning and ultimately lead to 
enhanced performance. Guadagnoli and Lee (2004) offer a model, referred to as ‘Challenge 
Point’, which can provide guidelines for determining the level of CI to incorporate into practice.  
This model is based on the skill level of the learner and the difficulty of the practiced tasks.  
Guadagnoli and Lee (2004) suggest that low levels of CI are more efficient for lower skilled 
individuals and higher levels of CI are appropriate for higher skilled learners.  Guadagnoli and 
Lee (2004) further suggests that practice schedules with high CI are more appropriate for less 
difficult tasks and schedules producing lower levels of CI should be used when practicing more 
difficult tasks. These ideas are consistent with suggestions made by Guadagnoli et al., (1999) and 
Hebert et al., (1996), that a schedule producing high amounts of CI at the beginning of practice 
may not always be beneficial for novices. 
Similar to ideas presented in the Challenge Point model proposed my Guadagnoli and 
Lee (2004), and suggestions made by Guadagnoli et al., (1999) and Hebert et al., (1996), Magill 
and Hall (1990) propose another variation of practice schedule.  The schedule variation 
suggested by Magill and Hall (1990) proposes that the level of CI in a practice schedule be 
altered during skill acquisition.  In this type of learning environment CI would be low in the 
early stages of practice and end with higher levels of CI than were presented in the beginning of 
practice. Magill (2007) also suggested that “the learning of sport skills may require a progression 
of low to high amounts of CI rather than only a high amount” (pg. 378).  This suggestion falls in 
line with previously reported research. There has been research evidence to support the notion 
that a blocked schedule early in practice followed by a random schedule later in practice is 
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beneficial for a novice performer (Goode & Wei 1988; Hebert et al., 1996; Porter & Magill, 
2005; Shea & Zimny 1983).  A recently published review of pedagogy and motor learning 
literature also offers a similar suggestion (Boyce, Coker & Bunker, 2006).  Boyce et al., (2006) 
recommend that learners should encounter low CI early in practice while they are “getting the 
idea of the movement” (p. 334), and that the amount of CI should not be increased until a certain 
level of mastery has been achieved.  More specifically Boyce et al., (2006) suggest that once a 
learner has reached around 80% mastery the difficulty of the task should be increased.  These 
authors suggest that one way to do this is to increase the amount of CI in the practice 
environment.   
If practitioners are encouraged to offer gradual increases of CI during practice it is 
important to establish guiding rules that may help better predict when it is best to alter the 
practice schedule.  Magill and Hall (1990) proposed that when only parameter modifications are 
required during a practice session a schedule that offers blocked trials early in practice followed 
by later random trials may promote a better learning environment than all blocked or random 
trials.  This type of practice schedule would offer repeated trials early in practice for error 
correction and movement pattern exploration allowing the performer do get a general idea of 
what is needed to be done to reach the action goal.  This type of schedule would be consistent 
with Gentile’s (1972) learning stage model in which she suggested that a learner needs repeated 
trials early in practice to facilitate the learning of motor skills helping them “get an idea of the 
movement” (p. 3). Another benefit of increasing the amount of contextual interference during 
practice is that the learning experiences during acquisition would not allow a ‘context 
dependency’ to develop, which is one of the drawbacks of practicing with lower levels of 
contextual interference.  This type of practice schedule would also give the performer the needed 
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experience that is needed so the benefits of higher levels of contextual interference can be 
noticed later in practice (Guadagnoli et al., 1999; Shea et al., 1990).  If introducing a beginner to 
high amounts of CI in the beginning of practice can be overwhelming then one would predict 
that a schedule that offers a gradual increase in CI would not lead to the ‘learning problem’ 
previously mentioned.  Future research should test the hypothesis that blocked trials early in 
practice followed by changes in trial arrangement gradually increase the amount of CI the learner 
encounters will lead to enhanced learning on a later test when compared to fixed blocked or 
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APPENDIX 2: CONSENT FORMS 
 
Louisiana State University-Baton Rouge Campus Consent Form I: Systematically 
Increasing Contextual Interference During Practice is Beneficial for Learning a Golf 
Putting Task 
 
1. Study Title:  The effects of practice scheduling on a putting task moving along the   
    contextual interference continuum.  
2. Performance Sites:  LSU Motor Behavior Lab 
3. Investigator:  The following investigator is available for questions M-F 9:30 am - 10:30 am at the  
    number listed below: 
    Jared Porter 578-4395 
4. Purpose of Study:  To evaluate the effects of contextual interference on a motor task 
5. Participant inclusion:  This study will include 45 LSU students who agree to participate 
6. Participant Exclusion:  a. Any student who does not wish to participate 
    b. Physical disability 
c. Any other reason that may exclude participation 
 
7.                   Description of Study: Subjects will be putting a standard golf ball using a standard right handed putter.  All subjects will be putting 
from three different locations (A, B, C) towards the same target. The goal for each subject is to have the golf 
ball stop in the center of the target.  If the golf ball does stop in the center of the target then the subject earns 
a score of “0” points.  Concentric rings with increasing point values surround the center of the target with the 
last ring being worth 6 points.  If the golf ball comes to rest outside of the last ring then a score of 7 is 
recorded.  All subjects will putt in one of three practice schedules, blocked, random or increasing.  In the 
blocked schedule subjects will putt 27 golf balls from each of the three locations in a blocked format, for a 
total of 81 putts.  Subjects in the random group will putt 27 times from each location in a randomized order, 
for a total of 81 trials.  Subjects in the increasing schedule will putt in a blocked schedule for the first 27 trials, 
followed by a serial schedule for the next 27 trials and concluding with a random schedule for the last 27 trials, 
comprising a total of 81 trials.  After a 24 hour period subjects will return and complete both a retention and 
transfer test.  The retention test will consist of 10 trials from locations A and C for a total of 20 trials.  The 
transfer test will be comprised of 10 trials from two new locations for a total of 20 trials.   There is no risk to 
the subject other than those associated with putting a standard golf ball on a flat carpeted surface.  All 
subjects will participate through informed consent, and subject’s data will be kept confidential.   
8.  Benefits:   Your ability to putt a golf ball will improve.  The results of this study will also help  
     clarify the most desirable practice schedule to use when learning a motor skill. 
9.  Risk:   There are no risk associated in this task, other than those involved in putting a golf ball 
10. Alternatives:  There are no alternatives 
11. Removal:   The study will take approximately an hour to complete.  Once the subject has completed  




12. Right to Refuse:  You will be expected to complete all phases of this study as they are prescribed.   
     However, you may chose at any time not to participate in this experiment and your 
grade will not be affected.  If you do not complete all aspects of the study you may not receive 
extra credit points. 
13. Privacy:   There will not be a link between your name and your performances.  All recorded   
     materials will be kept confidential. 
14. Release of Information: There is no need for any previous information regarding your participation in sport or  
     physical activity          
15. Financial Information: There will be no cost to you for participation in this study 
The study has been discussed with me and all of my questions have been answered.  I understand that additional questions regarding the study 
should be directed to the investigator listed above.  I can also contact the IRB Chair Robert Mathews @ 578-8692 with any other questions or 
concerns I may have.  I also understand that the data collected in this study will not be used for any purpose not approved by the participants and 
the IRB. I also understand that I have the right to withdraw from this study at any given time.  By signing below, I agree to the terms above and 
acknowledge that I have received a copy of this consent form. 
 


























Louisiana State University-Baton Rouge Campus Consent Form II: Systematically 
Increasing Contextual Interference Benefits Novel Motor Skills 
 
1. Study Title:  Systematically Increasing Contextual Interference Benefits Learning Novel Motor Skills.  
2. Performance Sites:  LSU Motor Learning Lab. 
3. Investigator:  The following investigator is available for questions M-F 9:30 am - 10:30 am at the  
    numbers listed below: 
    Jared Porter 578-4395 or 225-772-0134 
4. Purpose of Study:  To evaluate the effects of contextual interference on learning a motor task 
5. Participant inclusion:  This study will include 45 LSU students who agree to participate 
6. Participant Exclusion:  a. Any student who does not wish to participate 
    b. Physical disability 
d. Any other reason that may exclude participation 
e. Participants who do not meet the inclusion criteria 
 
7.                   Description of Study: Participants will perform three different basketball related passes; two hand overhead pass, two hand 
chest pass and single arm side pass.  During the practice phase participants will perform these three 
tasks from a distance of 4 meters.  The goal of each participant is to throw the ball and strike the 
center of the target.  If participants hit the center of the target a score of zero will be recorded.  If 
participants hit the zone above the target a score of one will be recorded.  If participants hit the area 
below the center zone a score of negative one will be recorded.  This scoring pattern will continue to 
the values of 10 and negative 10.  Participants will be randomly placed into the Blocked, Random or 
Increasing group.  All participants will perform 81 total trials, or 27 trials of each basketball pass. 
Participants in the Blocked group will perform 27 trials of one pass followed by 27 trials of a 
different pass and practice will conclude with 27 trials of the third and final pass.  Participants in the 
Random group will complete 27 trials of each pass in a random order.  Participants in the Increasing 
group will perform the first 27 trials of practice in a blocked order followed 27 serial trials. 
Increasing participants will conclude practice with 27 random trials.  Participants will return after a 
24 hour period and complete a retention and transfer test.  The retention test will be competed from 
the same distance that was practiced.  The transfer test will be completed at a distance of 5 meters.  
Each posttest will consist of 12 trials, performed in a mini-blocked schedule. 
8.  Benefits:   Your ability to pass a ball will improve.  The results of this study will also help  
     clarify the most desirable practice schedule to use when learning a motor skill. 
9.  Risk:   There are no risks associated in this task, other than those involved in passing a ball 
10. Alternatives:  There are no alternatives. 
11. Removal:   You have the right to remove yourself from participation in this study at anytime. 
12. Right to Refuse:  You will be expected to complete all phases of this study as they are prescribed.   
     However, you may chose at any time not to participate in this experiment and your 
grade will not be affected.  If you do not complete all aspects of the study you may not receive extra 
credit points. 
13. Privacy:   There will not be a link between your name and your performances.  All recorded   




14. Release of Information: No private information will be asked of you or is needed to participate in this experiment.  
15. Financial Information: There will be no cost to you for participation in this study. You will not be paid. 
The study has been discussed with me and all of my questions have been answered.  I understand that additional questions regarding the study 
should be directed to the investigator listed above.  I can also contact the IRB Chair Robert Mathews @ 578-8692 with any other questions or 
concerns I may have.  I also understand that the data collected in this study will not be used for any purpose not approved by the participants and the 
IRB. I also understand that I have the right to withdraw from this study at any given time.  By signing below, I agree to the terms above and 
acknowledge that I have received a copy of this consent form. 








































APPENDIX 3: RAW DATA 
 
Experiment 1: Practice Data Mean Scores by Trial Block (each tblk = 9 trials) 
 
Block
sub 1 sub 2 sub 3 sub 4 sub 5 sub 6 sub 7 sub 8
tblk 1 2.888889 3.111111 3.111111 4.666667 2.777778 3.666667 2.222222 3.666667
tblk 2 2.666667 3.222222 3.777778 3.333333 3.222222 3.333333 4.222222 4.555556
tblk 3 4.333333 3.444444 3.111111 4.222222 1.444444 2.111111 2.666667 3.888889
tblk 4 2.333333 2.555556 4.444444 2.888889 1.666667 2.222222 2.888889 3.555556
tblk 5 3.444444 3.111111 3.333333 3.111111 1.444444 1.777778 1.777778 2.777778
tblk 6 2.222222 2.333333 2.333333 3.666667 0.555556 2.777778 1.777778 4.111111
tblk 7 3.666667 1.111111 5 2.777778 1.444444 3.222222 1.555556 4
tblk 8 4.222222 1.444444 3 2.111111 0.666667 3.666667 3 3
tblk 9 2 1.777778 3.222222 2.888889 1.666667 2.666667 2.888889 3.111111
Random
sub 1 sub 2 sub 3 sub 4 sub 5 sub 6 sub 7 sub 8
tblk 1 4.333333 5 3.666667 2.888889 2.777778 2.777778 4.444444 4.111111
tblk 2 2.444444 2.444444 3 4 3 1.777778 4.444444 3.777778
tblk 3 1.777778 2.222222 1.111111 2.666667 3.444444 1.777778 5.888889 3.666667
tblk 4 1.444444 2.222222 3.111111 2.222222 2.222222 3.333333 3.888889 2.888889
tblk 5 2.444444 3 2.444444 2.666667 3.222222 2.111111 2.777778 1.222222
tblk 6 1.444444 2.888889 2.444444 1.444444 2 2 4.555556 3.111111
tblk 7 2 2.666667 2.777778 2.333333 1.555556 2.888889 3.777778 3.222222
tblk 8 2.555556 3 1.222222 2 3.888889 1.555556 4.555556 2.222222
tblk 9 1.777778 2.666667 1.777778 3.111111 2.666667 2 3.555556 3
Increasing
sub 1 sub 2 sub 3 sub 4 sub 5 sub 6 sub 7 sub 8
tblk 1 2.222222 2.444444 2.666667 2.555556 3.555556 4.222222 1.666667 2.888889
tblk 2 2.444444 3 2.222222 3.222222 4.444444 1.666667 1.777778 2.555556
tblk 3 2.777778 4.555556 2 2.333333 2.555556 1.777778 2.333333 2.666667
tblk 4 1.666667 3.222222 2.111111 2.222222 2.111111 1.111111 1.555556 3.555556
tblk 5 1.333333 3.777778 2.222222 1 1.555556 1.777778 1.333333 1.333333
tblk 6 2.222222 3.555556 1.777778 2.333333 1 2.777778 2.555556 3.333333
tblk 7 1.888889 1.555556 1.333333 1.777778 2.888889 2.111111 2.555556 2.444444
tblk 8 1.555556 2.777778 1.777778 1.444444 3.444444 2.555556 0.777778 1.555556







sub 9 sub 10 sub 11 sub 12 sub 13 sub 14 sub 15 sub 16 sub 17 
tblk 1 3.888889 1.666667 2.333333 4.777778 4 2.444444 2.444444 1.777778 2.333333
tblk 2 3.555556 2.444444 1.444444 4.888889 3.222222 2.222222 2.777778 2.777778 2.444444
tblk 3 4.333333 1.444444 1.666667 4 2.666667 1.777778 1.333333 2.888889 2.111111
tblk 4 3.666667 2.777778 1.444444 3.666667 4.666667 2 2.111111 1.777778 2.111111
tblk 5 1.888889 1 1.444444 4 2.555556 2.111111 1.666667 2.888889 1.888889
tblk 6 3.111111 2 1.777778 3.777778 4.777778 2.333333 2.333333 4.333333 2.222222
tblk 7 3.111111 1.777778 1.555556 2.888889 2.888889 1.888889 0.888889 1.555556 2.444444
tblk 8 3 1.111111 1.888889 3 3.111111 1.888889 2.555556 3.888889 2.777778
tblk 9 3.777778 2.333333 1.777778 3.111111 1.777778 4 3.333333 2.777778 2.888889
Random
sub 9 sub 10 sub 11 sub 12 sub 13 sub 14 sub 15 sub 16 sub 17 
tblk 1 2.777778 3.333333 4.111111 4.444444 3.555556 2.444444 5.333333 4.222222 3.666667
tblk 2 2.777778 3.111111 2.888889 2.111111 4.444444 1.888889 1.888889 4.222222 2
tblk 3 3.111111 3.111111 1.555556 2.555556 3.666667 3.111111 3.555556 3.222222 3.666667
tblk 4 4.555556 3.666667 1.888889 1.888889 4.333333 2.111111 3.222222 1.777778 1.777778
tblk 5 4.111111 3.444444 1.888889 2.333333 2.777778 2.555556 3.666667 2.777778 3.111111
tblk 6 3.555556 1.333333 1.888889 1.777778 2.555556 2 3 3.111111 2.777778
tblk 7 4.666667 2 2.777778 1.888889 3.333333 1 1.888889 2.222222 3.888889
tblk 8 4.666667 3.111111 2.222222 3.333333 2.555556 3.444444 2.777778 1.555556 2.777778
tblk 9 2.888889 2.888889 1.666667 3.777778 3.222222 3.666667 1.555556 2.777778 2.222222
Increasing
sub 9 sub 10 sub 11 sub 12 sub 13 sub 14 sub 15 sub 16 sub 17
tblk 1 3.333333 2.555556 4.222222 2.555556 4.555556 4 2.555556 1.777778 3.888889
tblk 2 2.444444 1.222222 2.333333 2.777778 3.333333 1.555556 1.777778 2.444444 2.777778
tblk 3 1.555556 2.777778 1.333333 2.444444 2.666667 3.222222 0.444444 3.111111 2.222222
tblk 4 1.111111 2 1.444444 3.666667 3.555556 2.888889 2.111111 1.555556 1.333333
tblk 5 1.777778 3.555556 3 1.555556 1.888889 3.111111 1.888889 1.444444 1.555556
tblk 6 1.222222 2.333333 3.111111 1.888889 1.111111 2.777778 1.333333 2.444444 1.888889
tblk 7 2.111111 1.333333 1.777778 2.777778 2.555556 2.888889 1.555556 2.555556 1.888889
tblk 8 2.111111 1.666667 2.555556 2.333333 2.333333 3.111111 1.222222 2.111111 1.888889








sub 18 sub 19 sub 20
tblk 1 2.777778 2.666667 1.666667
tblk 2 2.666667 3 2
tblk 3 3.111111 2 2.777778
tblk 4 2.333333 2.666667 2.444444
tblk 5 3.222222 1.777778 2
tblk 6 3.666667 2.222222 2.555556
tblk 7 1.777778 1.333333 1.777778
tblk 8 2.111111 2.777778 2.333333
tblk 9 3.111111 1.444444 1.333333
Random
sub 18 sub 19 sub 20
tblk 1 4.222222 4.777778 4.555556
tblk 2 2.333333 2.777778 1.888889
tblk 3 2.666667 4.111111 4
tblk 4 2.888889 2.666667 4.222222
tblk 5 3.222222 3.222222 3.888889
tblk 6 2.111111 2.777778 2.666667
tblk 7 1.888889 3.333333 3.111111
tblk 8 1.888889 2.888889 3.111111
tblk 9 1.111111 4.777778 4.666667
Increasing
sub 18 sub 19 sub 20
tblk 1 2.888889 2.111111 2.666667
tblk 2 3 3.555556 2.777778
tblk 3 3.222222 1.555556 3
tblk 4 1.444444 3.888889 2
tblk 5 2.222222 2.111111 2.333333
tblk 6 2.444444 3.111111 2.111111
tblk 7 2.777778 2.333333 2.111111
tblk 8 4 2.222222 1.111111












Posttests Data: Mean Scores 
 
Block sub 1 sub 2 sub 3 sub 4 sub 5 sub 6 sub 7 sub 8
Retetnion 2.6 2.85 3.1 3.6 2.85 3.05 2.9 3.7
Transfer 2.6 2.9 3.65 3.1 2.3 3.65 3.8 4.6
Random sub 1 sub 2 sub 3 sub 4 sub 5 sub 6 sub 7 sub 8
Retetnion 2 1.75 3 2.75 2.1 2.05 3.6 3
Transfer 2.55 2.4 3.55 3.7 3.1 2 3.15 4.5
Increasingsub 1 sub 2 sub 3 sub 4 sub 5 sub 6 sub 7 sub 8
Retetnion 1.95 2.9 1.3 1.9 1.75 1.4 2.3 2.8
Transfer 2.75 3 2.7 3.75 2.45 3.3 2.4 3.35
Block sub 9 sub 10 sub 11 sub 12 sub 13 sub 14 sub 15 sub 16
Retetnion 2.15 2.15 1.3 2.9 3.45 2.85 2.4 2.7
Transfer 3.9 1.85 2.45 3.2 4.1 2.3 3.45 2.65
Random sub 9 sub 10 sub 11 sub 12 sub 13 sub 14 sub 15 sub 16
Retetnion 3.25 2.35 2.45 3.3 3.05 2.4 3.3 2.65
Transfer 4.2 3.35 2.4 3.7 4.15 2.15 3.15 3.35
Increasingsub 9 sub 10 sub 11 sub 12 sub 13 sub 14 sub 15 sub 16
Retetnion 3.05 2.05 2.4 1.45 2.6 2.5 0.75 2.5
Transfer 2.5 2.3 3.6 3.3 2.85 2.85 1.6 2.55
Block sub 17 sub 18 sub 19 sub 20
Retetnion 1.8 3.3 2.75 1.9
Transfer 2.75 2.75 2.95 2.4
Random sub 17 sub 18 sub 19 sub 20
Retetnion 3.95 2 3.2 2
Transfer 3.35 3.6 4.25 3.1
Increasingsub 17 sub 18 sub 19 sub 20
Retetnion 2.55 2.15 2.35 2.2









Absolute Error Practice Data: Mean Scores by Trial Block (each TB = 9 trials) 
 
Blocked Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4 Sub 5 Sub 6 Sub 7 Sub 8
TB 1 2.333333 2.666667 4.444444 3.111111 2.555556 3.222222 2.777778 3.555556
TB 2 1.222222 1.555556 2.222222 3.444444 2.222222 2.333333 1.777778 2.444444
TB 3 1.555556 2.222222 2.444444 2.777778 2.222222 2.555556 1.777778 2.333333
TB 4 0.666667 1.888889 2.333333 3.666667 1.888889 1 0.777778 3.111111
TB 5 0.888889 1 2 2.777778 2 2.111111 1.222222 1.444444
TB 6 1.444444 2 1.666667 2 2.555556 3 1.777778 2
TB 7 0.888889 1.888889 1.444444 2.333333 2.333333 1.333333 1.555556 1.555556
TB 8 1.555556 1.444444 2.111111 2.222222 1.444444 1.666667 2.555556 1.888889
TB 9 1.222222 1.222222 0.888889 1.777778 1.777778 1.888889 1.777778 1.111111
IncreasingSub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4 Sub 5 Sub 6 Sub 7 Sub 8
TB 1 2.777778 2.333333 3.111111 4 4.888889 3.111111 3 2.777778
TB 2 1.888889 2.333333 1.888889 2.666667 4 1.777778 1 3.222222
TB 3 2.444444 2.222222 2.111111 2.333333 3.222222 2.444444 1.777778 2.333333
TB 4 2.666667 2.555556 2.222222 3.222222 0.777778 1.777778 1.444444 1.666667
TB 5 1.555556 1.666667 2.666667 2.555556 3 1.222222 2.111111 2
TB 6 1.888889 1.666667 3.222222 3.444444 1.888889 1.444444 1.333333 1
TB 7 1.777778 2 1.444444 3.444444 1.777778 2 0.666667 1.555556
TB 8 2.222222 1.333333 2.333333 2.222222 2.111111 1.333333 0.444444 1.111111
TB 9 1.666667 1.666667 1.777778 2 1.666667 1.555556 1.111111 1.555556
Random Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4 Sub 5 Sub 6 Sub 7 Sub 8
TB 1 3.444444 3.555556 3.888889 3.777778 3.333333 4 3.333333 3.111111
TB 2 1.888889 1.777778 1.222222 2.555556 1.666667 2.777778 2.444444 3.111111
TB 3 2.666667 1.777778 2 2.222222 1 2.444444 1.444444 1.666667
TB 4 3.111111 1.111111 3 1.666667 1.333333 1.777778 1.444444 1.777778
TB 5 2.444444 1.111111 2.222222 2 1.666667 1.222222 2.888889 1.222222
TB 6 1.444444 2.333333 2.888889 2.111111 0.888889 2 1.666667 1.777778
TB 7 1.888889 1.777778 1.555556 2.777778 1.111111 1 2 2.333333
TB 8 1.666667 2.444444 1.222222 1.666667 1.222222 1.555556 0.888889 2.111111










Blocked Sub 9 Sub 10 Sub 11 Sub 12 Sub 13 Sub 14 Sub 15 Sub 16
TB 1 3.111111 3 2.666667 2.555556 4.777778 3.222222 4.444444 3.555556
TB 2 1.666667 2.444444 2.777778 2.444444 5.444444 4 2.333333 2.444444
TB 3 3 1.444444 2.888889 3.111111 3.222222 2.444444 1.888889 3.111111
TB 4 2 1.222222 1.333333 2.333333 3.111111 3.555556 1.666667 2.111111
TB 5 2 2.444444 1 2.111111 3 3.444444 3 1.555556
TB 6 2.333333 1.888889 2.111111 3.222222 3.222222 2.222222 1.333333 1.555556
TB 7 2.666667 0.777778 0.777778 2.111111 2 3.222222 1.888889 2
TB 8 2.111111 1 1.777778 3.111111 2.777778 3 2 1.333333
TB 9 1.666667 1.222222 1.111111 1.555556 2.555556 1.777778 1.111111 0.555556
IncreasingSub 9 Sub 10 Sub 11 Sub 12 Sub 13 Sub 14 Sub 15 Sub 16
TB 1 3.222222 3.777778 3 4 2.666667 3.555556 2.777778 2.666667
TB 2 2.777778 3.555556 2.444444 1.111111 1.777778 2 1.777778 3.888889
TB 3 1.777778 4.111111 1.888889 2.222222 1.444444 2.666667 1.888889 1.666667
TB 4 2.666667 3.777778 3.222222 3 1.888889 3.333333 2.222222 1.777778
TB 5 2.444444 3.666667 1 1.888889 1 1.777778 2.444444 1.888889
TB 6 3.111111 2.666667 1.222222 2.333333 1.888889 2.222222 0.555556 1.888889
TB 7 2.111111 2.222222 1.666667 2.444444 1.333333 2.666667 1.888889 2
TB 8 2.222222 2.222222 1 1.333333 1.444444 0.888889 2.444444 2.444444
TB 9 1.444444 2.222222 1.333333 1.555556 0.888889 0.555556 1.666667 0.888889
Random Sub 9 Sub 10 Sub 11 Sub 12 Sub 13 Sub 14 Sub 15 Sub 16
TB 1 3.777778 3.555556 3 2.888889 3.222222 3.888889 3.666667 3.555556
TB 2 2 2.111111 3.777778 2 1.666667 3.333333 1.777778 2.333333
TB 3 2 1.222222 2.888889 1.111111 2.222222 4.111111 1.666667 2.777778
TB 4 2.111111 1.888889 2.111111 1.777778 1.444444 1.222222 2.111111 1.777778
TB 5 3.666667 2.333333 1.777778 1.444444 2.222222 1.555556 1.555556 1.888889
TB 6 3.444444 0.888889 1.222222 2 1.555556 2.555556 1 2.111111
TB 7 1.888889 1.333333 1.888889 1.111111 2 3.111111 2.444444 1.888889
TB 8 2.222222 1.444444 1.666667 1.333333 2.444444 2.333333 1.666667 2.555556















Blocked Sub 17 Sub 18 Sub 19 Sub 20 Sub 21 Sub 22 Sub 23 Sub 24
TB 1 3.444444 3.222222 1.777778 2.333333 2.555556 2 2.888889 4.111111
TB 2 1.333333 1 1.444444 2.111111 2 1.888889 3.333333 2.333333
TB 3 0.666667 1.555556 1.111111 1 2 2.222222 3.333333 4
TB 4 2.333333 0.888889 1.555556 1.444444 1.444444 2.666667 2.777778 2.111111
TB 5 1.666667 1.222222 1.888889 1.444444 2.111111 0.777778 2.888889 3.333333
TB 6 1.111111 0.555556 1.222222 0.555556 1.444444 1.222222 2.333333 2.555556
TB 7 1.555556 1.888889 0.555556 1.444444 0.888889 1.666667 1.333333 2
TB 8 1.333333 1.555556 0.777778 0.777778 0.444444 0.888889 1.888889 1.333333
TB 9 0.444444 1.333333 1 0.888889 1.333333 1.555556 2 1.888889
IncreasingSub 17 Sub 18 Sub 19 Sub 20 Sub 21 Sub 22 Sub 23 Sub 24
TB 1 2.333333 2.888889 3 2.666667 3.888889 3.444444 3 4.666667
TB 2 1.333333 3.777778 3.555556 2.555556 1.222222 3 2.555556 1.666667
TB 3 2.111111 2.777778 1.222222 1.888889 1.333333 3 2.111111 2.555556
TB 4 1.333333 2.666667 2.888889 1.777778 2.222222 4 1.444444 2.444444
TB 5 2.777778 3.444444 1.333333 3 2.666667 2.888889 3 1.666667
TB 6 1.222222 3.444444 2.222222 2.333333 2.333333 2.222222 2.444444 2.777778
TB 7 1.555556 2.777778 2.222222 2.555556 1.888889 3 0.888889 2.222222
TB 8 1.222222 2.777778 1.333333 2.777778 2.333333 2.555556 2.111111 1.888889
TB 9 1.444444 1.555556 0.777778 1.666667 2.222222 1.888889 1.444444 2
Random Sub 17 Sub 18 Sub 19 Sub 20 Sub 21 Sub 22 Sub 23 Sub 24
TB 1 3.444444 3.111111 3.111111 3 3.333333 3.888889 3.222222 3.333333
TB 2 1.777778 3 2.555556 2.666667 3.444444 3.444444 1.666667 3.111111
TB 3 1 1.555556 2.888889 2.666667 2.444444 1.888889 1.222222 4
TB 4 2.222222 1.444444 1.555556 3.333333 2.666667 2.666667 1.888889 2.777778
TB 5 1 3 1.888889 4 2.444444 1.666667 1.222222 3.333333
TB 6 1.111111 2.222222 2.333333 1.444444 3.111111 1.777778 2.111111 2.666667
TB 7 1.888889 2.888889 2.444444 2.222222 2.555556 1.444444 1.444444 1.555556
TB 8 2 1.555556 2.888889 1.555556 1.777778 2.222222 3.111111 1.777778















Blocked Sub 25 Sub 26 Sub 27 Sub 28 Sub 29 Sub 30 Sub 31 Sub 32
TB 1 3.333333 3.222222 2.666667 3.333333 3.555556 3 3.111111 4.111111
TB 2 2.777778 3.222222 2.111111 2 1.777778 2 1.222222 0.222222
TB 3 1.888889 3.444444 1 1.777778 2.444444 1.222222 0.777778 1.111111
TB 4 1.444444 2 1.777778 3.888889 1.666667 1.666667 1.555556 1.111111
TB 5 1.888889 1.666667 2.333333 2.111111 2.444444 1.888889 1.444444 1.444444
TB 6 2.666667 1.555556 0.777778 2.111111 2.111111 2.222222 1.666667 1
TB 7 1.777778 1.333333 1.555556 1.555556 1.555556 1.555556 2.222222 1.222222
TB 8 1.777778 1.888889 1.666667 0.888889 1.555556 0.666667 1.111111 1.666667
TB 9 1.444444 1.333333 0.555556 1.333333 1.444444 1 1 1.222222
IncreasingSub 25 Sub 26 Sub 27 Sub 28 Sub 29 Sub 30 Sub 31 Sub 32
TB 1 4.333333 4.666667 4.111111 2.444444 2.888889 2.777778 3.777778 3.666667
TB 2 3 2.111111 3 1 2.111111 1.222222 2.666667 3.111111
TB 3 4 3.111111 2.666667 1.777778 2.333333 1.555556 2.333333 2.333333
TB 4 2.333333 3.888889 1.666667 0.444444 2 2.555556 3.444444 2.777778
TB 5 2.888889 2.777778 2.222222 1.333333 2.444444 2 2.111111 2.888889
TB 6 2.777778 3.555556 2.555556 0.555556 1 1.888889 1.333333 0.888889
TB 7 2.888889 1.777778 2.555556 0.666667 1.444444 1.111111 3.111111 1.333333
TB 8 2.111111 1.111111 2.555556 0.555556 0.777778 1.111111 2.111111 1.555556
TB 9 1.333333 1.666667 1.333333 0.555556 1.111111 1.555556 1.555556 1
Random Sub 25 Sub 26 Sub 27 Sub 28 Sub 29 Sub 30 Sub 31 Sub 32
TB 1 3.222222 3.333333 3.333333 4.444444 4.111111 3.111111 2.777778 4.333333
TB 2 2.777778 1.888889 1.555556 2.333333 3.777778 2 2 2.444444
TB 3 2.777778 2.222222 2.333333 2.666667 3.333333 1.555556 2.555556 2.777778
TB 4 1.777778 3.222222 3 2.777778 3.333333 1.111111 1.333333 1.333333
TB 5 2.777778 1.666667 2.111111 1.444444 2.111111 1.111111 2 1.555556
TB 6 2.222222 2.444444 2.555556 1.222222 2.555556 1.333333 0.888889 1
TB 7 1.888889 2.444444 1.666667 1.777778 1.666667 2.333333 1.444444 1.222222
TB 8 2 2.666667 1.777778 2.222222 1.777778 1.111111 1.222222 1.666667











Absolute Constant Error Practice Data: Mean Scores by Trial Block (each TB = 9 trials) 
 
Blocked Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4 Sub 5 Sub 6 Sub 7 Sub 8
TB 1 1.222222 2 0.222222 2 0.777778 1.222222 1 1.111111
TB 2 0.555556 0.222222 0.888889 2.777778 0.444444 0.555556 1.111111 0.666667
TB 3 0.222222 1.333333 0 1.222222 0.888889 1.444444 1.333333 1.222222
TB 4 0.444444 0.111111 0.333333 2.111111 0.111111 0.111111 0.333333 0.444444
TB 5 0 0.777778 0.222222 1.444444 2 1.444444 1 0.333333
TB 6 0.555556 0.444444 0.111111 0 0.333333 0.777778 1.333333 0.222222
TB 7 0.222222 1 0.111111 0.333333 1 1.333333 1.111111 0.222222
TB 8 0.222222 1.444444 1.222222 1.777778 1.222222 0.111111 1.888889 0.333333
TB 9 0.777778 0.777778 0.222222 0.444444 0.444444 0.555556 1.333333 0.444444
IncreasingSub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4 Sub 5 Sub 6 Sub 7 Sub 8
TB 1 1.222222 0.777778 1.777778 1.777778 1.555556 0.222222 1.444444 0.777778
TB 2 0.333333 0.333333 1.222222 2.666667 0.222222 0.222222 0.333333 1.888889
TB 3 0.222222 0.666667 0.333333 0.777778 1.444444 2 0.666667 0.777778
TB 4 0.222222 0.111111 1.777778 0.333333 0.333333 0.888889 0.555556 0.555556
TB 5 0 0.777778 1.555556 1.666667 1.444444 0.111111 1 1.111111
TB 6 0.333333 0.333333 1 0.333333 1.444444 0.333333 0.444444 0.333333
TB 7 0.888889 1.111111 0.777778 0.555556 0.888889 1.111111 0.444444 0.666667
TB 8 0.222222 0.222222 0.333333 0.222222 0.777778 0.222222 0 0.888889
TB 9 0.333333 0.555556 1.333333 0.222222 1.666667 0.666667 0.444444 0.222222
Random Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4 Sub 5 Sub 6 Sub 7 Sub 8
TB 1 1.222222 0.888889 0.333333 0 0.888889 0.666667 0.222222 0.444444
TB 2 0.555556 0.888889 1 0.555556 0.333333 1.222222 0.888889 0.222222
TB 3 2.444444 0.888889 1.555556 0.444444 0.555556 0.444444 0.555556 1.444444
TB 4 2.222222 0 1.888889 0.111111 0.666667 0.888889 1.222222 0.888889
TB 5 1.333333 0 1.777778 0.444444 0.333333 0.555556 1.777778 0.333333
TB 6 0.333333 1.666667 2.222222 1 0.888889 0.222222 0.111111 0.666667
TB 7 1.222222 0.888889 0.666667 1.444444 0.444444 0.111111 1.111111 1.222222
TB 8 0.777778 1.111111 0.777778 0.333333 0.555556 0.666667 0.444444 0.333333













Blocked Sub 9 Sub 10 Sub 11 Sub 12 Sub 13 Sub 14 Sub 15 Sub 16
TB 1 2.444444 1.222222 0.666667 1.444444 1 1.888889 0.888889 1.111111
TB 2 0.777778 0.444444 0.333333 0.666667 1.222222 0.222222 1 2
TB 3 2.111111 0.555556 0.888889 2.222222 0.555556 0.444444 1 0.222222
TB 4 1.777778 0.111111 0.888889 1.222222 1.111111 0.888889 0.777778 0.333333
TB 5 0.222222 0.444444 0.555556 0.777778 2.555556 0.333333 2.555556 0.888889
TB 6 2.111111 0.111111 0.111111 3 0.333333 1.555556 0.222222 0.444444
TB 7 1.333333 0.555556 0.555556 0.333333 0.222222 1 1 0.888889
TB 8 0.777778 0.111111 0.444444 1.333333 0.555556 1 1.333333 1.111111
TB 9 0.555556 0.111111 0.222222 1.555556 0.111111 0.222222 0.888889 0.333333
IncreasingSub 9 Sub 10 Sub 11 Sub 12 Sub 13 Sub 14 Sub 15 Sub 16
TB 1 1 1.555556 0.555556 2.222222 0.444444 0.666667 0.777778 0
TB 2 1.888889 2.222222 0.444444 1.111111 1.111111 0.666667 0.666667 1
TB 3 0.222222 2.333333 1 0.444444 0.111111 2.666667 0.777778 0.333333
TB 4 0.666667 1.111111 1.222222 0.111111 0.777778 0.222222 0.444444 0.888889
TB 5 0.888889 1 0.777778 0.333333 0.777778 0.666667 2.222222 0.777778
TB 6 0.888889 0.222222 0.111111 0.777778 0.333333 0.222222 0.333333 0.555556
TB 7 0.333333 1.555556 0.777778 1.111111 0.222222 0.222222 1.444444 1.333333
TB 8 0.888889 0.666667 0.777778 1.111111 0.333333 0.444444 0.666667 0.222222
TB 9 0.333333 0.666667 0.222222 1.111111 0.666667 0.111111 1.222222 0
Random Sub 9 Sub 10 Sub 11 Sub 12 Sub 13 Sub 14 Sub 15 Sub 16
TB 1 1.111111 2.444444 0.111111 0.666667 0.111111 1 1.888889 0.888889
TB 2 0.666667 1.666667 0 0.666667 0.555556 0.222222 0.888889 1.666667
TB 3 1.555556 0.777778 0.888889 0.444444 0 0.111111 0.333333 1
TB 4 1 0.777778 0.111111 0.666667 0.111111 0.111111 1.222222 1.333333
TB 5 0.111111 0.333333 0.666667 0.777778 0.666667 0.666667 0.444444 0.555556
TB 6 1.444444 0.444444 0.111111 1.555556 0.444444 0.555556 0.333333 0.555556
TB 7 0.555556 0 0.111111 0.444444 0.222222 0.222222 1.555556 0.111111
TB 8 0.666667 0.555556 1.222222 0.222222 0.666667 1 0.333333 0.111111















Blocked Sub 17 Sub 18 Sub 19 Sub 20 Sub 21 Sub 22 Sub 23 Sub 24
TB 1 3 0.111111 0.666667 1.222222 1 1.555556 2 1
TB 2 0.666667 0.111111 1.222222 0.111111 0.888889 1.444444 0.888889 0.777778
TB 3 0.666667 0.666667 0.888889 0.333333 0.444444 0.444444 1.555556 2
TB 4 1 0.444444 0.444444 0.111111 0.333333 0.666667 1 0.555556
TB 5 1.444444 0.555556 1.444444 0.111111 0.777778 0.333333 0.444444 1.111111
TB 6 0.222222 0.111111 0.111111 0.111111 0.333333 0.777778 2.333333 1.888889
TB 7 0.666667 0.111111 0.333333 0.333333 0.444444 0.111111 0.444444 0.888889
TB 8 0.222222 0.222222 0.555556 0.111111 0.444444 0 1.222222 0.444444
TB 9 0.222222 0.222222 0.111111 0.666667 0.666667 0.222222 1.333333 0.333333
IncreasingSub 17 Sub 18 Sub 19 Sub 20 Sub 21 Sub 22 Sub 23 Sub 24
TB 1 0.555556 0.222222 1 1.555556 0.777778 0.111111 0.333333 1.777778
TB 2 0.222222 1.777778 0.222222 1.666667 0.333333 0.555556 0.333333 1.666667
TB 3 0.555556 2.111111 0.111111 1 0 0.555556 0.333333 1.444444
TB 4 0.222222 2.444444 0.888889 1.111111 0.444444 0.222222 1 0.222222
TB 5 0.111111 0.777778 0.444444 1.666667 1.111111 2.888889 0.777778 0.333333
TB 6 0.777778 3 0.666667 1.222222 1.666667 0.666667 0.444444 0.111111
TB 7 0.888889 1 0.222222 0.111111 0.333333 2.111111 0.222222 0.222222
TB 8 0.777778 0.777778 0 1 0.555556 1.222222 1 0.333333
TB 9 0.555556 0.888889 0.111111 1.222222 1.555556 1 1.222222 0.666667
Random Sub 17 Sub 18 Sub 19 Sub 20 Sub 21 Sub 22 Sub 23 Sub 24
TB 1 0.555556 0.444444 2.222222 1.222222 2.222222 0.555556 2.333333 1.111111
TB 2 0.222222 0.333333 0.777778 0 1.666667 1.222222 0.777778 1.555556
TB 3 0.111111 0.222222 2.222222 1.555556 0.888889 0.111111 0.555556 0.222222
TB 4 0 0.333333 0 0.666667 1.111111 2.222222 1.444444 0.333333
TB 5 0.333333 0.333333 0.777778 1.555556 2.444444 0.777778 0.333333 0.444444
TB 6 0.444444 1.111111 1.222222 0.777778 2 0.222222 0.111111 0.222222
TB 7 0.111111 0.888889 1.777778 0.888889 0.111111 0.555556 0.111111 0.222222
TB 8 0.666667 0.222222 2.222222 1.111111 1.555556 1.555556 2.444444 0.222222













Blocked Sub 25 Sub 26 Sub 27 Sub 28 Sub 29 Sub 30 Sub 31 Sub 32
TB 1 2.444444 0.111111 0.888889 1.555556 0.222222 0.777778 1.111111 0.777778
TB 2 1.888889 3 1.222222 2 1.111111 1.555556 0.111111 0.222222
TB 3 0.777778 1.888889 0.111111 0.444444 1.555556 1.222222 0.333333 0.666667
TB 4 0.777778 0.666667 1.777778 1.444444 0.555556 1.222222 0.666667 0.888889
TB 5 0.555556 0.111111 0.555556 0.777778 0.444444 1.666667 1 1.222222
TB 6 0.222222 1.111111 0.111111 0.777778 0.111111 1.777778 0.111111 0.111111
TB 7 0.666667 1.111111 0 0.222222 0.888889 1.111111 0.444444 0.555556
TB 8 0.666667 0.333333 0.555556 0.666667 0.222222 0.666667 0.666667 0.777778
TB 9 0.333333 0.888889 0.111111 0.444444 0.777778 1 0.111111 1
IncreasingSub 25 Sub 26 Sub 27 Sub 28 Sub 29 Sub 30 Sub 31 Sub 32
TB 1 0.333333 4.666667 1.666667 0.444444 0.888889 0.111111 3.111111 0.777778
TB 2 0.555556 1.444444 1.888889 1 0.111111 0.333333 1.555556 0.888889
TB 3 2 0.888889 2.666667 1.777778 0.777778 0.888889 2.333333 1.666667
TB 4 0.333333 0.333333 0.777778 0.444444 1.111111 1.888889 1.444444 0.333333
TB 5 0.444444 0.111111 0.666667 0.222222 0.222222 0.666667 2.111111 0.222222
TB 6 1.222222 0.666667 2.111111 0.333333 0.777778 0.555556 0.666667 0.222222
TB 7 0.222222 0.888889 0.555556 0.444444 0.333333 0.444444 2.888889 0.444444
TB 8 1 0.222222 0.777778 0.111111 0.111111 0.888889 0.111111 0.666667
TB 9 0.888889 0.555556 0.666667 0.111111 0.444444 0.222222 0.444444 0.555556
Random Sub 25 Sub 26 Sub 27 Sub 28 Sub 29 Sub 30 Sub 31 Sub 32
TB 1 2.333333 2.222222 2.222222 0.444444 1.888889 2.666667 1.888889 0.111111
TB 2 0.111111 1.666667 0.222222 1 1.777778 1.333333 1.111111 0.666667
TB 3 0.333333 2 1.666667 0.222222 0.222222 0.888889 0.777778 1.222222
TB 4 0.888889 1.888889 0.555556 0.777778 0.222222 0.444444 0.222222 0.666667
TB 5 1.888889 0.555556 1.444444 0.111111 0.111111 0.222222 1.111111 0.222222
TB 6 0.222222 1.333333 0.555556 0.555556 0.333333 0.666667 0.666667 0.333333
TB 7 1.666667 1.777778 0.111111 1.111111 0.111111 1.444444 0.111111 0.333333
TB 8 0.444444 2.666667 1.777778 0 0.222222 0.888889 1 0.333333













Variable Error Practice Data: Mean Scores by Trial Block (each TB = 9 trials) 
 
Blocked Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4 Sub 5 Sub 6 Sub 7 Sub 8
TB 1 2.438123 2.783882 5.974483 3.162278 2.862594 3.898005 3.162278 4.400126
TB 2 1.509231 2.538591 2.472066 3.632416 3.08671 3.126944 2.260777 3.201562
TB 3 1.986063 2.783882 3.674235 3.382964 2.713137 3.395258 1.936492 2.990726
TB 4 1.130388 2.522124 3.24037 4.075673 2.368778 1.536591 1 3.778595
TB 5 1.322876 1.715938 2.587362 3.205897 2.645751 2.242271 1.581139 1.870829
TB 6 1.878238 2.788867 2.420973 2.5 3.464102 3.527668 1.870829 2.386304
TB 7 1.641476 2.645751 1.964971 3 3.570714 1.581139 1.536591 2.538591
TB 8 1.986063 1.740051 2.438123 1.855921 2.386304 2.14735 2.522124 2.345208
TB 9 1.301708 1.394433 1.394433 2.650996 2.068279 2.068279 1.581139 1.424001
IncreasingSub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4 Sub 5 Sub 6 Sub 7 Sub 8
TB 1 3.153481 2.990726 3.961621 4.57651 5.456902 3.767552 3.711843 3.34581
TB 2 2.783882 3.278719 2.166667 2.061553 5.068969 2.438123 1.322876 3.179797
TB 3 3.456074 3.041381 2.645751 3.153481 3.431877 2.061553 2.44949 3.073181
TB 4 3.865805 3.407508 3.032234 4.5 1.118034 2.619372 2.242271 2.297341
TB 5 1.870829 2.333333 3.468109 2.828427 3.35824 2.088327 3.122499 2.14735
TB 6 2.738613 2.179449 3.605551 4 2.185813 2.291288 1.943651 1.5
TB 7 2.666667 2.619372 2.438123 4.304391 1.964971 2.571208 1.424001 2.236068
TB 8 2.488864 1.641476 2.645751 2.587362 3.11359 1.641476 0.866025 1.452966
TB 9 2.179449 2.351123 1.870829 2.587362 1.414214 2.5 1.424001 1.922094
Random Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4 Sub 5 Sub 6 Sub 7 Sub 8
TB 1 3.99305 4.044887 5 4.213075 3.515837 5.074446 4.381146 3.844188
TB 2 2.242271 1.964971 2.179449 3.244654 2.236068 3.419714 2.891559 3.865805
TB 3 2.185813 2.204793 2.603417 3.53946 1.333333 3.811532 1.878238 1.878238
TB 4 3.961621 1.581139 3.756476 2.088327 1.581139 2.315407 1.855921 2.420973
TB 5 3.082207 1.581139 2.538591 2.74368 2.5 1.740051 3.308239 1.870829
TB 6 2.397916 2.738613 3.032234 3.464102 0.781736 2.587362 2.368778 2.44949
TB 7 2.728451 1.900292 1.732051 3.503966 1.943651 1.269296 2.260777 3.308239
TB 8 2.333333 3.100179 1.394433 2.12132 1.943651 2.12132 1.589899 2.828427













Blocked Sub 9 Sub 10 Sub 11 Sub 12 Sub 13 Sub 14 Sub 15 Sub 16
TB 1 2.877113 3.527668 3.122499 2.505549 6 3.620927 2.438123 4.044887
TB 2 1.922094 3.126944 3.872983 3.122499 6.534099 5.35672 1.509231 2.54951
TB 3 3.059593 1.943651 3.179797 2.905933 4.333333 3.431877 1.986063 3.632416
TB 4 2.538591 1.964971 2.315407 2.990726 3.689324 4.106228 1.130388 2.645751
TB 5 3.34581 2.877113 1.589899 2.488864 3.395258 4.472136 1.322876 1.833333
TB 6 2.368778 2.522124 3.018462 2.061553 4.242641 3.282953 1.878238 2.006932
TB 7 3.774917 1.236033 1.236033 2.692582 2.488864 3.905125 1.641476 2.571208
TB 8 2.990726 1.269296 2.650996 3.464102 3.574602 3.708099 1.986063 1.615893
TB 9 2.068279 1.615893 1.715938 1.333333 3.551213 2.728451 1.301708 0.866025
IncreasingSub 9 Sub 10 Sub 11 Sub 12 Sub 13 Sub 14 Sub 15 Sub 16
TB 1 3.674235 4.275252 4.034573 4.57651 3.678013 4.092676 3.767552 3.354102
TB 2 2.891559 4.236088 3.778595 1.763834 1.964971 2.872281 2.645751 4.609772
TB 3 2.635231 4.330127 2.44949 2.788867 1.964971 2.5 2.488864 1.936492
TB 4 3.354102 4.884784 3.632416 3.822448 2.682246 4.116363 2.788867 1.964971
TB 5 3.018462 4.716991 1.563472 2.54951 1.394433 2.345208 2.048034 2.862594
TB 6 3.95109 4.236088 1.536591 2.862594 2.44949 2.635231 1 2.403701
TB 7 3 2.962731 1.641476 3.620927 1.641476 3.527668 2.697736 2.915476
TB 8 2.472066 2.397916 1.301708 1.900292 2.12132 1.130388 2.872281 2.862594
TB 9 2.5 2.783882 1.855921 1.833333 1.118034 0.927961 2.048034 1.224745
Random Sub 9 Sub 10 Sub 11 Sub 12 Sub 13 Sub 14 Sub 15 Sub 16
TB 1 4.755114 3.503966 3.789606 3.391165 4.075673 5.147815 2.438123 3.855011
TB 2 2.598076 2.5 4.5 2.783882 2.554952 3.961621 1.509231 2.783882
TB 3 2.603417 1.986063 3.515837 1.424001 3.122499 5.372254 1.986063 3.674235
TB 4 2.397916 2.166667 2.666667 2.061553 2.14735 1.536591 1.130388 2.12132
TB 5 4.166667 3.5 2.345208 1.563472 2.915476 1.870829 1.322876 2.650996
TB 6 4.096069 1.424001 1.833333 1.666667 1.810463 3.282953 1.878238 2.962731
TB 7 2.650996 1.936492 2.666667 1.666667 2.728451 4.437842 1.641476 2.420973
TB 8 2.54951 1.943651 2.538591 1.715938 3.24037 2.95804 1.986063 3.515837















Blocked Sub 17 Sub 18 Sub 19 Sub 20 Sub 21 Sub 22 Sub 23 Sub 24
TB 1 3.354102 4.371626 2.828427 3.231787 3 2.351123 3.082207 4.743416
TB 2 1.581139 1.536591 1.922094 3.179797 2.713137 2.650996 4.106228 3.492054
TB 3 1.118034 2 1.833333 1.414214 2.297341 3.004626 3.778595 4.5
TB 4 3.464102 1.424001 2.403701 2.571208 1.870829 3.24037 4.123106 2.74368
TB 5 2.242271 2.006932 1.589899 2.758824 2.818589 1 3.468109 4.226241
TB 6 1.481366 0.927961 1.964971 0.781736 1.802776 1.394433 2.179449 2.571208
TB 7 2.179449 2.891559 1 2.179449 1.666667 2.368778 2.006932 2.571208
TB 8 2.587362 2.279132 1.013794 1.364225 0.726483 1.118034 1.986063 1.589899
TB 9 0.833333 2.108185 1.364225 1.414214 1.5 1.855921 2.12132 2.291288
IncreasingSub 17 Sub 18 Sub 19 Sub 20 Sub 21 Sub 22 Sub 23 Sub 24
TB 1 2.788867 3.597839 3.872983 3.32081 4.236088 4.255715 3.464102 5.238745
TB 2 1.641476 4.969351 4.236088 2.598076 1.581139 4.419025 3.122499 1.658312
TB 3 3.004626 3.689324 1.833333 2.345208 2.12132 4.719934 2.598076 3.745368
TB 4 2.108185 2.006932 3.515837 2.619372 3.004626 4.867694 1.870829 3.562926
TB 5 3.586239 3.929942 2.242271 3.872983 3.100179 3.140241 3.800585 2.179449
TB 6 1.481366 2.236068 2.44949 3.527668 1.870829 2.738613 3.35824 3.551213
TB 7 2.571208 3.162278 2.818589 3.620927 2.397916 3.723051 1.20185 2.635231
TB 8 1.715938 3.562926 1.658312 3.278719 3.32081 3.153481 2.44949 2.397916
TB 9 1.810463 1.900292 0.927961 2.279132 2.297341 2 1.394433 2.179449
Random Sub 17 Sub 18 Sub 19 Sub 20 Sub 21 Sub 22 Sub 23 Sub 24
TB 1 4.034573 3.972125 2.438123 3.562926 3.632416 2.438123 3.840573 4.075673
TB 2 2.682246 3.872983 1.509231 3.201562 4.358899 1.509231 2.438123 3.678013
TB 3 1.452966 1.855921 1.986063 2.962731 3.689324 1.986063 2.505549 4.790036
TB 4 3.464102 1.936492 1.130388 4.387482 3.919325 1.130388 1.878238 3.605551
TB 5 1.802776 4.092676 1.322876 4.850544 2.554952 1.322876 1.802776 4.065437
TB 6 1.878238 3.551213 1.878238 2.048034 3.807887 1.878238 2.934469 3.308239
TB 7 2.522124 3.140241 1.641476 2.803767 4.255715 1.641476 1.763834 1.922094
TB 8 2.95804 1.922094 1.986063 1.763834 2.127858 1.986063 2.505549 2.166667















Blocked Sub 25 Sub 26 Sub 27 Sub 28 Sub 29 Sub 30 Sub 31 Sub 32
TB 1 3.643869 4.755114 3.29562 4.21637 4.409586 3.734226 3.689324 2.438123
TB 2 2.934469 3.605551 2.773886 2.54951 2.260777 1.943651 1.900292 1.509231
TB 3 2.587362 3.95109 1.452966 2.962731 2.697736 0.833333 1.118034 1.986063
TB 4 2.538591 2.345208 2.108185 4.693376 2.068279 1.922094 1.732051 1.130388
TB 5 2.297341 2.420973 2.650996 3.231787 3.574602 1.732051 1.936492 1.322876
TB 6 3.073181 2.260777 1.166667 2.773886 2.891559 1.715938 2.315407 1.878238
TB 7 2.5 1.452966 2.291288 2.333333 2.315407 1.615893 2.788867 1.641476
TB 8 2.12132 2.291288 2.554952 1.414214 2.438123 0.707107 1.322876 1.986063
TB 9 1.936492 1.364225 1.054093 1.666667 2.048034 1.322876 1.691482 1.301708
IncreasingSub 25 Sub 26 Sub 27 Sub 28 Sub 29 Sub 30 Sub 31 Sub 32
TB 1 5.147815 3.122499 5.244044 3.244654 3.723051 3.822448 3.551213 4.630815
TB 2 3.90868 2.650996 2.848001 1.224745 3.407508 1.732051 3.574602 4.284987
TB 3 4.716991 3.982601 2.692582 2.048034 3.382964 2.14735 2.345208 2.54951
TB 4 3.807887 5.049752 2.488864 0.726483 2.666667 2.758824 3.90868 3.391165
TB 5 3.503966 3.855011 3.162278 1.481366 3.34581 2.236068 2.027588 4.146618
TB 6 3.456074 4.636809 3.29562 0.707107 1.301708 2.403701 1.414214 1.301708
TB 7 4.055175 2.315407 3.643869 1.130388 2.061553 1.509231 1.763834 1.810463
TB 8 2.345208 1.715938 4.024232 0.781736 1.166667 1.452966 2.666667 1.732051
TB 9 2.803767 2.242271 1.870829 1.054093 1.236033 1.986063 2.127858 1.333333
Random Sub 25 Sub 26 Sub 27 Sub 28 Sub 29 Sub 30 Sub 31 Sub 32
TB 1 3.162278 3.700601 3.562926 4.977728 4.539946 3.041381 2.713137 5.81903
TB 2 3.586239 2.54951 2.166667 2.645751 4.841946 2.828427 3.333333 3.570714
TB 3 3.872983 2.5 2.291288 3.308239 4.085884 2.027588 3.270236 3.192874
TB 4 2.472066 3.218868 3.574602 3.34581 4.352522 1.740051 2.108185 1.870829
TB 5 3.059593 2.455153 2.603417 2.088327 2.571208 1.563472 2.522124 2.279132
TB 6 3.527668 2.828427 3.678013 1.878238 3.278719 2.12132 1.224745 1.5
TB 7 2.783882 2.990726 2.619372 1.964971 2.420973 3.126944 2.260777 1.802776
TB 8 2.877113 2.179449 1.641476 2.872281 2.948634 1.054093 1.802776 2.5












Posttests Absolute Error Data:  Mean Scores 
 
Blocked Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4 Sub 5 Sub 6 Sub 7 Sub 8
Retention 3.166667 2.583333 2.166667 2.75 3.083333 3.833333 2.083333 3.666667
Transfer 3.916667 3 3.5 2.666667 4.166667 3.416667 2.75 3.416667
IncreasingSub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4 Sub 5 Sub 6 Sub 7 Sub 8
Retention 1.666667 1.916667 2.333333 2.166667 1.583333 1.25 1.666667 1.333333
Transfer 2 2.5 2.5 1.416667 1.25 1.166667 1.5 1.25
Random Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4 Sub 5 Sub 6 Sub 7 Sub 8
Retention 2.25 2.166667 2.5 1.75 1.833333 2.083333 1.916667 2
Transfer 3.416667 3.083333 3.583333 1.916667 2.416667 2.833333 1.5 2.25
Blocked Sub 9 Sub 10 Sub 11 Sub 12 Sub 13 Sub 14 Sub 15 Sub 16
Retention 2.5 2.75 3.666667 3.333333 4.5 3.083333 3.666667 2.333333
Transfer 2.75 3.25 4.25 4.666667 3.833333 4.083333 3.416667 2.583333
IncreasingSub 9 Sub 10 Sub 11 Sub 12 Sub 13 Sub 14 Sub 15 Sub 16
Retention 1.166667 2.5 2.25 2.25 1.833333 1.416667 2.25 2.666667
Transfer 1.833333 2.083333 2.25 2.583333 1.833333 2.333333 2.25 2.166667
Random Sub 9 Sub 10 Sub 11 Sub 12 Sub 13 Sub 14 Sub 15 Sub 16
Retention 2.166667 2.25 3.166667 2.333333 2.166667 2 1.916667 2.166667
Transfer 2.166667 2.583333 2.25 2.833333 3.083333 2.916667 3 2.666667
Blocked Sub 17 Sub 18 Sub 19 Sub 20 Sub 21 Sub 22 Sub 23 Sub 24
Retention 3.083333 2.583333 2.333333 2.416667 2.583333 2.583333 3.416667 3
Transfer 4 3.416667 2.833333 2.833333 3.166667 3.333333 3.333333 4.083333
IncreasingSub 17 Sub 18 Sub 19 Sub 20 Sub 21 Sub 22 Sub 23 Sub 24
Retention 1.666667 1.916667 2.083333 2.166667 1.583333 2.083333 1.75 2.25
Transfer 2.666667 2.666667 2.083333 2.5 2.25 2.416667 2.5 1.916667
Random Sub 17 Sub 18 Sub 19 Sub 20 Sub 21 Sub 22 Sub 23 Sub 24
Retention 1.75 2.083333 3.5 2.666667 2.416667 2.5 2.25 2.25









Blocked Sub 25 Sub 26 Sub 27 Sub 28 Sub 29 Sub 30 Sub 31 Sub 32
Retention 3 3.5 2.833333 2.5 2.166667 2.666667 2.416667 3.416667
Transfer 3.666667 3.5 3.916667 3.416667 2.75 3.083333 2.5 3.25
IncreasingSub 25 Sub 26 Sub 27 Sub 28 Sub 29 Sub 30 Sub 31 Sub 32
Retention 1.916667 1.666667 2 1.25 2.833333 1.416667 1.75 2.25
Transfer 2.416667 2.5 2.666667 2.166667 2.083333 1.833333 1.833333 2
Random Sub 25 Sub 26 Sub 27 Sub 28 Sub 29 Sub 30 Sub 31 Sub 32
Retention 2.416667 1.666667 2.166667 1.75 3.5 1.916667 2.916667 2.166667





































Posttests Absolute Constant Error Data: Mean Scores 
 
Blocked Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4 Sub 5 Sub 6 Sub 7 Sub 8
Retention 0 0.25 0.5 2.416667 0.25 0.333333 0.083333 0.5
Transfer 0.416667 1.5 0.833333 1 1.166667 2.416667 2.25 1.083333
IncreasingSub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4 Sub 5 Sub 6 Sub 7 Sub 8
Retention 0.5 0.916667 0.666667 0.166667 0.416667 0.25 0.5 0.166667
Transfer 0.083333 2.5 1 0.416667 0.916667 0.333333 0.666667 0.916667
Random Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4 Sub 5 Sub 6 Sub 7 Sub 8
Retention 0.75 1.833333 2 0.166667 0 0.75 0.416667 1.166667
Transfer 3.083333 1.583333 3.583333 1.916667 1.75 1.5 1 0.75
Blocked Sub 9 Sub 10 Sub 11 Sub 12 Sub 13 Sub 14 Sub 15 Sub 16
Retention 0.666667 0.416667 2 1.833333 0.833333 0.583333 1 0.833333
Transfer 0.25 0.75 0.083333 4.666667 0.166667 3.75 0.416667 2.583333
IncreasingSub 9 Sub 10 Sub 11 Sub 12 Sub 13 Sub 14 Sub 15 Sub 16
Retention 0.666667 0.5 0.583333 0.083333 0.166667 0.25 0.75 0.666667
Transfer 0.166667 0.416667 1.083333 2.083333 0.5 0.833333 2.083333 1.083333
Random Sub 9 Sub 10 Sub 11 Sub 12 Sub 13 Sub 14 Sub 15 Sub 16
Retention 0.666667 1.083333 1 0.666667 0.5 0.5 0.416667 0.333333
Transfer 0.833333 1.916667 0.25 2.166667 0.083333 0.916667 1.5 1.5
Blocked Sub 17 Sub 18 Sub 19 Sub 20 Sub 21 Sub 22 Sub 23 Sub 24
Retention 0.75 0.416667 0.5 0.916667 0.75 0.083333 1.583333 0.833333
Transfer 0.666667 0.583333 0.166667 1.166667 2.333333 0.833333 1.666667 1.916667
IncreasingSub 17 Sub 18 Sub 19 Sub 20 Sub 21 Sub 22 Sub 23 Sub 24
Retention 0.833333 0.583333 0.583333 0.666667 0.416667 0.583333 1.083333 0.25
Transfer 0.5 1.833333 1.75 0.166667 1.916667 0.916667 0.333333 0.916667
Random Sub 17 Sub 18 Sub 19 Sub 20 Sub 21 Sub 22 Sub 23 Sub 24
Retention 0.083333 0.916667 2.166667 0.5 0.083333 0.5 1.916667 1.25









Blocked Sub 25 Sub 26 Sub 27 Sub 28 Sub 29 Sub 30 Sub 31 Sub 32
Retention 1.5 0.166667 0.5 1 0.833333 0.166667 0.416667 1.416667
Transfer 2.5 1.833333 2.25 1.583333 1.416667 1.916667 1.5 2.916667
IncreasingSub 25 Sub 26 Sub 27 Sub 28 Sub 29 Sub 30 Sub 31 Sub 32
Retention 0.25 0.833333 1 0.916667 0 0.916667 0.25 0.75
Transfer 0.083333 0.166667 0.416667 2.166667 1.583333 1.166667 1.333333 1.5
Random Sub 25 Sub 26 Sub 27 Sub 28 Sub 29 Sub 30 Sub 31 Sub 32
Retention 0.25 0.25 1.166667 0.75 0.5 0.583333 1.583333 0.833333





































Posttests Variable Error Data: Mean Scores 
 
Blocked Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4 Sub 5 Sub 6 Sub 7 Sub 8
Retention 4.045199 3.048845 2.576114 3.232177 4.070403 4.792671 2.810963 4.700097
Transfer 4.832811 3.316625 4.783178 3.384456 4.858607 3.941812 2.490893 4.541893
IncreasingSub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4 Sub 5 Sub 6 Sub 7 Sub 8
Retention 2.110579 2.998737 2.994945 2.886751 2.193309 1.815339 2.067058 1.898963
Transfer 2.662876 2.713602 3.162278 2.151462 1.564279 1.775251 1.825742 1.78164
Random Sub 1 Sub 2 Sub 3 Sub 4 Sub 5 Sub 6 Sub 7 Sub 8
Retention 3.222788 2.918073 2.174229 2.466441 2.167249 2.95804 2.503028 2.208798
Transfer 3.287949 3.396745 2.151462 2.274696 2.527126 3.20511 1.906925 2.527126
Blocked Sub 9 Sub 10 Sub 11 Sub 12 Sub 13 Sub 14 Sub 15 Sub 16
Retention 3.025147 3.728474 4.472136 4.041452 5.356955 3.679386 4.631905 3.186144
Transfer 3.4935 4.070403 4.96274 1.775251 4.83986 2.73446 4.166061 2.274696
IncreasingSub 9 Sub 10 Sub 11 Sub 12 Sub 13 Sub 14 Sub 15 Sub 16
Retention 1.556998 3.424511 3.117643 2.93748 2.208798 1.864745 3.078518 3.171846
Transfer 2.329 2.490893 2.314316 3.117643 2.315953 2.979729 2.151462 2.605356
Random Sub 9 Sub 10 Sub 11 Sub 12 Sub 13 Sub 14 Sub 15 Sub 16
Retention 2.708013 3.396745 3.954284 3.084664 2.844452 2.576114 2.609714 2.994945
Transfer 3.298301 2.574643 2.927146 2.622744 4.077841 4.077841 3.060006 3.118858
Blocked Sub 17 Sub 18 Sub 19 Sub 20 Sub 21 Sub 22 Sub 23 Sub 24
Retention 4.287932 3.088346 2.938769 2.539088 3.048845 3.369875 4.294994 3.857303
Transfer 4.638443 4.699291 3.537676 3.563281 3.524804 4.195958 3.797926 4.776045
IncreasingSub 17 Sub 18 Sub 19 Sub 20 Sub 21 Sub 22 Sub 23 Sub 24
Retention 2.081666 2.609714 2.84312 2.640018 2.35327 2.644319 2.778434 3.165869
Transfer 3.233349 3.010084 2.70101 3.325749 3.175426 2.874918 3.312053 2.503028
Random Sub 17 Sub 18 Sub 19 Sub 20 Sub 21 Sub 22 Sub 23 Sub 24
Retention 2.429303 4.045199 3.713203 3.343923 3.287949 2.90767 2.429303 3.165869









Blocked Sub 25 Sub 26 Sub 27 Sub 28 Sub 29 Sub 30 Sub 31 Sub 32
Retention 3.2891 4.407294 3.872983 3.464102 2.329 3.352972 3.203928 4.045199
Transfer 3.630677 4.174236 4.673426 3.82476 3.088346 3.146667 3 4.832811
IncreasingSub 25 Sub 26 Sub 27 Sub 28 Sub 29 Sub 30 Sub 31 Sub 32
Retention 2.261335 2.622744 2.593699 1.880925 3.884702 1.505042 2.598076 3.165869
Transfer 3.058768 3.325749 2.860388 1.850471 2.712206 2.124889 2.229282 1.732051
Random Sub 25 Sub 26 Sub 27 Sub 28 Sub 29 Sub 30 Sub 31 Sub 32
Retention 2.895922 2.067058 2.552479 2.301185 4.421024 2.429303 3.553701 2.823065





































APPENDIX 4: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS PROGRAMS 
 
Experiment 1: Practice Data SAS Program 
 
dm 'output; clear; log; clear'; 
options ps=55 ls=78 pageno=1; 
title1 'repeated measures data for transfiguring during practice'; 
data outcome; 
input ID treatment Block y; 
cards; 
;  
proc print data = outcome; 
run; 
proc glm;  
class ID treatment block; 
model y = Treatment block treatment*test; 
output out=two; 
title "appropriate practice acquisition"; 
proc mixed data=outcome covtest method =reml; 
class ID treatment Block; 
model y = Treatment Block treatment*block; 
Repeated Block /subject = ID Type = cs; 
lsmeans treatment*block / pdiff adjust=tukey;  
run; 
quit; 
Repeated Block Day/ subject = ID Type = cs; 
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Experiment 1: Retention and Transfer Data SAS Program 
 
dm 'output; clear; log; clear'; 
options ps=55 ls=78 pageno=1; 
title1 'repeated measures data for transfiguring during transfer tests'; 
data outcome; 
input ID treatment test y; 
cards; 
;  
proc print data = outcome; 
run; 
proc glm;  
class ID treatment test; 
model y = Treatment test treatment*test; 
output out=two; 
title; 
proc mixed data=outcome covtest method =reml; 
class ID treatment test; 
model y = Treatment test treatment*test; 










Experiment 2: Practice Data SAS Program 
 
DM 'log; clear; output; clear;'; 
 
ODS RTF FILE='C:\TEMP\AE_PRACTICE.RTF'; 
*ODS PDF FILE='C:\TEMP\AE_PRACTICE.PDF'; 
 
PROC FORMAT; 




DO condition=1 TO 3; 
 DO TB=1 TO 9; 
  DO sub=1 TO 32; 
   INPUT score@@; 
   OUTPUT; 
  END; 
 END; 
END; 
FORMAT condition trt.; 
CARDS; 
 
/****************** TO CREATE PLOT ************************** 
PROC SORT DATA=AE_practice;  
 BY sub; 
RUN; 
PROC SQL; 
CREATE TABLE AE_graphdata AS  
 SELECT  
  mean(score) as meanscore, 
    TB, 
  condition 
 FROM AE_Practice 
 GROUP BY TB, condition 
 ORDER BY condition, TB; 
QUIT; 
 
PROC GPLOT DATA=AE_graphdata; 
 PLOT meanscore*TB=condition; 
 SYMBOL V=x I=joint;  








PROC SORT; BY condition; RUN; 
PROC PRINT DATA=AE_practice NOOBS; 






ODS OUTPUT LSMeans=lsm(DROP=effect RENAME=(estimate=lsmean)); 
ODS OUTPUT Diffs=diff(DROP=effect RENAME=(estimate=diff)); 
TITLE "AE practice acquisition"; 
 
PROC MIXED DATA=AE_practice; 
 CLASS condition TB sub; 
 MODEL score=condition|TB/DDFM=KR; 
 RANDOM sub(condition); 
 LSMEANS condition*TB / PDIFF ADJUST=tukey;  
RUN; 
 
TITLE1 'CONDITION VS TRIAL BLOCK INTERACTION PLOT '; 
PROC GPLOT DATA=lsm; 
 PLOT LSMEAN*TB=CONDITION; symbol;  
 symbol v=x i=joint; 
run; quit; 
 
/* only look at pairwise differences among TB9 (pick out TB9)*/ 
/* For this one, you don't look at the adjusted p-value. The tukey adjustment is for ALL 
COMPARISON and control 
overall experimental error to be 0.05. In this case, if you only need to make 3 comparison , to 
control for overall 
0.05, it is considered to be significance if p value is less than 0.05/3*/ 
/* For your output; only blocked vs increasing is not significance*/ 
 
DATA TB9; 
 SET Diff;  
 if TB=9 and _TB=9; 
RUN; 
PROC PRINT DATA=TB9; 
RUN; 
 
ODS RTF CLOSE; 




Experiment 2: Posttests Data SAS Program 
 
DM 'LOG; CLEAR; OUTPUT; CLEAR;'; 
 
ODS RTF FILE="C:\TEMP\test_data.rtf"; 
 
PROC FORMAT; 
 VALUE type 1="AE" 2="CE" 3="ACE" 4="VE"; 
 VALUE trt 1="Blocked" 2="Increasing" 3="Random"; 




DO type=1 to 4; 
 DO CONDITION=1 TO 3; 
  DO TEST=1 TO 2; 
   DO SUB=1 TO 32; 
    INPUT SCORE@@; 
    OUTPUT; 
   END; 
  END; 
 END; 
END; 
FORMAT condition trt. ; 
FORMAT test y.; 


































 SET TEST_data; IF TEST=2 & TYPE=4; 
RUN; 
 
TITLE 'AE Test Retention'; 
PROC MIXED DATA=AE_TEST_RETENTION; 
CLASS condition sub test; 
 MODEL score=condition/DDFM=KR; 
 * RANDOM sub(condition);    /* don't need the random statement unless you have all the 
trials in the dataset*/ 
 LSMEANS condition/pdiff adjust=tukey; 
RUN; 
 
TITLE 'AE Test Transfer'; 
PROC MIXED DATA=AE_TEST_TRANSFER; 
CLASS condition sub test; 
 MODEL score=condition/DDFM=KR; 
 *RANDOM sub(condition); 
 LSMEANS condition/pdiff adjust=tukey; 
RUN; 
 
TITLE 'CE Test Retention'; 
PROC MIXED DATA=CE_TEST_RETENTION; 
CLASS condition sub test; 
 MODEL score=condition/DDFM=KR; 
 *RANDOM sub(condition); 
 LSMEANS condition/pdiff adjust=tukey; 
RUN; 
 
TITLE 'CE Test Transfer'; 
PROC MIXED DATA=CE_TEST_TRANSFER; 
CLASS condition sub test; 
 MODEL score=condition/DDFM=KR; 
 *RANDOM sub(condition); 
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 LSMEANS condition/pdiff adjust=tukey; 
RUN; 
 
TITLE 'ACE Test Retention'; 
PROC MIXED DATA=ACE_TEST_RETENTION; 
CLASS condition sub test; 
 MODEL score=condition/DDFM=KR; 
 *RANDOM sub(condition); 
 LSMEANS condition/pdiff adjust=tukey; 
RUN; 
 
TITLE 'ACE Test Transfer'; 
PROC MIXED DATA=ACE_TEST_TRANSFER; 
CLASS condition sub test; 
 MODEL score=condition/DDFM=KR; 
 *RANDOM sub(condition); 
 LSMEANS condition/pdiff adjust=tukey; 
RUN; 
 
TITLE 'VE Test Retention'; 
PROC MIXED DATA=VE_TEST_RETENTION; 
CLASS condition sub test; 
 MODEL score=condition/DDFM=KR; 
 *RANDOM sub(condition); 
 LSMEANS condition/pdiff adjust=tukey; 
RUN; 
 
TITLE 'VE Test Transfer'; 
PROC MIXED DATA=VE_TEST_TRANSFER; 
CLASS condition sub test; 
 MODEL score=condition/DDFM=KR; 
 *RANDOM sub(condition); 
 LSMEANS condition/pdiff adjust=tukey; 
RUN; 
 












APPENDIX 5: INSTRUCTIONS 
 
Experiment 1 Participant Instructions 
 
Your goal for this task is to putt the golf ball and make it stop in the center of the target. If the 
golf ball stops in the center of the target you will be awarded a score of zero points. If the golf 
ball comes to rest in the ring surrounding the center of the target you will be awarded a score of 1 
point.  This scoring system continues out to a 6th ring.  If the golf ball comes to rest outside of 
the last ring you will earn a score of 7 points. You should try to earn as few points as possible. 
After the golf ball has come to rest the investigator will verbally report to you what your score is, 
the investigator will then tell you which start location (A, B, or C) you will putt from next. You 
will retrieve your golf ball after each attempt. 
 
If major movement errors are observed they will be correct by the investigator. 
 












Experiment 2 Participant Instructions 
The goal of this experiment is for you to pass the ball to the center of the target.  If the ball 
makes contact in the desired location a score of zero will be recorded.  If the ball makes contact 
in the area directly above the target a score of positive one will be recorded if the ball makes 
contact directly below the target a score of negative one will be recorded.  This scoring system 
will continue to the values of positive 9 and negative 9.  The score you are awarded will be read 
aloud for you to hear. Ideally you want to score as few points as possible.   
Today you will complete a total of 81 trials. You will perform a combination of three different 
basketball related passes; two hand chest pass, two hand over the head pass, and a single arm 
side pass.  Do not bounce the ball.  
A quick demonstration of each pass will be given.  If major errors are observed during practice 
they will be corrected by the experimenter.   





























APPENDIX 6: PRACTICE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
 




tblk 1 2.944444 0.9166
tblk 2 3.088889 0.845121
tblk 3 2.766667 1.018924
tblk 4 2.711111 0.884051
tblk 5 2.361111 0.82195
tblk 6 2.744444 1.030465
tblk 7 2.333333 1.080875
tblk 8 2.577778 0.90022
tblk 9 2.594444 0.781757
Random Group
Mean Standard Deviation
tblk 1 3.872222 0.826993
tblk 2 2.861111 0.890258
tblk 3 3.044444 1.079311
tblk 4 2.816667 0.947124
tblk 5 2.844444 0.690039
tblk 6 2.472222 0.796251
tblk 7 2.661111 0.895063
tblk 8 2.766667 0.932344
tblk 9 2.788889 0.994396
Increasing Group
Mean Standard Deviation
tblk 1 2.966667 0.846274
tblk 2 2.566667 0.765483
tblk 3 2.427778 0.866888
tblk 4 2.227778 0.908036
tblk 5 2.038889 0.7734
tblk 6 2.266667 0.738261
tblk 7 2.161111 0.510418
tblk 8 2.127778 0.803885




Experiment 2, each TB = 9 trials 
 
Absolute Error Practice Trial Block Means and Standard Deviations
Means Standard Deviations
Blk Inc Ran Blk Inc Ran
TB 1 3.145833 3.319444 3.472222 TB 1 0.697288 0.710478 0.410922
TB 2 2.236111 2.375 2.402778 TB 2 0.957791 0.879317 0.690004
TB 3 2.142361 2.302083 2.222222 TB 3 0.861696 0.67216 0.789719
TB 4 1.96875 2.378472 2.065972 TB 4 0.836367 0.864292 0.703781
TB 5 1.954861 2.260417 2.017361 TB 5 0.704347 0.698527 0.753121
TB 6 1.857639 2.041667 1.902778 TB 6 0.699453 0.840412 0.693458
TB 7 1.652778 1.96875 1.90625 TB 7 0.569188 0.692587 0.534817
TB 8 1.631944 1.75 1.868056 TB 8 0.656091 0.676746 0.53357
TB 9 1.34375 1.458333 1.909722 TB 9 0.458001 0.424977 0.561217
Absolute Constant Error Trial Block Means and Standard Deviations
Means Standard Deviations
Blk Inc Ran Blk Inc Ran
TB 1 1.208333 1.097222 1.166667 TB 1 0.691157 0.960283 0.842424
TB 2 0.972222 0.965278 0.826389 TB 2 0.734321 0.706931 0.542086
TB 3 0.927083 1.059028 0.833333 TB 3 0.608325 0.802219 0.663673
TB 4 0.739583 0.732639 0.78125 TB 4 0.520859 0.564346 0.642628
TB 5 0.878472 0.871528 0.732639 TB 5 0.665087 0.684417 0.613702
TB 6 0.684028 0.722222 0.729167 TB 6 0.78826 0.624088 0.566514
TB 7 0.611111 0.774306 0.677083 TB 7 0.392076 0.608243 0.586832
TB 8 0.708333 0.548611 0.847222 TB 8 0.507804 0.359141 0.683043
TB 9 0.545139 0.652778 0.680556 TB 9 0.395474 0.445116 0.539739
Variable Error Trial Block Means and Standard Deviations
Means Standard Deviations
Blk Inc Ran Blk Inc Ran
TB 1 3.561358 3.92747 3.891708 TB 1 0.937506 0.687429 0.815128
TB 2 2.827556 2.96628 2.937782 TB 2 1.106222 1.10301 0.862705
TB 3 2.652215 2.885289 2.778029 TB 3 0.955812 0.791261 0.995285
TB 4 2.544159 3.083859 2.497636 TB 4 0.981185 1.041378 0.960049
TB 5 2.430479 2.85395 2.52055 TB 5 0.869058 0.848213 0.901585
TB 6 2.293694 2.539049 2.503012 TB 6 0.767443 1.005504 0.844889
TB 7 2.244648 2.582914 2.451795 TB 7 0.720109 0.840556 0.753121
TB 8 2.068183 2.216223 2.286642 TB 8 0.756961 0.818024 0.58006
TB 9 1.716818 1.874509 2.359797 TB 9 0.566004 0.533064 0.839719  
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APPENDIX 7: STATISTICAL OUTPUT 
 
Experiment 1, SAS Practice Data Output 
 
                              The GLM Procedure 
 
                           Class Level Information 
 
Class        Levels  Values 
 
ID               60  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
                     23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 
                     42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 
 
treatment         3  1 2 3 
 
Block             9  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
 
 
                        Number of observations    541 
 
NOTE: Due to missing values, only 540 observations can be used in this 
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                              The GLM Procedure 
 
Dependent Variable: y 
 
                                      Sum of 
Source                     DF        Squares    Mean Square   F Value   Pr > F 
 
Model                      26     6190.43333      238.09359      3.86   <.0001 
 
Error                     513    31608.55000       61.61511 
 
Corrected Total           539    37798.98333 
 
 
              R-Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE        y Mean 
 
              0.163772      33.01975      7.849529      23.77222 
 
 
Source                     DF      Type I SS    Mean Square   F Value   Pr > F 
 
treatment                   2    2338.411111    1169.205556     18.98   <.0001 
Block                       8    2944.466667     368.058333      5.97   <.0001 
treatment*Block            16     907.555556      56.722222      0.92   0.5453 
 
 




treatment                   2    2338.411111    1169.205556     18.98   <.0001 
Block                       8    2944.466667     368.058333      5.97   <.0001 
treatment*Block            16     907.555556      56.722222      0.92   0.5453 
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                             The Mixed Procedure 
 
                              Model Information 
 
            Data Set                     WORK.OUTCOME 
            Dependent Variable           y 
            Covariance Structure         Compound Symmetry 
            Subject Effect               ID 
            Estimation Method            REML 
            Residual Variance Method     Profile 
            Fixed Effects SE Method      Model-Based 
            Degrees of Freedom Method    Between-Within 
 
 
                           Class Level Information 
 
            Class        Levels    Values 
 
            ID               60    1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
                                   14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
                                   24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 
                                   34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 
109 
 
                                   44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 
                                   54 55 56 57 58 59 60 
            treatment         3    1 2 3 
            Block             9    1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
 
 
                                 Dimensions 
 
                     Covariance Parameters             2 
                     Columns in X                     40 
                     Columns in Z                      0 
                     Subjects                         60 
                     Max Obs Per Subject               9 
                     Observations Used               540 
                     Observations Not Used             1 
                     Total Observations              541 
 
 
                              Iteration History 
 
         Iteration    Evaluations    -2 Res Log Like       Criterion 
 
                 0              1      3650.74104230 
                 1              1      3559.36896978      0.00000000 
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                             The Mixed Procedure 
 
                        Covariance Parameter Estimates 
 
                                          Standard         Z 
      Cov Parm     Subject    Estimate       Error     Value        Pr Z 
 
      CS           ID          18.3033      4.3417      4.22      <.0001 
      Residual                 43.3118      2.8684     15.10      <.0001 
 
 
                               Fit Statistics 
 
                    -2 Res Log Likelihood          3559.4 
                    AIC (smaller is better)        3563.4 
                    AICC (smaller is better)       3563.4 
                    BIC (smaller is better)        3567.6 
 
 
                       Null Model Likelihood Ratio Test 
 
                         DF    Chi-Square      Pr > ChiSq 
 
                          1         91.37          <.0001 
 
 




                                 Num     Den 
             Effect               DF      DF    F Value    Pr > F 
 
             treatment             2      57       5.62    0.0059 
             Block                 8     456       8.50    <.0001 
             treatment*Block      16     456       1.31    0.1864 
 
 
                             Least Squares Means 
 
                                             Standard 
Effect           treatment  Block  Estimate     Error    DF  t Value  Pr > |t| 
 
treatment*Block  1          1       26.5000    1.7552   456    15.10    <.0001 
treatment*Block  1          2       27.8000    1.7552   456    15.84    <.0001 
treatment*Block  1          3       24.9000    1.7552   456    14.19    <.0001 
treatment*Block  1          4       24.4000    1.7552   456    13.90    <.0001 
treatment*Block  1          5       21.2500    1.7552   456    12.11    <.0001 
treatment*Block  1          6       24.7000    1.7552   456    14.07    <.0001 
treatment*Block  1          7       21.0000    1.7552   456    11.96    <.0001 
treatment*Block  1          8       23.2000    1.7552   456    13.22    <.0001 
treatment*Block  1          9       23.3500    1.7552   456    13.30    <.0001 
treatment*Block  2          1       34.8500    1.7552   456    19.86    <.0001 
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                             The Mixed Procedure 
 
                             Least Squares Means 
 
                                             Standard 
Effect           treatment  Block  Estimate     Error    DF  t Value  Pr > |t| 
 
treatment*Block  2          3       27.4000    1.7552   456    15.61    <.0001 
treatment*Block  2          4       25.3500    1.7552   456    14.44    <.0001 
treatment*Block  2          5       25.6000    1.7552   456    14.59    <.0001 
treatment*Block  2          6       22.2500    1.7552   456    12.68    <.0001 
treatment*Block  2          7       23.9500    1.7552   456    13.65    <.0001 
treatment*Block  2          8       24.9000    1.7552   456    14.19    <.0001 
treatment*Block  2          9       25.1000    1.7552   456    14.30    <.0001 
treatment*Block  3          1       26.7000    1.7552   456    15.21    <.0001 
treatment*Block  3          2       23.1000    1.7552   456    13.16    <.0001 
treatment*Block  3          3       21.8500    1.7552   456    12.45    <.0001 
treatment*Block  3          4       20.0500    1.7552   456    11.42    <.0001 
treatment*Block  3          5       18.3500    1.7552   456    10.45    <.0001 
treatment*Block  3          6       20.4000    1.7552   456    11.62    <.0001 
treatment*Block  3          7       19.4500    1.7552   456    11.08    <.0001 
treatment*Block  3          8       19.1500    1.7552   456    10.91    <.0001 
treatment*Block  3          9       20.5500    1.7552   456    11.71    <.0001 
 
 




                                                                   Standard 
  Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block  Estimate     Error 
 
  treatment*Block  1          1      1           2        -1.3000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          1      1           3         1.6000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          1      1           4         2.1000    2.0811 
 
 
                      Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block    DF  t Value  Pr > |t| 
 
treatment*Block  1          1      1           2        456    -0.62    0.5325 
treatment*Block  1          1      1           3        456     0.77    0.4424 
treatment*Block  1          1      1           4        456     1.01    0.3135 
 
 
                     Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
 Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block  Adjustment     Adj P 
 
 treatment*Block  1          1      1           2       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          1      1           3       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
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                                                20:34 Tuesday, August 19, 2003 
 
                             The Mixed Procedure 
 
                     Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
                                                                   Standard 
  Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block  Estimate     Error 
 
  treatment*Block  1          1      1           5         5.2500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          1      1           6         1.8000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          1      1           7         5.5000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          1      1           8         3.3000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          1      1           9         3.1500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          1      2           1        -8.3500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          1      2           2         0.7500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          1      2           3        -0.9000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          1      2           4         1.1500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          1      2           5         0.9000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          1      2           6         4.2500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          1      2           7         2.5500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          1      2           8         1.6000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          1      2           9         1.4000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          1      3           1        -0.2000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          1      3           2         3.4000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          1      3           3         4.6500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          1      3           4         6.4500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          1      3           5         8.1500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          1      3           6         6.1000    2.4822 
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  treatment*Block  1          1      3           7         7.0500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          1      3           8         7.3500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          1      3           9         5.9500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          2      1           3         2.9000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          2      1           4         3.4000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          2      1           5         6.5500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          2      1           6         3.1000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          2      1           7         6.8000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          2      1           8         4.6000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          2      1           9         4.4500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          2      2           1        -7.0500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          2      2           2         2.0500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          2      2           3         0.4000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          2      2           4         2.4500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          2      2           5         2.2000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          2      2           6         5.5500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          2      2           7         3.8500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          2      2           8         2.9000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          2      2           9         2.7000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          2      3           1         1.1000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          2      3           2         4.7000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          2      3           3         5.9500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          2      3           4         7.7500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          2      3           5         9.4500    2.4822 
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                                                20:34 Tuesday, August 19, 2003 
 
                             The Mixed Procedure 
 
 
                      Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block    DF  t Value  Pr > |t| 
 
treatment*Block  1          1      1           5        456     2.52    0.0120 
treatment*Block  1          1      1           6        456     0.86    0.3875 
treatment*Block  1          1      1           7        456     2.64    0.0085 
treatment*Block  1          1      1           8        456     1.59    0.1135 
treatment*Block  1          1      1           9        456     1.51    0.1308 
treatment*Block  1          1      2           1        456    -3.36    0.0008 
treatment*Block  1          1      2           2        456     0.30    0.7627 
treatment*Block  1          1      2           3        456    -0.36    0.7171 
treatment*Block  1          1      2           4        456     0.46    0.6434 
treatment*Block  1          1      2           5        456     0.36    0.7171 
treatment*Block  1          1      2           6        456     1.71    0.0875 
treatment*Block  1          1      2           7        456     1.03    0.3048 
treatment*Block  1          1      2           8        456     0.64    0.5195 
treatment*Block  1          1      2           9        456     0.56    0.5730 
treatment*Block  1          1      3           1        456    -0.08    0.9358 
treatment*Block  1          1      3           2        456     1.37    0.1714 
treatment*Block  1          1      3           3        456     1.87    0.0617 
treatment*Block  1          1      3           4        456     2.60    0.0097 
treatment*Block  1          1      3           5        456     3.28    0.0011 
treatment*Block  1          1      3           6        456     2.46    0.0144 
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treatment*Block  1          1      3           7        456     2.84    0.0047 
treatment*Block  1          1      3           8        456     2.96    0.0032 
treatment*Block  1          1      3           9        456     2.40    0.0169 
treatment*Block  1          2      1           3        456     1.39    0.1642 
treatment*Block  1          2      1           4        456     1.63    0.1030 
treatment*Block  1          2      1           5        456     3.15    0.0018 
treatment*Block  1          2      1           6        456     1.49    0.1370 
treatment*Block  1          2      1           7        456     3.27    0.0012 
treatment*Block  1          2      1           8        456     2.21    0.0276 
treatment*Block  1          2      1           9        456     2.14    0.0330 
treatment*Block  1          2      2           1        456    -2.84    0.0047 
treatment*Block  1          2      2           2        456     0.83    0.4093 
treatment*Block  1          2      2           3        456     0.16    0.8721 
treatment*Block  1          2      2           4        456     0.99    0.3242 
treatment*Block  1          2      2           5        456     0.89    0.3759 
treatment*Block  1          2      2           6        456     2.24    0.0258 
treatment*Block  1          2      2           7        456     1.55    0.1216 
treatment*Block  1          2      2           8        456     1.17    0.2433 
treatment*Block  1          2      2           9        456     1.09    0.2773 
treatment*Block  1          2      3           1        456     0.44    0.6579 
treatment*Block  1          2      3           2        456     1.89    0.0589 
treatment*Block  1          2      3           3        456     2.40    0.0169 
treatment*Block  1          2      3           4        456     3.12    0.0019 
treatment*Block  1          2      3           5        456     3.81    0.0002 
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                             The Mixed Procedure 
 
 
                     Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
 Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block  Adjustment     Adj P 
 
 treatment*Block  1          1      1           5       Tukey-Kramer  0.7150 
 treatment*Block  1          1      1           6       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          1      1           7       Tukey-Kramer  0.6222 
 treatment*Block  1          1      1           8       Tukey-Kramer  0.9985 
 treatment*Block  1          1      1           9       Tukey-Kramer  0.9993 
 treatment*Block  1          1      2           1       Tukey-Kramer  0.1454 
 treatment*Block  1          1      2           2       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          1      2           3       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          1      2           4       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          1      2           5       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          1      2           6       Tukey-Kramer  0.9953 
 treatment*Block  1          1      2           7       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          1      2           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          1      2           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          1      3           1       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          1      3           2       Tukey-Kramer  0.9999 
 treatment*Block  1          1      3           3       Tukey-Kramer  0.9841 
 treatment*Block  1          1      3           4       Tukey-Kramer  0.6572 
 treatment*Block  1          1      3           5       Tukey-Kramer  0.1798 
 treatment*Block  1          1      3           6       Tukey-Kramer  0.7616 
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 treatment*Block  1          1      3           7       Tukey-Kramer  0.4638 
 treatment*Block  1          1      3           8       Tukey-Kramer  0.3722 
 treatment*Block  1          1      3           9       Tukey-Kramer  0.8015 
 treatment*Block  1          2      1           3       Tukey-Kramer  0.9998 
 treatment*Block  1          2      1           4       Tukey-Kramer  0.9977 
 treatment*Block  1          2      1           5       Tukey-Kramer  0.2504 
 treatment*Block  1          2      1           6       Tukey-Kramer  0.9995 
 treatment*Block  1          2      1           7       Tukey-Kramer  0.1872 
 treatment*Block  1          2      1           8       Tukey-Kramer  0.9004 
 treatment*Block  1          2      1           9       Tukey-Kramer  0.9279 
 treatment*Block  1          2      2           1       Tukey-Kramer  0.4638 
 treatment*Block  1          2      2           2       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          2      2           3       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          2      2           4       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          2      2           5       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          2      2           6       Tukey-Kramer  0.8892 
 treatment*Block  1          2      2           7       Tukey-Kramer  0.9990 
 treatment*Block  1          2      2           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          2      2           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          2      3           1       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          2      3           2       Tukey-Kramer  0.9818 
 treatment*Block  1          2      3           3       Tukey-Kramer  0.8015 
 treatment*Block  1          2      3           4       Tukey-Kramer  0.2652 
 treatment*Block  1          2      3           5       Tukey-Kramer  0.0374 
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                             The Mixed Procedure 
 
                     Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
                                                                   Standard 
  Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block  Estimate     Error 
 
  treatment*Block  1          2      3           7         8.3500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          2      3           8         8.6500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          2      3           9         7.2500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          3      1           4         0.5000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          3      1           5         3.6500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          3      1           6         0.2000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          3      1           7         3.9000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          3      1           8         1.7000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          3      1           9         1.5500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          3      2           1        -9.9500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          3      2           2        -0.8500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          3      2           3        -2.5000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          3      2           4        -0.4500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          3      2           5        -0.7000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          3      2           6         2.6500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          3      2           7         0.9500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          3      2           8       -805E-18    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          3      2           9        -0.2000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          3      3           1        -1.8000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          3      3           2         1.8000    2.4822 
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  treatment*Block  1          3      3           3         3.0500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          3      3           4         4.8500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          3      3           5         6.5500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          3      3           6         4.5000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          3      3           7         5.4500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          3      3           8         5.7500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          3      3           9         4.3500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          4      1           5         3.1500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          4      1           6        -0.3000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          4      1           7         3.4000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          4      1           8         1.2000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          4      1           9         1.0500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          4      2           1       -10.4500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          4      2           2        -1.3500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          4      2           3        -3.0000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          4      2           4        -0.9500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          4      2           5        -1.2000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          4      2           6         2.1500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          4      2           7         0.4500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          4      2           8        -0.5000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          4      2           9        -0.7000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          4      3           1        -2.3000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          4      3           2         1.3000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          4      3           3         2.5500    2.4822 
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                             The Mixed Procedure 
 
 
                      Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block    DF  t Value  Pr > |t| 
 
treatment*Block  1          2      3           7        456     3.36    0.0008 
treatment*Block  1          2      3           8        456     3.48    0.0005 
treatment*Block  1          2      3           9        456     2.92    0.0037 
treatment*Block  1          3      1           4        456     0.24    0.8102 
treatment*Block  1          3      1           5        456     1.75    0.0801 
treatment*Block  1          3      1           6        456     0.10    0.9235 
treatment*Block  1          3      1           7        456     1.87    0.0616 
treatment*Block  1          3      1           8        456     0.82    0.4144 
treatment*Block  1          3      1           9        456     0.74    0.4568 
treatment*Block  1          3      2           1        456    -4.01    <.0001 
treatment*Block  1          3      2           2        456    -0.34    0.7322 
treatment*Block  1          3      2           3        456    -1.01    0.3144 
treatment*Block  1          3      2           4        456    -0.18    0.8562 
treatment*Block  1          3      2           5        456    -0.28    0.7781 
treatment*Block  1          3      2           6        456     1.07    0.2863 
treatment*Block  1          3      2           7        456     0.38    0.7021 
treatment*Block  1          3      2           8        456    -0.00    1.0000 
treatment*Block  1          3      2           9        456    -0.08    0.9358 
treatment*Block  1          3      3           1        456    -0.73    0.4687 
treatment*Block  1          3      3           2        456     0.73    0.4687 
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treatment*Block  1          3      3           3        456     1.23    0.2198 
treatment*Block  1          3      3           4        456     1.95    0.0513 
treatment*Block  1          3      3           5        456     2.64    0.0086 
treatment*Block  1          3      3           6        456     1.81    0.0705 
treatment*Block  1          3      3           7        456     2.20    0.0286 
treatment*Block  1          3      3           8        456     2.32    0.0210 
treatment*Block  1          3      3           9        456     1.75    0.0804 
treatment*Block  1          4      1           5        456     1.51    0.1308 
treatment*Block  1          4      1           6        456    -0.14    0.8854 
treatment*Block  1          4      1           7        456     1.63    0.1030 
treatment*Block  1          4      1           8        456     0.58    0.5645 
treatment*Block  1          4      1           9        456     0.50    0.6141 
treatment*Block  1          4      2           1        456    -4.21    <.0001 
treatment*Block  1          4      2           2        456    -0.54    0.5868 
treatment*Block  1          4      2           3        456    -1.21    0.2274 
treatment*Block  1          4      2           4        456    -0.38    0.7021 
treatment*Block  1          4      2           5        456    -0.48    0.6290 
treatment*Block  1          4      2           6        456     0.87    0.3869 
treatment*Block  1          4      2           7        456     0.18    0.8562 
treatment*Block  1          4      2           8        456    -0.20    0.8405 
treatment*Block  1          4      2           9        456    -0.28    0.7781 
treatment*Block  1          4      3           1        456    -0.93    0.3546 
treatment*Block  1          4      3           2        456     0.52    0.6007 
treatment*Block  1          4      3           3        456     1.03    0.3048 
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                             The Mixed Procedure 
 
 
                     Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
 Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block  Adjustment     Adj P 
 
 treatment*Block  1          2      3           7       Tukey-Kramer  0.1454 
 treatment*Block  1          2      3           8       Tukey-Kramer  0.1036 
 treatment*Block  1          2      3           9       Tukey-Kramer  0.4019 
 treatment*Block  1          3      1           4       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          3      1           5       Tukey-Kramer  0.9934 
 treatment*Block  1          3      1           6       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          3      1           7       Tukey-Kramer  0.9841 
 treatment*Block  1          3      1           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          3      1           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          3      2           1       Tukey-Kramer  0.0183 
 treatment*Block  1          3      2           2       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          3      2           3       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          3      2           4       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          3      2           5       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          3      2           6       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          3      2           7       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          3      2           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          3      2           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          3      3           1       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          3      3           2       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
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 treatment*Block  1          3      3           3       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          3      3           4       Tukey-Kramer  0.9733 
 treatment*Block  1          3      3           5       Tukey-Kramer  0.6254 
 treatment*Block  1          3      3           6       Tukey-Kramer  0.9897 
 treatment*Block  1          3      3           7       Tukey-Kramer  0.9065 
 treatment*Block  1          3      3           8       Tukey-Kramer  0.8490 
 treatment*Block  1          3      3           9       Tukey-Kramer  0.9935 
 treatment*Block  1          4      1           5       Tukey-Kramer  0.9993 
 treatment*Block  1          4      1           6       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          4      1           7       Tukey-Kramer  0.9977 
 treatment*Block  1          4      1           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          4      1           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          4      2           1       Tukey-Kramer  0.0085 
 treatment*Block  1          4      2           2       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          4      2           3       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          4      2           4       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          4      2           5       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          4      2           6       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          4      2           7       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          4      2           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          4      2           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          4      3           1       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          4      3           2       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          4      3           3       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
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                             The Mixed Procedure 
 
                     Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
                                                                   Standard 
  Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block  Estimate     Error 
 
  treatment*Block  1          4      3           5         6.0500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          4      3           6         4.0000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          4      3           7         4.9500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          4      3           8         5.2500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          4      3           9         3.8500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          5      1           6        -3.4500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          5      1           7         0.2500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          5      1           8        -1.9500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          5      1           9        -2.1000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          5      2           1       -13.6000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          5      2           2        -4.5000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          5      2           3        -6.1500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          5      2           4        -4.1000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          5      2           5        -4.3500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          5      2           6        -1.0000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          5      2           7        -2.7000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          5      2           8        -3.6500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          5      2           9        -3.8500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          5      3           1        -5.4500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          5      3           2        -1.8500    2.4822 
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  treatment*Block  1          5      3           3        -0.6000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          5      3           4         1.2000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          5      3           5         2.9000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          5      3           6         0.8500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          5      3           7         1.8000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          5      3           8         2.1000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          5      3           9         0.7000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          6      1           7         3.7000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          6      1           8         1.5000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          6      1           9         1.3500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          6      2           1       -10.1500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          6      2           2        -1.0500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          6      2           3        -2.7000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          6      2           4        -0.6500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          6      2           5        -0.9000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          6      2           6         2.4500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          6      2           7         0.7500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          6      2           8        -0.2000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          6      2           9        -0.4000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          6      3           1        -2.0000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          6      3           2         1.6000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          6      3           3         2.8500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          6      3           4         4.6500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          6      3           5         6.3500    2.4822 
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                             The Mixed Procedure 
 
 
                      Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block    DF  t Value  Pr > |t| 
 
treatment*Block  1          4      3           5        456     2.44    0.0152 
treatment*Block  1          4      3           6        456     1.61    0.1078 
treatment*Block  1          4      3           7        456     1.99    0.0467 
treatment*Block  1          4      3           8        456     2.12    0.0350 
treatment*Block  1          4      3           9        456     1.55    0.1216 
treatment*Block  1          5      1           6        456    -1.66    0.0981 
treatment*Block  1          5      1           7        456     0.12    0.9044 
treatment*Block  1          5      1           8        456    -0.94    0.3493 
treatment*Block  1          5      1           9        456    -1.01    0.3135 
treatment*Block  1          5      2           1        456    -5.48    <.0001 
treatment*Block  1          5      2           2        456    -1.81    0.0705 
treatment*Block  1          5      2           3        456    -2.48    0.0136 
treatment*Block  1          5      2           4        456    -1.65    0.0993 
treatment*Block  1          5      2           5        456    -1.75    0.0804 
treatment*Block  1          5      2           6        456    -0.40    0.6872 
treatment*Block  1          5      2           7        456    -1.09    0.2773 
treatment*Block  1          5      2           8        456    -1.47    0.1421 
treatment*Block  1          5      2           9        456    -1.55    0.1216 
treatment*Block  1          5      3           1        456    -2.20    0.0286 
treatment*Block  1          5      3           2        456    -0.75    0.4565 
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treatment*Block  1          5      3           3        456    -0.24    0.8091 
treatment*Block  1          5      3           4        456     0.48    0.6290 
treatment*Block  1          5      3           5        456     1.17    0.2433 
treatment*Block  1          5      3           6        456     0.34    0.7322 
treatment*Block  1          5      3           7        456     0.73    0.4687 
treatment*Block  1          5      3           8        456     0.85    0.3980 
treatment*Block  1          5      3           9        456     0.28    0.7781 
treatment*Block  1          6      1           7        456     1.78    0.0761 
treatment*Block  1          6      1           8        456     0.72    0.4714 
treatment*Block  1          6      1           9        456     0.65    0.5169 
treatment*Block  1          6      2           1        456    -4.09    <.0001 
treatment*Block  1          6      2           2        456    -0.42    0.6725 
treatment*Block  1          6      2           3        456    -1.09    0.2773 
treatment*Block  1          6      2           4        456    -0.26    0.7935 
treatment*Block  1          6      2           5        456    -0.36    0.7171 
treatment*Block  1          6      2           6        456     0.99    0.3242 
treatment*Block  1          6      2           7        456     0.30    0.7627 
treatment*Block  1          6      2           8        456    -0.08    0.9358 
treatment*Block  1          6      2           9        456    -0.16    0.8721 
treatment*Block  1          6      3           1        456    -0.81    0.4208 
treatment*Block  1          6      3           2        456     0.64    0.5195 
treatment*Block  1          6      3           3        456     1.15    0.2515 
treatment*Block  1          6      3           4        456     1.87    0.0617 
treatment*Block  1          6      3           5        456     2.56    0.0108 
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                             The Mixed Procedure 
 
 
                     Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
 Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block  Adjustment     Adj P 
 
 treatment*Block  1          4      3           5       Tukey-Kramer  0.7753 
 treatment*Block  1          4      3           6       Tukey-Kramer  0.9981 
 treatment*Block  1          4      3           7       Tukey-Kramer  0.9661 
 treatment*Block  1          4      3           8       Tukey-Kramer  0.9355 
 treatment*Block  1          4      3           9       Tukey-Kramer  0.9990 
 treatment*Block  1          5      1           6       Tukey-Kramer  0.9971 
 treatment*Block  1          5      1           7       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          5      1           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          5      1           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          5      2           1       Tukey-Kramer  <.0001 
 treatment*Block  1          5      2           2       Tukey-Kramer  0.9897 
 treatment*Block  1          5      2           3       Tukey-Kramer  0.7475 
 treatment*Block  1          5      2           4       Tukey-Kramer  0.9973 
 treatment*Block  1          5      2           5       Tukey-Kramer  0.9935 
 treatment*Block  1          5      2           6       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          5      2           7       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          5      2           8       Tukey-Kramer  0.9996 
 treatment*Block  1          5      2           9       Tukey-Kramer  0.9990 
 treatment*Block  1          5      3           1       Tukey-Kramer  0.9065 
 treatment*Block  1          5      3           2       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
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 treatment*Block  1          5      3           3       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          5      3           4       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          5      3           5       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          5      3           6       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          5      3           7       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          5      3           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          5      3           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          6      1           7       Tukey-Kramer  0.9921 
 treatment*Block  1          6      1           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          6      1           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          6      2           1       Tukey-Kramer  0.0136 
 treatment*Block  1          6      2           2       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          6      2           3       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          6      2           4       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          6      2           5       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          6      2           6       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          6      2           7       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          6      2           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          6      2           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          6      3           1       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          6      3           2       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          6      3           3       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          6      3           4       Tukey-Kramer  0.9841 
 treatment*Block  1          6      3           5       Tukey-Kramer  0.6883 
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                             The Mixed Procedure 
 
                     Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
                                                                   Standard 
  Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block  Estimate     Error 
 
  treatment*Block  1          6      3           7         5.2500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          6      3           8         5.5500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          6      3           9         4.1500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          7      1           8        -2.2000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          7      1           9        -2.3500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          7      2           1       -13.8500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          7      2           2        -4.7500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          7      2           3        -6.4000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          7      2           4        -4.3500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          7      2           5        -4.6000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          7      2           6        -1.2500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          7      2           7        -2.9500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          7      2           8        -3.9000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          7      2           9        -4.1000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          7      3           1        -5.7000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          7      3           2        -2.1000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          7      3           3        -0.8500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          7      3           4         0.9500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          7      3           5         2.6500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          7      3           6         0.6000    2.4822 
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  treatment*Block  1          7      3           7         1.5500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          7      3           8         1.8500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          7      3           9         0.4500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          8      1           9        -0.1500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  1          8      2           1       -11.6500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          8      2           2        -2.5500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          8      2           3        -4.2000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          8      2           4        -2.1500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          8      2           5        -2.4000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          8      2           6         0.9500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          8      2           7        -0.7500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          8      2           8        -1.7000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          8      2           9        -1.9000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          8      3           1        -3.5000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          8      3           2         0.1000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          8      3           3         1.3500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          8      3           4         3.1500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          8      3           5         4.8500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          8      3           6         2.8000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          8      3           7         3.7500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          8      3           8         4.0500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          8      3           9         2.6500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          9      2           1       -11.5000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          9      2           2        -2.4000    2.4822 
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                             The Mixed Procedure 
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Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block    DF  t Value  Pr > |t| 
 
treatment*Block  1          6      3           7        456     2.12    0.0350 
treatment*Block  1          6      3           8        456     2.24    0.0258 
treatment*Block  1          6      3           9        456     1.67    0.0952 
treatment*Block  1          7      1           8        456    -1.06    0.2910 
treatment*Block  1          7      1           9        456    -1.13    0.2594 
treatment*Block  1          7      2           1        456    -5.58    <.0001 
treatment*Block  1          7      2           2        456    -1.91    0.0563 
treatment*Block  1          7      2           3        456    -2.58    0.0102 
treatment*Block  1          7      2           4        456    -1.75    0.0804 
treatment*Block  1          7      2           5        456    -1.85    0.0645 
treatment*Block  1          7      2           6        456    -0.50    0.6148 
treatment*Block  1          7      2           7        456    -1.19    0.2353 
treatment*Block  1          7      2           8        456    -1.57    0.1168 
treatment*Block  1          7      2           9        456    -1.65    0.0993 
treatment*Block  1          7      3           1        456    -2.30    0.0221 
treatment*Block  1          7      3           2        456    -0.85    0.3980 
treatment*Block  1          7      3           3        456    -0.34    0.7322 
treatment*Block  1          7      3           4        456     0.38    0.7021 
treatment*Block  1          7      3           5        456     1.07    0.2863 
treatment*Block  1          7      3           6        456     0.24    0.8091 
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treatment*Block  1          7      3           7        456     0.62    0.5327 
treatment*Block  1          7      3           8        456     0.75    0.4565 
treatment*Block  1          7      3           9        456     0.18    0.8562 
treatment*Block  1          8      1           9        456    -0.07    0.9426 
treatment*Block  1          8      2           1        456    -4.69    <.0001 
treatment*Block  1          8      2           2        456    -1.03    0.3048 
treatment*Block  1          8      2           3        456    -1.69    0.0913 
treatment*Block  1          8      2           4        456    -0.87    0.3869 
treatment*Block  1          8      2           5        456    -0.97    0.3341 
treatment*Block  1          8      2           6        456     0.38    0.7021 
treatment*Block  1          8      2           7        456    -0.30    0.7627 
treatment*Block  1          8      2           8        456    -0.68    0.4938 
treatment*Block  1          8      2           9        456    -0.77    0.4444 
treatment*Block  1          8      3           1        456    -1.41    0.1592 
treatment*Block  1          8      3           2        456     0.04    0.9679 
treatment*Block  1          8      3           3        456     0.54    0.5868 
treatment*Block  1          8      3           4        456     1.27    0.2051 
treatment*Block  1          8      3           5        456     1.95    0.0513 
treatment*Block  1          8      3           6        456     1.13    0.2599 
treatment*Block  1          8      3           7        456     1.51    0.1315 
treatment*Block  1          8      3           8        456     1.63    0.1035 
treatment*Block  1          8      3           9        456     1.07    0.2863 
treatment*Block  1          9      2           1        456    -4.63    <.0001 
treatment*Block  1          9      2           2        456    -0.97    0.3341 
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                             The Mixed Procedure 
 
 
                     Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
 Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block  Adjustment     Adj P 
 
 treatment*Block  1          6      3           7       Tukey-Kramer  0.9355 
 treatment*Block  1          6      3           8       Tukey-Kramer  0.8892 
 treatment*Block  1          6      3           9       Tukey-Kramer  0.9967 
 treatment*Block  1          7      1           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          7      1           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          7      2           1       Tukey-Kramer  <.0001 
 treatment*Block  1          7      2           2       Tukey-Kramer  0.9793 
 treatment*Block  1          7      2           3       Tukey-Kramer  0.6728 
 treatment*Block  1          7      2           4       Tukey-Kramer  0.9935 
 treatment*Block  1          7      2           5       Tukey-Kramer  0.9862 
 treatment*Block  1          7      2           6       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          7      2           7       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          7      2           8       Tukey-Kramer  0.9987 
 treatment*Block  1          7      2           9       Tukey-Kramer  0.9973 
 treatment*Block  1          7      3           1       Tukey-Kramer  0.8598 
 treatment*Block  1          7      3           2       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          7      3           3       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          7      3           4       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          7      3           5       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          7      3           6       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
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 treatment*Block  1          7      3           7       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          7      3           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          7      3           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          8      1           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          8      2           1       Tukey-Kramer  0.0011 
 treatment*Block  1          8      2           2       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          8      2           3       Tukey-Kramer  0.9961 
 treatment*Block  1          8      2           4       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          8      2           5       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          8      2           6       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          8      2           7       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          8      2           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          8      2           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          8      3           1       Tukey-Kramer  0.9998 
 treatment*Block  1          8      3           2       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          8      3           3       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          8      3           4       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          8      3           5       Tukey-Kramer  0.9733 
 treatment*Block  1          8      3           6       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          8      3           7       Tukey-Kramer  0.9993 
 treatment*Block  1          8      3           8       Tukey-Kramer  0.9977 
 treatment*Block  1          8      3           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          9      2           1       Tukey-Kramer  0.0014 
 treatment*Block  1          9      2           2       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
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                                                                   Standard 
  Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block  Estimate     Error 
 
  treatment*Block  1          9      2           4        -2.0000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          9      2           5        -2.2500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          9      2           6         1.1000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          9      2           7        -0.6000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          9      2           8        -1.5500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          9      2           9        -1.7500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          9      3           1        -3.3500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          9      3           2         0.2500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          9      3           3         1.5000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          9      3           4         3.3000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          9      3           5         5.0000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          9      3           6         2.9500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          9      3           7         3.9000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          9      3           8         4.2000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  1          9      3           9         2.8000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          1      2           2         9.1000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          1      2           3         7.4500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          1      2           4         9.5000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          1      2           5         9.2500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          1      2           6        12.6000    2.0811 
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  treatment*Block  2          1      2           7        10.9000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          1      2           8         9.9500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          1      2           9         9.7500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          1      3           1         8.1500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          1      3           2        11.7500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          1      3           3        13.0000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          1      3           4        14.8000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          1      3           5        16.5000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          1      3           6        14.4500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          1      3           7        15.4000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          1      3           8        15.7000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          1      3           9        14.3000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          2      2           3        -1.6500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          2      2           4         0.4000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          2      2           5         0.1500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          2      2           6         3.5000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          2      2           7         1.8000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          2      2           8         0.8500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          2      2           9         0.6500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          2      3           1        -0.9500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          2      3           2         2.6500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          2      3           3         3.9000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          2      3           4         5.7000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          2      3           5         7.4000    2.4822 
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Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block    DF  t Value  Pr > |t| 
 
treatment*Block  1          9      2           4        456    -0.81    0.4208 
treatment*Block  1          9      2           5        456    -0.91    0.3652 
treatment*Block  1          9      2           6        456     0.44    0.6579 
treatment*Block  1          9      2           7        456    -0.24    0.8091 
treatment*Block  1          9      2           8        456    -0.62    0.5327 
treatment*Block  1          9      2           9        456    -0.71    0.4812 
treatment*Block  1          9      3           1        456    -1.35    0.1778 
treatment*Block  1          9      3           2        456     0.10    0.9198 
treatment*Block  1          9      3           3        456     0.60    0.5459 
treatment*Block  1          9      3           4        456     1.33    0.1844 
treatment*Block  1          9      3           5        456     2.01    0.0446 
treatment*Block  1          9      3           6        456     1.19    0.2353 
treatment*Block  1          9      3           7        456     1.57    0.1168 
treatment*Block  1          9      3           8        456     1.69    0.0913 
treatment*Block  1          9      3           9        456     1.13    0.2599 
treatment*Block  2          1      2           2        456     4.37    <.0001 
treatment*Block  2          1      2           3        456     3.58    0.0004 
treatment*Block  2          1      2           4        456     4.56    <.0001 
treatment*Block  2          1      2           5        456     4.44    <.0001 
treatment*Block  2          1      2           6        456     6.05    <.0001 
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treatment*Block  2          1      2           7        456     5.24    <.0001 
treatment*Block  2          1      2           8        456     4.78    <.0001 
treatment*Block  2          1      2           9        456     4.68    <.0001 
treatment*Block  2          1      3           1        456     3.28    0.0011 
treatment*Block  2          1      3           2        456     4.73    <.0001 
treatment*Block  2          1      3           3        456     5.24    <.0001 
treatment*Block  2          1      3           4        456     5.96    <.0001 
treatment*Block  2          1      3           5        456     6.65    <.0001 
treatment*Block  2          1      3           6        456     5.82    <.0001 
treatment*Block  2          1      3           7        456     6.20    <.0001 
treatment*Block  2          1      3           8        456     6.32    <.0001 
treatment*Block  2          1      3           9        456     5.76    <.0001 
treatment*Block  2          2      2           3        456    -0.79    0.4283 
treatment*Block  2          2      2           4        456     0.19    0.8477 
treatment*Block  2          2      2           5        456     0.07    0.9426 
treatment*Block  2          2      2           6        456     1.68    0.0933 
treatment*Block  2          2      2           7        456     0.86    0.3875 
treatment*Block  2          2      2           8        456     0.41    0.6832 
treatment*Block  2          2      2           9        456     0.31    0.7549 
treatment*Block  2          2      3           1        456    -0.38    0.7021 
treatment*Block  2          2      3           2        456     1.07    0.2863 
treatment*Block  2          2      3           3        456     1.57    0.1168 
treatment*Block  2          2      3           4        456     2.30    0.0221 
treatment*Block  2          2      3           5        456     2.98    0.0030 
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 Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block  Adjustment     Adj P 
 
 treatment*Block  1          9      2           4       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          9      2           5       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          9      2           6       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          9      2           7       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          9      2           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          9      2           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          9      3           1       Tukey-Kramer  0.9999 
 treatment*Block  1          9      3           2       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          9      3           3       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          9      3           4       Tukey-Kramer  0.9999 
 treatment*Block  1          9      3           5       Tukey-Kramer  0.9619 
 treatment*Block  1          9      3           6       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  1          9      3           7       Tukey-Kramer  0.9987 
 treatment*Block  1          9      3           8       Tukey-Kramer  0.9961 
 treatment*Block  1          9      3           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          1      2           2       Tukey-Kramer  0.0044 
 treatment*Block  2          1      2           3       Tukey-Kramer  0.0780 
 treatment*Block  2          1      2           4       Tukey-Kramer  0.0019 
 treatment*Block  2          1      2           5       Tukey-Kramer  0.0033 
 treatment*Block  2          1      2           6       Tukey-Kramer  <.0001 
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 treatment*Block  2          1      2           7       Tukey-Kramer  <.0001 
 treatment*Block  2          1      2           8       Tukey-Kramer  0.0007 
 treatment*Block  2          1      2           9       Tukey-Kramer  0.0011 
 treatment*Block  2          1      3           1       Tukey-Kramer  0.1798 
 treatment*Block  2          1      3           2       Tukey-Kramer  0.0009 
 treatment*Block  2          1      3           3       Tukey-Kramer  <.0001 
 treatment*Block  2          1      3           4       Tukey-Kramer  <.0001 
 treatment*Block  2          1      3           5       Tukey-Kramer  <.0001 
 treatment*Block  2          1      3           6       Tukey-Kramer  <.0001 
 treatment*Block  2          1      3           7       Tukey-Kramer  <.0001 
 treatment*Block  2          1      3           8       Tukey-Kramer  <.0001 
 treatment*Block  2          1      3           9       Tukey-Kramer  <.0001 
 treatment*Block  2          2      2           3       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          2      2           4       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          2      2           5       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          2      2           6       Tukey-Kramer  0.9964 
 treatment*Block  2          2      2           7       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          2      2           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          2      2           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          2      3           1       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          2      3           2       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          2      3           3       Tukey-Kramer  0.9987 
 treatment*Block  2          2      3           4       Tukey-Kramer  0.8598 
 treatment*Block  2          2      3           5       Tukey-Kramer  0.3578 
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                             The Mixed Procedure 
 
                     Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
                                                                   Standard 
  Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block  Estimate     Error 
 
  treatment*Block  2          2      3           7         6.3000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          2      3           8         6.6000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          2      3           9         5.2000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          3      2           4         2.0500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          3      2           5         1.8000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          3      2           6         5.1500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          3      2           7         3.4500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          3      2           8         2.5000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          3      2           9         2.3000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          3      3           1         0.7000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          3      3           2         4.3000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          3      3           3         5.5500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          3      3           4         7.3500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          3      3           5         9.0500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          3      3           6         7.0000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          3      3           7         7.9500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          3      3           8         8.2500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          3      3           9         6.8500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          4      2           5        -0.2500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          4      2           6         3.1000    2.0811 
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  treatment*Block  2          4      2           7         1.4000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          4      2           8         0.4500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          4      2           9         0.2500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          4      3           1        -1.3500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          4      3           2         2.2500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          4      3           3         3.5000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          4      3           4         5.3000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          4      3           5         7.0000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          4      3           6         4.9500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          4      3           7         5.9000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          4      3           8         6.2000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          4      3           9         4.8000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          5      2           6         3.3500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          5      2           7         1.6500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          5      2           8         0.7000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          5      2           9         0.5000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          5      3           1        -1.1000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          5      3           2         2.5000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          5      3           3         3.7500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          5      3           4         5.5500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          5      3           5         7.2500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          5      3           6         5.2000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          5      3           7         6.1500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          5      3           8         6.4500    2.4822 
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                             The Mixed Procedure 
 
 
                      Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block    DF  t Value  Pr > |t| 
 
treatment*Block  2          2      3           7        456     2.54    0.0115 
treatment*Block  2          2      3           8        456     2.66    0.0081 
treatment*Block  2          2      3           9        456     2.09    0.0367 
treatment*Block  2          3      2           4        456     0.99    0.3251 
treatment*Block  2          3      2           5        456     0.86    0.3875 
treatment*Block  2          3      2           6        456     2.47    0.0137 
treatment*Block  2          3      2           7        456     1.66    0.0981 
treatment*Block  2          3      2           8        456     1.20    0.2303 
treatment*Block  2          3      2           9        456     1.11    0.2697 
treatment*Block  2          3      3           1        456     0.28    0.7781 
treatment*Block  2          3      3           2        456     1.73    0.0839 
treatment*Block  2          3      3           3        456     2.24    0.0258 
treatment*Block  2          3      3           4        456     2.96    0.0032 
treatment*Block  2          3      3           5        456     3.65    0.0003 
treatment*Block  2          3      3           6        456     2.82    0.0050 
treatment*Block  2          3      3           7        456     3.20    0.0015 
treatment*Block  2          3      3           8        456     3.32    0.0010 
treatment*Block  2          3      3           9        456     2.76    0.0060 
treatment*Block  2          4      2           5        456    -0.12    0.9044 
treatment*Block  2          4      2           6        456     1.49    0.1370 
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treatment*Block  2          4      2           7        456     0.67    0.5015 
treatment*Block  2          4      2           8        456     0.22    0.8289 
treatment*Block  2          4      2           9        456     0.12    0.9044 
treatment*Block  2          4      3           1        456    -0.54    0.5868 
treatment*Block  2          4      3           2        456     0.91    0.3652 
treatment*Block  2          4      3           3        456     1.41    0.1592 
treatment*Block  2          4      3           4        456     2.14    0.0333 
treatment*Block  2          4      3           5        456     2.82    0.0050 
treatment*Block  2          4      3           6        456     1.99    0.0467 
treatment*Block  2          4      3           7        456     2.38    0.0179 
treatment*Block  2          4      3           8        456     2.50    0.0128 
treatment*Block  2          4      3           9        456     1.93    0.0538 
treatment*Block  2          5      2           6        456     1.61    0.1082 
treatment*Block  2          5      2           7        456     0.79    0.4283 
treatment*Block  2          5      2           8        456     0.34    0.7368 
treatment*Block  2          5      2           9        456     0.24    0.8102 
treatment*Block  2          5      3           1        456    -0.44    0.6579 
treatment*Block  2          5      3           2        456     1.01    0.3144 
treatment*Block  2          5      3           3        456     1.51    0.1315 
treatment*Block  2          5      3           4        456     2.24    0.0258 
treatment*Block  2          5      3           5        456     2.92    0.0037 
treatment*Block  2          5      3           6        456     2.09    0.0367 
treatment*Block  2          5      3           7        456     2.48    0.0136 
treatment*Block  2          5      3           8        456     2.60    0.0097 
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                             The Mixed Procedure 
 
 
                     Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
 Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block  Adjustment     Adj P 
 
 treatment*Block  2          2      3           7       Tukey-Kramer  0.7035 
 treatment*Block  2          2      3           8       Tukey-Kramer  0.6093 
 treatment*Block  2          2      3           9       Tukey-Kramer  0.9416 
 treatment*Block  2          3      2           4       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          3      2           5       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          3      2           6       Tukey-Kramer  0.7497 
 treatment*Block  2          3      2           7       Tukey-Kramer  0.9971 
 treatment*Block  2          3      2           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          3      2           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          3      3           1       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          3      3           2       Tukey-Kramer  0.9945 
 treatment*Block  2          3      3           3       Tukey-Kramer  0.8892 
 treatment*Block  2          3      3           4       Tukey-Kramer  0.3722 
 treatment*Block  2          3      3           5       Tukey-Kramer  0.0635 
 treatment*Block  2          3      3           6       Tukey-Kramer  0.4797 
 treatment*Block  2          3      3           7       Tukey-Kramer  0.2197 
 treatment*Block  2          3      3           8       Tukey-Kramer  0.1620 
 treatment*Block  2          3      3           9       Tukey-Kramer  0.5281 
 treatment*Block  2          4      2           5       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          4      2           6       Tukey-Kramer  0.9995 
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 treatment*Block  2          4      2           7       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          4      2           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          4      2           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          4      3           1       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          4      3           2       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          4      3           3       Tukey-Kramer  0.9998 
 treatment*Block  2          4      3           4       Tukey-Kramer  0.9289 
 treatment*Block  2          4      3           5       Tukey-Kramer  0.4797 
 treatment*Block  2          4      3           6       Tukey-Kramer  0.9661 
 treatment*Block  2          4      3           7       Tukey-Kramer  0.8141 
 treatment*Block  2          4      3           8       Tukey-Kramer  0.7332 
 treatment*Block  2          4      3           9       Tukey-Kramer  0.9764 
 treatment*Block  2          5      2           6       Tukey-Kramer  0.9982 
 treatment*Block  2          5      2           7       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          5      2           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          5      2           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          5      3           1       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          5      3           2       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          5      3           3       Tukey-Kramer  0.9993 
 treatment*Block  2          5      3           4       Tukey-Kramer  0.8892 
 treatment*Block  2          5      3           5       Tukey-Kramer  0.4019 
 treatment*Block  2          5      3           6       Tukey-Kramer  0.9416 
 treatment*Block  2          5      3           7       Tukey-Kramer  0.7475 
 treatment*Block  2          5      3           8       Tukey-Kramer  0.6572 
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                     Differences of Least Squares Means 
                                                                   Standard 
  Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block  Estimate     Error 
 
  treatment*Block  2          6      2           7        -1.7000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          6      2           8        -2.6500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          6      2           9        -2.8500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          6      3           1        -4.4500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          6      3           2        -0.8500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          6      3           3         0.4000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          6      3           4         2.2000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          6      3           5         3.9000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          6      3           6         1.8500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          6      3           7         2.8000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          6      3           8         3.1000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          6      3           9         1.7000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          7      2           8        -0.9500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          7      2           9        -1.1500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          7      3           1        -2.7500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          7      3           2         0.8500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          7      3           3         2.1000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          7      3           4         3.9000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          7      3           5         5.6000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          7      3           6         3.5500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          7      3           7         4.5000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          7      3           8         4.8000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          7      3           9         3.4000    2.4822 
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  treatment*Block  2          8      2           9        -0.2000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  2          8      3           1        -1.8000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          8      3           2         1.8000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          8      3           3         3.0500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          8      3           4         4.8500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          8      3           5         6.5500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          8      3           6         4.5000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          8      3           7         5.4500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          8      3           8         5.7500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          8      3           9         4.3500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          9      3           1        -1.6000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          9      3           2         2.0000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          9      3           3         3.2500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          9      3           4         5.0500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          9      3           5         6.7500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          9      3           6         4.7000    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          9      3           7         5.6500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          9      3           8         5.9500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  2          9      3           9         4.5500    2.4822 
  treatment*Block  3          1      3           2         3.6000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          1      3           3         4.8500    2.0811 
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                             The Mixed Procedure 
 
 
                      Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block    DF  t Value  Pr > |t| 
 
treatment*Block  2          6      2           7        456    -0.82    0.4144 
treatment*Block  2          6      2           8        456    -1.27    0.2035 
treatment*Block  2          6      2           9        456    -1.37    0.1715 
treatment*Block  2          6      3           1        456    -1.79    0.0737 
treatment*Block  2          6      3           2        456    -0.34    0.7322 
treatment*Block  2          6      3           3        456     0.16    0.8721 
treatment*Block  2          6      3           4        456     0.89    0.3759 
treatment*Block  2          6      3           5        456     1.57    0.1168 
treatment*Block  2          6      3           6        456     0.75    0.4565 
treatment*Block  2          6      3           7        456     1.13    0.2599 
treatment*Block  2          6      3           8        456     1.25    0.2124 
treatment*Block  2          6      3           9        456     0.68    0.4938 
treatment*Block  2          7      2           8        456    -0.46    0.6483 
treatment*Block  2          7      2           9        456    -0.55    0.5808 
treatment*Block  2          7      3           1        456    -1.11    0.2685 
treatment*Block  2          7      3           2        456     0.34    0.7322 
treatment*Block  2          7      3           3        456     0.85    0.3980 
treatment*Block  2          7      3           4        456     1.57    0.1168 
treatment*Block  2          7      3           5        456     2.26    0.0245 
treatment*Block  2          7      3           6        456     1.43    0.1534 
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treatment*Block  2          7      3           7        456     1.81    0.0705 
treatment*Block  2          7      3           8        456     1.93    0.0538 
treatment*Block  2          7      3           9        456     1.37    0.1714 
treatment*Block  2          8      2           9        456    -0.10    0.9235 
treatment*Block  2          8      3           1        456    -0.73    0.4687 
treatment*Block  2          8      3           2        456     0.73    0.4687 
treatment*Block  2          8      3           3        456     1.23    0.2198 
treatment*Block  2          8      3           4        456     1.95    0.0513 
treatment*Block  2          8      3           5        456     2.64    0.0086 
treatment*Block  2          8      3           6        456     1.81    0.0705 
treatment*Block  2          8      3           7        456     2.20    0.0286 
treatment*Block  2          8      3           8        456     2.32    0.0210 
treatment*Block  2          8      3           9        456     1.75    0.0804 
treatment*Block  2          9      3           1        456    -0.64    0.5195 
treatment*Block  2          9      3           2        456     0.81    0.4208 
treatment*Block  2          9      3           3        456     1.31    0.1911 
treatment*Block  2          9      3           4        456     2.03    0.0425 
treatment*Block  2          9      3           5        456     2.72    0.0068 
treatment*Block  2          9      3           6        456     1.89    0.0589 
treatment*Block  2          9      3           7        456     2.28    0.0233 
treatment*Block  2          9      3           8        456     2.40    0.0169 
treatment*Block  2          9      3           9        456     1.83    0.0675 
treatment*Block  3          1      3           2        456     1.73    0.0843 
treatment*Block  3          1      3           3        456     2.33    0.0202 
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                             The Mixed Procedure 
                     Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
 Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block  Adjustment     Adj P 
 
 treatment*Block  2          6      2           7       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          6      2           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          6      2           9       Tukey-Kramer  0.9999 
 treatment*Block  2          6      3           1       Tukey-Kramer  0.9911 
 treatment*Block  2          6      3           2       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          6      3           3       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          6      3           4       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          6      3           5       Tukey-Kramer  0.9987 
 treatment*Block  2          6      3           6       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          6      3           7       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          6      3           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          6      3           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          7      2           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          7      2           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          7      3           1       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          7      3           2       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          7      3           3       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          7      3           4       Tukey-Kramer  0.9987 
 treatment*Block  2          7      3           5       Tukey-Kramer  0.8799 
 treatment*Block  2          7      3           6       Tukey-Kramer  0.9997 
 treatment*Block  2          7      3           7       Tukey-Kramer  0.9897 
 treatment*Block  2          7      3           8       Tukey-Kramer  0.9764 
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 treatment*Block  2          7      3           9       Tukey-Kramer  0.9999 
 treatment*Block  2          8      2           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          8      3           1       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          8      3           2       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          8      3           3       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          8      3           4       Tukey-Kramer  0.9733 
 treatment*Block  2          8      3           5       Tukey-Kramer  0.6254 
 treatment*Block  2          8      3           6       Tukey-Kramer  0.9897 
 treatment*Block  2          8      3           7       Tukey-Kramer  0.9065 
 treatment*Block  2          8      3           8       Tukey-Kramer  0.8490 
 treatment*Block  2          8      3           9       Tukey-Kramer  0.9935 
 treatment*Block  2          9      3           1       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          9      3           2       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  2          9      3           3       Tukey-Kramer  0.9999 
 treatment*Block  2          9      3           4       Tukey-Kramer  0.9574 
 treatment*Block  2          9      3           5       Tukey-Kramer  0.5606 
 treatment*Block  2          9      3           6       Tukey-Kramer  0.9818 
 treatment*Block  2          9      3           7       Tukey-Kramer  0.8701 
 treatment*Block  2          9      3           8       Tukey-Kramer  0.8015 
 treatment*Block  2          9      3           9       Tukey-Kramer  0.9880 
 treatment*Block  3          1      3           2       Tukey-Kramer  0.9946 
 treatment*Block  3          1      3           3       Tukey-Kramer  0.8413 
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                             The Mixed Procedure 
 
                     Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
                                                                   Standard 
  Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block  Estimate     Error 
 
  treatment*Block  3          1      3           5         8.3500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          1      3           6         6.3000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          1      3           7         7.2500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          1      3           8         7.5500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          1      3           9         6.1500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          2      3           3         1.2500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          2      3           4         3.0500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          2      3           5         4.7500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          2      3           6         2.7000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          2      3           7         3.6500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          2      3           8         3.9500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          2      3           9         2.5500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          3      3           4         1.8000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          3      3           5         3.5000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          3      3           6         1.4500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          3      3           7         2.4000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          3      3           8         2.7000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          3      3           9         1.3000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          4      3           5         1.7000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          4      3           6        -0.3500    2.0811 
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  treatment*Block  3          4      3           7         0.6000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          4      3           8         0.9000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          4      3           9        -0.5000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          5      3           6        -2.0500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          5      3           7        -1.1000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          5      3           8        -0.8000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          5      3           9        -2.2000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          6      3           7         0.9500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          6      3           8         1.2500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          6      3           9        -0.1500    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          7      3           8         0.3000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          7      3           9        -1.1000    2.0811 
  treatment*Block  3          8      3           9        -1.4000    2.0811 
 
 
                      Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block    DF  t Value  Pr > |t| 
 
treatment*Block  3          1      3           5        456     4.01    <.0001 
treatment*Block  3          1      3           6        456     3.03    0.0026 
treatment*Block  3          1      3           7        456     3.48    0.0005 
treatment*Block  3          1      3           8        456     3.63    0.0003 
treatment*Block  3          1      3           9        456     2.96    0.0033 




                             practice acquisition                           39 
                                                20:34 Tuesday, August 19, 2003 
 
                             The Mixed Procedure 
 
 
                      Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block    DF  t Value  Pr > |t| 
 
treatment*Block  3          2      3           4        456     1.47    0.1435 
treatment*Block  3          2      3           5        456     2.28    0.0229 
treatment*Block  3          2      3           6        456     1.30    0.1952 
treatment*Block  3          2      3           7        456     1.75    0.0801 
treatment*Block  3          2      3           8        456     1.90    0.0583 
treatment*Block  3          2      3           9        456     1.23    0.2211 
treatment*Block  3          3      3           4        456     0.86    0.3875 
treatment*Block  3          3      3           5        456     1.68    0.0933 
treatment*Block  3          3      3           6        456     0.70    0.4863 
treatment*Block  3          3      3           7        456     1.15    0.2494 
treatment*Block  3          3      3           8        456     1.30    0.1952 
treatment*Block  3          3      3           9        456     0.62    0.5325 
treatment*Block  3          4      3           5        456     0.82    0.4144 
treatment*Block  3          4      3           6        456    -0.17    0.8665 
treatment*Block  3          4      3           7        456     0.29    0.7732 
treatment*Block  3          4      3           8        456     0.43    0.6656 
treatment*Block  3          4      3           9        456    -0.24    0.8102 
treatment*Block  3          5      3           6        456    -0.99    0.3251 
treatment*Block  3          5      3           7        456    -0.53    0.5974 
treatment*Block  3          5      3           8        456    -0.38    0.7009 
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treatment*Block  3          5      3           9        456    -1.06    0.2910 
treatment*Block  3          6      3           7        456     0.46    0.6483 
treatment*Block  3          6      3           8        456     0.60    0.5484 
treatment*Block  3          6      3           9        456    -0.07    0.9426 
treatment*Block  3          7      3           8        456     0.14    0.8854 
treatment*Block  3          7      3           9        456    -0.53    0.5974 
treatment*Block  3          8      3           9        456    -0.67    0.5015 
 
 
                     Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
 Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block  Adjustment     Adj P 
 
 treatment*Block  3          1      3           5       Tukey-Kramer  0.0181 
 treatment*Block  3          1      3           6       Tukey-Kramer  0.3259 
 treatment*Block  3          1      3           7       Tukey-Kramer  0.1039 
 treatment*Block  3          1      3           8       Tukey-Kramer  0.0672 
 treatment*Block  3          1      3           9       Tukey-Kramer  0.3766 
 treatment*Block  3          2      3           3       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  3          2      3           4       Tukey-Kramer  0.9996 
 treatment*Block  3          2      3           5       Tukey-Kramer  0.8669 
 treatment*Block  3          2      3           6       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  3          2      3           7       Tukey-Kramer  0.9934 
 treatment*Block  3          2      3           8       Tukey-Kramer  0.9813 




                             practice acquisition                           40 
                                                20:34 Tuesday, August 19, 2003 
 
                             The Mixed Procedure 
 
 
                     Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
 Effect           treatment  Block  _treatment  _Block  Adjustment     Adj P 
 
 treatment*Block  3          3      3           4       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  3          3      3           5       Tukey-Kramer  0.9964 
 treatment*Block  3          3      3           6       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  3          3      3           7       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  3          3      3           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  3          3      3           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  3          4      3           5       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  3          4      3           6       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  3          4      3           7       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  3          4      3           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  3          4      3           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  3          5      3           6       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  3          5      3           7       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  3          5      3           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  3          5      3           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  3          6      3           7       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  3          6      3           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  3          6      3           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  3          7      3           8       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
 treatment*Block  3          7      3           9       Tukey-Kramer  1.0000 
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Experiment 1, SAS Retention Test Output 
 
                              The GLM Procedure 
 
                           Class Level Information 
 
Class        Levels  Values 
 
ID               60  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
                     23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 
                     42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 
 
treatment         3  1 2 3 
 
test              1  1 
 
 
                         Number of observations    60 
                                          15:52 Wednesday, April 14, 2004   4 
 
                              The GLM Procedure 
 
Dependent Variable: y 
 
                                      Sum of 
Source                     DF        Squares    Mean Square   F Value   Pr > F 
 




Error                      57     8477.30000      148.72456 
 
Corrected Total            59    10202.73333 
 
 
              R-Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE        y Mean 
 
              0.169115      24.18097      12.19527      50.43333 
 
 
Source                     DF      Type I SS    Mean Square   F Value   Pr > F 
 
treatment                   2    1725.433333     862.716667      5.80   0.0051 
test                        0       0.000000        .             .      . 
treatment*test              0       0.000000        .             .      . 
 
 
Source                     DF    Type III SS    Mean Square   F Value   Pr > F 
 
treatment                   2    1725.433333     862.716667      5.80   0.0051 
test                        0       0.000000        .             .      . 




                                           15:52 Wednesday, April 14, 2004   5 
 
                             The Mixed Procedure 
 
                              Model Information 
 
            Data Set                     WORK.OUTCOME 
            Dependent Variable           y 
            Covariance Structure         Diagonal 
            Estimation Method            REML 
            Residual Variance Method     Profile 
            Fixed Effects SE Method      Model-Based 
            Degrees of Freedom Method    Residual 
 
 
                           Class Level Information 
 
            Class        Levels    Values 
 
            ID               60    1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
                                   14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
                                   24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 
                                   34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 
                                   44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 
                                   54 55 56 57 58 59 60 
            treatment         3    1 2 3 





                                 Dimensions 
 
                     Covariance Parameters             1 
                     Columns in X                      8 
                     Columns in Z                      0 
                     Subjects                          1 
                     Max Obs Per Subject              60 
                     Observations Used                60 
                     Observations Not Used             0 
                     Total Observations               60 
 
 
                       Covariance Parameter Estimates 
 
                                    Standard         Z 
           Cov Parm     Estimate       Error     Value        Pr Z 
 
           Residual       148.72     27.8587      5.34      <.0001 
 
 
                               Fit Statistics 
 
                    -2 Res Log Likelihood           455.9 
                    AIC (smaller is better)         457.9 




                                           15:52 Wednesday, April 14, 2004   6 
 
                             The Mixed Procedure 
 
                               Fit Statistics 
 
                    BIC (smaller is better)         459.9 
 
 
                        Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 
 
                                Num     Den 
             Effect              DF      DF    F Value    Pr > F 
 
             treatment            2      57       5.80    0.0051 
             test                 0       .        .       . 
             treatment*test       0       .        .       . 
 
 
                             Least Squares Means 
 
                                            Standard 
 Effect          treatment  test  Estimate     Error    DF  t Value  Pr > |t| 
 
 treatment*test  1          1      54.3000    2.7269    57    19.91    <.0001 
 treatment*test  2          1      54.1500    2.7269    57    19.86    <.0001 





                      Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
                                                               Standard 
 Effect          treatment  test  _treatment  _test  Estimate     Error    DF 
 
 treatment*test  1          1     2           1        0.1500    3.8565    57 
 treatment*test  1          1     3           1       11.4500    3.8565    57 
 treatment*test  2          1     3           1       11.3000    3.8565    57 
 
                      Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
    Effect          treatment  test  _treatment  _test  t Value   Pr > |t| 
 
    treatment*test  1          1     2           1         0.04     0.9691 
    treatment*test  1          1     3           1         2.97     0.0044 
    treatment*test  2          1     3           1         2.93     0.0049 
 
                     Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
  Effect          treatment  test  _treatment  _test  Adjustment      Adj P 
 
  treatment*test  1          1     2           1      Tukey          0.9992 
  treatment*test  1          1     3           1      Tukey          0.0120 







Experiment 1, SAS Transfer Test Output 
 
The GLM Procedure 
 
                           Class Level Information 
 
Class        Levels  Values 
 
ID               60  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
                     23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 
                     42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 
 
treatment         3  1 2 3 
 
test              1  2 
 
 
                         Number of observations    60 
15:53 Wednesday, April 14, 2004   4 
 
                              The GLM Procedure 
 
Dependent Variable: y 
 
                                      Sum of 
Source                     DF        Squares    Mean Square   F Value   Pr > F 
 




Error                      57     9806.75000      172.04825 
 
Corrected Total            59    10964.98333 
 
 
              R-Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE        y Mean 
 
              0.105630      21.61502      13.11672      60.68333 
 
 
Source                     DF      Type I SS    Mean Square   F Value   Pr > F 
 
treatment                   2    1158.233333     579.116667      3.37   0.0415 
test                        0       0.000000        .             .      . 
treatment*test              0       0.000000        .             .      . 
 
 
Source                     DF    Type III SS    Mean Square   F Value   Pr > F 
 
treatment                   2    1158.233333     579.116667      3.37   0.0415 
test                        0       0.000000        .             .      . 
treatment*test              0       0.000000        .             .      . 
                                           15:53 Wednesday, April 14, 2004   5 
 
                             The Mixed Procedure 
 




            Data Set                     WORK.OUTCOME 
            Dependent Variable           y 
            Covariance Structure         Diagonal 
            Estimation Method            REML 
            Residual Variance Method     Profile 
            Fixed Effects SE Method      Model-Based 
            Degrees of Freedom Method    Residual 
 
 
                           Class Level Information 
 
            Class        Levels    Values 
 
            ID               60    1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
                                   14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
                                   24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 
                                   34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 
                                   44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 
                                   54 55 56 57 58 59 60 
            treatment         3    1 2 3 
            test              1    2 
 
 
                                 Dimensions 
 
                     Covariance Parameters             1 
                     Columns in X                      8 
171 
 
                     Columns in Z                      0 
                     Subjects                          1 
                     Max Obs Per Subject              60 
                     Observations Used                60 
                     Observations Not Used             0 
                     Total Observations               60 
 
 
                       Covariance Parameter Estimates 
 
                                    Standard         Z 
           Cov Parm     Estimate       Error     Value        Pr Z 
 
           Residual       172.05     32.2276      5.34      <.0001 
 
 
                               Fit Statistics 
 
                    -2 Res Log Likelihood           464.2 
                    AIC (smaller is better)         466.2 




                                           15:53 Wednesday, April 14, 2004   6 
 
                             The Mixed Procedure 
 
                               Fit Statistics 
 
                    BIC (smaller is better)         468.2 
 
 
                        Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects 
 
                                Num     Den 
             Effect              DF      DF    F Value    Pr > F 
 
             treatment            2      57       3.37    0.0415 
             test                 0       .        .       . 
             treatment*test       0       .        .       . 
 
 
                             Least Squares Means 
 
                                            Standard 
 Effect          treatment  test  Estimate     Error    DF  t Value  Pr > |t| 
 
 treatment*test  1          2      61.3500    2.9330    57    20.92    <.0001 
 treatment*test  2          2      65.7000    2.9330    57    22.40    <.0001 





                      Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
                                                               Standard 
 Effect          treatment  test  _treatment  _test  Estimate     Error    DF 
 
 treatment*test  1          2     2           2       -4.3500    4.1479    57 
 treatment*test  1          2     3           2        6.3500    4.1479    57 
 treatment*test  2          2     3           2       10.7000    4.1479    57 
 
                      Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
    Effect          treatment  test  _treatment  _test  t Value   Pr > |t| 
 
    treatment*test  1          2     2           2        -1.05     0.2987 
    treatment*test  1          2     3           2         1.53     0.1313 
    treatment*test  2          2     3           2         2.58     0.0125 
 
                     Differences of Least Squares Means 
 
  Effect          treatment  test  _treatment  _test  Adjustment      Adj P 
 
  treatment*test  1          2     2           2      Tukey          0.5496 
  treatment*test  1          2     3           2      Tukey          0.2843 







Experiment 2, Absolute Error SAS Practice Data Output 
 
Model Information 
Data Set WORK.AE_PRACTICE 
Dependent Variable score 
Covariance Structure Variance Components 
Estimation Method REML 
Residual Variance Method Profile 
Fixed Effects SE Method Prasad-Rao-Jeske-Kackar-
Harville 
Degrees of Freedom Method Kenward-Roger 
 
 
Class Level Information 
Class Levels Values 
condition 3 Blocked Increasing Random 
TB 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 





Covariance Parameters 2 
Columns in X 40 
Columns in Z 96 
Subjects 1 





Number of Observations 
Number of Observations Read 864 
Number of Observations Used 864 




Iteration Evaluations -2 Res Log Like Criterion 
0 1 1875.09431673  


















-2 Res Log Likelihood 1707.
3 
AIC (smaller is better) 1711.
3 
AICC (smaller is better) 1711.
3 









DF F Value Pr > F 
condition 2 93 2.39 0.0969 
TB 8 744 72.74 <.0001 
condition*TB 16 744 1.47 0.1052 
 
 
Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| 
condition*TB Blocked 1 3.1458 0.1240 46
2 
25.37 <.0001 
condition*TB Blocked 2 2.2361 0.1240 46
2 
18.04 <.0001 
condition*TB Blocked 3 2.1424 0.1240 46
2 
17.28 <.0001 





Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| 
condition*TB Blocked 5 1.9549 0.1240 46
2 
15.77 <.0001 
condition*TB Blocked 6 1.8576 0.1240 46
2 
14.98 <.0001 
condition*TB Blocked 7 1.6528 0.1240 46
2 
13.33 <.0001 
condition*TB Blocked 8 1.6319 0.1240 46
2 
13.16 <.0001 













































9 1.4583 0.1240 46
2 
11.76 <.0001 





Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| 
condition*TB Random 2 2.4028 0.1240 46
2 
19.38 <.0001 
condition*TB Random 3 2.2222 0.1240 46
2 
17.92 <.0001 
condition*TB Random 4 2.0660 0.1240 46
2 
16.66 <.0001 
condition*TB Random 5 2.0174 0.1240 46
2 
16.27 <.0001 
condition*TB Random 6 1.9028 0.1240 46
2 
15.35 <.0001 
condition*TB Random 7 1.9062 0.1240 46
2 
15.37 <.0001 
condition*TB Random 8 1.8681 0.1240 46
2 
15.07 <.0001 





Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 


























Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 




























































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 




























































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 




























































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 




























































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 




























































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 




























































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 




























































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 




























































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 




























































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 




























































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 




























































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 




























































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 






























































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 
condition*TB Increasin
g 
























































































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 
condition*TB Increasin
g 
























































































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 
condition*TB Increasin
g 
























































































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 
condition*TB Increasin
g 
























































































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 
condition*TB Increasin
g 
























































































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 
condition*TB Increasin
g 
























































































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 
condition*TB Increasin
g 
























































































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 
condition*TB Increasin
g 
















































































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 




























































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 




























































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 


















































Experiment 2, Absolute Constant Error SAS Practice Data Output 
 
Model Information 
Data Set WORK.ACE_PRACTICE 
Dependent Variable score 
Covariance Structure Variance Components 
Estimation Method REML 
Residual Variance Method Profile 
Fixed Effects SE Method Prasad-Rao-Jeske-Kackar-
Harville 
Degrees of Freedom Method Kenward-Roger 
 
 
Class Level Information 
Class Levels Values 
condition 3 Blocked Increasing Random 
TB 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 





Covariance Parameters 2 
Columns in X 40 
Columns in Z 96 
Subjects 1 





Number of Observations 
Number of Observations Read 864 
Number of Observations Used 864 




Iteration Evaluations -2 Res Log Like Criterion 
0 1 1708.55456421  


















-2 Res Log Likelihood 1659.
2 
AIC (smaller is better) 1663.
2 
AICC (smaller is better) 1663.
2 









DF F Value Pr > F 
condition 2 93 0.03 0.9710 
TB 8 744 7.87 <.0001 
condition*TB 16 744 0.75 0.7407 
 
 
Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| 
condition*TB Blocked 1 1.2083 0.1122 70
5 
10.77 <.0001 
condition*TB Blocked 2 0.9722 0.1122 70
5 
8.66 <.0001 
condition*TB Blocked 3 0.9271 0.1122 70
5 
8.26 <.0001 





Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| 
condition*TB Blocked 5 0.8785 0.1122 70
5 
7.83 <.0001 
condition*TB Blocked 6 0.6840 0.1122 70
5 
6.09 <.0001 
condition*TB Blocked 7 0.6111 0.1122 70
5 
5.44 <.0001 
condition*TB Blocked 8 0.7083 0.1122 70
5 
6.31 <.0001 













































9 0.6528 0.1122 70
5 
5.82 <.0001 





Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| 
condition*TB Random 2 0.8264 0.1122 70
5 
7.36 <.0001 
condition*TB Random 3 0.8333 0.1122 70
5 
7.42 <.0001 
condition*TB Random 4 0.7812 0.1122 70
5 
6.96 <.0001 
condition*TB Random 5 0.7326 0.1122 70
5 
6.53 <.0001 
condition*TB Random 6 0.7292 0.1122 70
5 
6.50 <.0001 
condition*TB Random 7 0.6771 0.1122 70
5 
6.03 <.0001 
condition*TB Random 8 0.8472 0.1122 70
5 
7.55 <.0001 





Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 


























Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 




























































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 




























































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 




























































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 




























































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 




























































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 




























































































Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB _condition _TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 
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Experiment 2, Variable Error SAS Practice Data Output 
 
Model Information 
Data Set WORK.VE_PRACTICE 
Dependent Variable score 
Covariance Structure Variance Components 
Estimation Method REML 
Residual Variance Method Profile 
Fixed Effects SE Method Prasad-Rao-Jeske-Kackar-
Harville 
Degrees of Freedom Method Kenward-Roger 
 
 
Class Level Information 
Class Levels Values 
condition 3 Blocked Increasing Random 
TB 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 





Covariance Parameters 2 
Columns in X 40 
Columns in Z 96 
Subjects 1 





Number of Observations 
Number of Observations Read 864 
Number of Observations Used 864 




Iteration Evaluations -2 Res Log Like Criterion 
0 1 2216.92231958  


















-2 Res Log Likelihood 2036.
7 
AIC (smaller is better) 2040.
7 
AICC (smaller is better) 2040.
7 









DF F Value Pr > F 
condition 2 93 2.35 0.1005 
TB 8 744 52.08 <.0001 
condition*TB 16 744 1.52 0.0863 
 
 
Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| 
condition*TB Blocked 1 3.5614 0.1521 44
4 
23.42 <.0001 
condition*TB Blocked 2 2.8276 0.1521 44
4 
18.59 <.0001 
condition*TB Blocked 3 2.6522 0.1521 44
4 
17.44 <.0001 





Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| 
condition*TB Blocked 5 2.4305 0.1521 44
4 
15.98 <.0001 
condition*TB Blocked 6 2.2937 0.1521 44
4 
15.08 <.0001 
condition*TB Blocked 7 2.2446 0.1521 44
4 
14.76 <.0001 
condition*TB Blocked 8 2.0682 0.1521 44
4 
13.60 <.0001 













































9 1.8745 0.1521 44
4 
12.33 <.0001 





Least Squares Means 
Effect condition TB Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| 
condition*TB Random 2 2.9378 0.1521 44
4 
19.32 <.0001 
condition*TB Random 3 2.7780 0.1521 44
4 
18.27 <.0001 
condition*TB Random 4 2.4976 0.1521 44
4 
16.42 <.0001 
condition*TB Random 5 2.5205 0.1521 44
4 
16.57 <.0001 
condition*TB Random 6 2.5030 0.1521 44
4 
16.46 <.0001 
condition*TB Random 7 2.4518 0.1521 44
4 
16.12 <.0001 
condition*TB Random 8 2.2866 0.1521 44
4 
15.04 <.0001 
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Experiment 2, Posttests SAS Output 
 
Model Information 
Data Set WORK.AE_TEST_RETENTION 
Dependent Variable SCORE 
Covariance Structure Diagonal 
Estimation Method REML 
Residual Variance Method Profile 
Fixed Effects SE Method Model-Based 
Degrees of Freedom Method Residual 
 
 
Class Level Information 
Class Levels Values 
CONDITION 3 Blocked Increasing Random 
SUB 32 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
31 32 




Covariance Parameters 1 
Columns in X 4 
Columns in Z 0 
Subjects 1 





Number of Observations 
Number of Observations Read 96 
Number of Observations Used 96 









-2 Res Log Likelihood 141.
0 
AIC (smaller is better) 143.
0 
AICC (smaller is better) 143.
1 
BIC (smaller is better) 145.
5 
 
Type 3 Tests of Fixed Effects  (Testing overall main effect 
“condition”) 
Effect Num DF 
Den 
DF F Value Pr > F 




Differences of Least Squares Means (important: like t-tests among different conditions) 
Effect CONDITION _CONDITION Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 
CONDITION Blocked Increasing 1.0260 0.1221 93 8.40 <.0001 Tukey <.000
1 
CONDITION Blocked Random 0.6589 0.1221 93 5.40 <.0001 Tukey <.000
1 




Data Set WORK.AE_TEST_TRANSFER 
Dependent Variable SCORE 
Covariance Structure Diagonal 
Estimation Method REML 
Residual Variance Method Profile 
Fixed Effects SE Method Model-Based 
Degrees of Freedom Method Residual 
 
 
Class Level Information 
Class Levels Values 
CONDITION 3 Blocked Increasing Random 
SUB 32 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
31 32 






Covariance Parameters 1 
Columns in X 4 
Columns in Z 0 
Subjects 1 
Max Obs Per Subject 96 
 
 
Number of Observations 
Number of Observations Read 96 
Number of Observations Used 96 









-2 Res Log Likelihood 140.
1 
AIC (smaller is better) 142.
1 
AICC (smaller is better) 142.
2 











DF F Value Pr > F 
CONDITION 2 93 56.58 <.0001 
 
 
Least Squares Means 
Effect CONDITION Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| 
CONDITION Blocked 3.3984 0.08592 93 39.55 <.0001 
CONDITION Increasing 2.1068 0.08592 93 24.52 <.0001 
CONDITION Random 2.7083 0.08592 93 31.52 <.0001 
 
 
Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect CONDITION _CONDITION Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 
CONDITION Blocked Increasing 1.2917 0.1215 93 10.63 <.0001 Tukey <.000
1 
CONDITION Blocked Random 0.6901 0.1215 93 5.68 <.0001 Tukey <.000
1 




Data Set WORK.ACE_TEST_RETENTION 
Dependent Variable SCORE 
Covariance Structure Diagonal 
Estimation Method REML 




Fixed Effects SE Method Model-Based 
Degrees of Freedom Method Residual 
 
 
Class Level Information 
Class Levels Values 
CONDITION 3 Blocked Increasing Random 
SUB 32 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
31 32 




Covariance Parameters 1 
Columns in X 4 
Columns in Z 0 
Subjects 1 
Max Obs Per Subject 96 
 
 
Number of Observations 
Number of Observations Read 96 
Number of Observations Used 96 











-2 Res Log Likelihood 148.
4 
AIC (smaller is better) 150.
4 
AICC (smaller is better) 150.
5 









DF F Value Pr > F 
CONDITION 2 93 2.50 0.0880 
 
 
Least Squares Means 
Effect CONDITION Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| 
CONDITION Blocked 0.7604 0.08984 93 8.46 <.0001 
CONDITION Increasing 0.5365 0.08984 93 5.97 <.0001 





Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect CONDITION _CONDITION Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 
CONDITION Blocked Increasing 0.2240 0.1271 93 1.76 0.0812 Tukey 0.187
9 
CONDITION Blocked Random -0.03906 0.1271 93 -0.31 0.7592 Tukey 0.949
3 




Data Set WORK.ACE_TEST_TRANSFER 
Dependent Variable SCORE 
Covariance Structure Diagonal 
Estimation Method REML 
Residual Variance Method Profile 
Fixed Effects SE Method Model-Based 
Degrees of Freedom Method Residual 
 
 
Class Level Information 
Class Levels Values 
CONDITION 3 Blocked Increasing Random 
SUB 32 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
31 32 






Covariance Parameters 1 
Columns in X 4 
Columns in Z 0 
Subjects 1 
Max Obs Per Subject 96 
 
 
Number of Observations 
Number of Observations Read 96 
Number of Observations Used 96 









-2 Res Log Likelihood 259.
9 
AIC (smaller is better) 261.
9 
AICC (smaller is better) 262.
0 











DF F Value Pr > F 
CONDITION 2 93 3.97 0.0221 
 
 
Least Squares Means 
Effect CONDITION Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| 
CONDITION Blocked 1.5182 0.1636 93 9.28 <.0001 
CONDITION Increasing 0.9948 0.1636 93 6.08 <.0001 
CONDITION Random 1.5938 0.1636 93 9.74 <.0001 
 
 
Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect CONDITION _CONDITION Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 
CONDITION Blocked Increasing 0.5234 0.2314 93 2.26 0.0260 Tukey 0.066
3 
CONDITION Blocked Random -0.07552 0.2314 93 -0.33 0.7449 Tukey 0.943
0 




Data Set WORK.VE_TEST_RETENTION 
Dependent Variable SCORE 
Covariance Structure Diagonal 
Estimation Method REML 




Fixed Effects SE Method Model-Based 
Degrees of Freedom Method Residual 
 
 
Class Level Information 
Class Levels Values 
CONDITION 3 Blocked Increasing Random 
SUB 32 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
31 32 




Covariance Parameters 1 
Columns in X 4 
Columns in Z 0 
Subjects 1 
Max Obs Per Subject 96 
 
 
Number of Observations 
Number of Observations Read 96 
Number of Observations Used 96 











-2 Res Log Likelihood 189.
8 
AIC (smaller is better) 191.
8 
AICC (smaller is better) 191.
8 









DF F Value Pr > F 
CONDITION 2 93 24.52 <.0001 
 
 
Least Squares Means 
Effect CONDITION Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| 
CONDITION Blocked 3.6496 0.1122 93 32.52 <.0001 
CONDITION Increasing 2.5611 0.1122 93 22.82 <.0001 





Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect CONDITION _CONDITION Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 
CONDITION Blocked Increasing 1.0885 0.1587 93 6.86 <.0001 Tukey <.000
1 
CONDITION Blocked Random 0.7386 0.1587 93 4.65 <.0001 Tukey <.000
1 




Data Set WORK.VE_TEST_TRANSFER 
Dependent Variable SCORE 
Covariance Structure Diagonal 
Estimation Method REML 
Residual Variance Method Profile 
Fixed Effects SE Method Model-Based 
Degrees of Freedom Method Residual 
 
 
Class Level Information 
Class Levels Values 
CONDITION 3 Blocked Increasing Random 
SUB 32 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
31 32 






Covariance Parameters 1 
Columns in X 4 
Columns in Z 0 
Subjects 1 
Max Obs Per Subject 96 
 
 
Number of Observations 
Number of Observations Read 96 
Number of Observations Used 96 









-2 Res Log Likelihood 208.
7 
AIC (smaller is better) 210.
7 
AICC (smaller is better) 210.
8 











DF F Value Pr > F 
CONDITION 2 93 27.94 <.0001 
 
 
Least Squares Means 
Effect CONDITION Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| 
CONDITION Blocked 3.8616 0.1242 93 31.08 <.0001 
CONDITION Increasing 2.5616 0.1242 93 20.62 <.0001 
CONDITION Random 3.0506 0.1242 93 24.56 <.0001 
 
 
Differences of Least Squares Means 
Effect CONDITION _CONDITION Estimate 
Standard 
Error DF t Value 
Pr > 
|t| Adjustment Adj P 
CONDITION Blocked Increasing 1.3000 0.1757 93 7.40 <.0001 Tukey <.000
1 
CONDITION Blocked Random 0.8111 0.1757 93 4.62 <.0001 Tukey <.000
1 
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